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The safe and long-lasting operation of any electrical device requires a good and thorough
understanding of the possible problems and issues which might arise during its lifetime.
Solar photovoltaic (PV) modules and systems are no excuse. As the installation and
operation of PV systems gains momentum as an alternative to traditional power plants,
its longevity and cost plays a crucial role in being competitive and even surpassing the
established players not only by its carbon footprint but also through economic benefits.
Hereby, not only new developments and improvements of PV modules and materials push
this technology forward but also a critical and extensive study of the performance of op-
erating PV power plants is inevitable.
This work explores the decline in performance of operating PV systems both from a
quantitative and qualitative point of view. This decline can be traced back to module
degradation, balance of system (BOS) degradation and all other performance affecting
root-causes. It is important to differentiate between one and the other and to acknowl-
edge that a PV system is not only subject to module degradation, as it is often assumed
and stated. That is why the Performance Loss Rate (PLR) is the primary focus of this
work. To this day there is no uniform calculation procedure to calculate the PLR of a
PV system and the ”true” PLR of a PV system remains unknown. Existing calculation
procedures try to estimate the PLR of a PV system which is as close as possible to this
”true” value.
After introducing the topic and presenting the state of the art of PLR calculations, includ-
ing an investigation on input data quality assessment, a critical survey of PLR calculation
approaches is conducted. The calculation steps are explored individually and in combi-
nation with one another, namely input data filtering - performance metric selection - sta-
tistical calculation method selection. Most of the published work existing today reports
performance loss rates using varying calculation procedures and often inter-compares re-
sults from literature based on other approaches without acknowledging this circumstance
sufficiently. Furthermore, it has been observed that filtering is carried out with insuffi-
cient care and is reported poorly. In this work, it has been shown that each individual
step towards the calculation of PLR can affect the final result substantially and that the
steps are inter-dependent. Instead of sticking to one approach, this work has proven that
averaging over multiple approaches, carefully selected and carried out, yields PLR esti-
mates closer to the ”true” but unknown PLR of a PV system under investigation. For
each calculation approach, a 95% confidence interval should be provided. Overlapping
confidence intervals of several methods indicate if certain approaches are statistically sim-
ilar. The mean of a cloud of similar approaches is suspected to be close to the ”true”
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PLR. Like this, we can select calculation methods with overlapping confidence intervals,
exclude outlying approaches, calculate the mean of these similar approaches and thereby
provide a reliable PLR estimate.
An individual study has shown that filters with low irradiance thresholds and effective
power-irradiance outlier removal are preferred. Furthermore, more sophisticated and tai-
lored statistical methods yield results closer to the actual PLR value and are therefore
favoured to ordinary least squares. Another crucial point of PLR calculations or dealing
with monitoring data of PV plants in general, which has been studied in this work, is the
assessment of input data quality. A thorough data quality check from incoming streams of
measured PV and meteorological data is inevitable to ensure serious performance studies
of any kind. In this respect, a new data quality rating has been proposed.
Not just the qualitative, but also the quantitative evaluation of PLR is of great impor-
tance. In this work, the PLR of two PV system fleets has been studied. The main outcome
was a better understanding of the importance of high quality PV data acquisition together
with an indispensable minimum length of the time series of four to five years in order to
ensure reliable results. With this, it is possible to draw better correlations between PLR,
operating climate conditions, system technology and system configuration. It has been
shown that PLR are highly dependent on the technology of the PV modules. Thin-film
systems degrade faster than crystalline systems. A study based on maximum power point
current and voltage measurements of multiple PV plants showed that degradation of crys-
talline systems can be traced back to a loss in current, whereby both current and voltage
are declining over time in case of thin-film systems. Furthermore, higher PLR values are
observed in locations with higher yearly irradiation levels and higher average tempera-
tures.
While some loss mechanisms in PV systems are assumed to be linear, others might evolve
over time in different non-predictable ways. Linear PLR do capture this circumstance to
a certain extent by reporting higher overall loss rates compared to assumed module degra-
dation values. But as many loss mechanisms are time related and may appear throughout
the life-cycle of a plant, a closer look might shed light on the temporal distribution and
impact of individual issues. That is why we developed a novel Multi-Step Performance
Loss (MS-PL) calculation approach in this thesis. By automatically determining break-
point positions in the time series of PV system performance, and evaluating the newly
created sections individually, we provide a more compact way of presenting nonlinear per-
formance losses with a meaningful temporal distribution. The result is a list of sub-linear
performance losses within time periods of the overall performance time series, divided
by breakpoints on a temporal scale. This algorithm can enable us to detect possible
common performance evolution patterns depending on certain parameter and we might
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be able to connect certain performance loss trends with specific degradation mechanisms
happening in the field. This algorithm was originally developed based on an experimental
PV plant consisting of several PV systems encompassing almost all regularly used PV
technologies and validated using a modelled PV time series with defined linear perfor-
mance losses. While applying the algorithm to two commercially operating PV plants
the filtering methods of the algorithm have been improved. This first test showed some
of the capabilities of the MS-PL algorithm for in-depth performance studies. It provides
a cheap, fast and reliable performance evaluation methodology, which could be exploited
for different purposes. A possible investor of an operating PV plant can use the MS-PL
approach for technical due-diligence to have a detailed history of the performance of the
plant without studying the detailed history of tickets and performance data. Furthermore,
it can also be used for day-to-day O&M activities to detect performance impairing issues
early by arising breakpoints in the performance dataset.
In the course of this dissertation, the Cost Priority Number methodology, an approach as-
signing costs to PV system performance reducing failures, has been further developed by
including real life PLR values. Initially, the methodology assigned costs on ticketing sys-
tem entries based on statistics. The inclusion of associated monitoring data, and thereby
real performance losses of a PV system, assigns very accurate costs to the appearance and
resolution of certain failures and technical risks.
PLR are not only relevant for the operation and maintenance of existing PV plants but
should also be considered when planning PV systems and carrying out long-term yield
and cost assessments. The last chapter of this work closes with an application recommen-
dation of PLR in yield assessments and economic studies. Often, loss mechanisms in yield
estimates are underestimated as only module degradation is considered without including
system related losses. It is shown how the inclusion of PLR, instead of isolated module






Fotonapetostni (PV) sistemi in sončne PV elektrarne spadajo med generatorje električne
energije in kot vse energetske naprave zahtevajo skrbno načrtovanje, namestitev, delova-
nje in vzdrževanje za doseganje visoke energetske učinkovitosti. Konec devetdesetih let so
bili zgrajeni prvi večji PV sistemi in nameščena nazivna moč sončnih elektrarn po vsem
svetu se pospešeno povečuje. Konec leta 2019 je bilo po vsem svetu nameščenih 633,7
GW sončnih elektrarn [1], kar predstavlja oskrbo z električno energijo za približno 150
milijonov domov v razvitem svetu, ki je energetsko potratneǰsi. Po napovedi, ki jih je
objavila Mednarodna agencija za energijo (IEA), bo kljub pandemiji covid-19 v letu 2020
nameščenih dodanih 107 GW. Tudi po konzervativnem scenariju IEA bo v naslednjih pe-
tih letih nameščenih 734 GW, kar praktično predstavlja podvojitev dosedanjih kapacitet,
čeprav večina scenarijev napoveduje občutno večje stopnje rasti [2, 3]. Leta 2010 je bila
cena električne energije, proizvedene iz PV elektrarn, 7,6-krat vǐsja v primerjavi s ceno
iz najceneǰse elektrarne, ki temelji na novih zgorevalnih tehnologijah iz fosilnih goriv [4].
Utežen strošek električne energije (LCOE) iz velikih PV elektrarn se je od leta 2010 do
2019 zmanǰsal za 82% [4] in je postal nižji strošek električne energije LCOE, kot tisti
iz elektrarne na fosilna goriva. Proizvodnja PV je že danes najceneǰsa oblika električne
energije v številnih državah in na številnih tržnih segmentih [5]. Na podlagi baze dražb
in podatkov PPA (angl. Power-Purchase-Agreement) Mednarodne agencije za obnovljive
energije (IRENA) se bo LCOE za PV elektrarne zgrajene v 2021 nadalje zmanǰsal za 42%
glede na LCOE iz 2019 in bo dosegel povprečna cena 0,039 USD/kWh [4]. Očitno je, da
PV tehnologija uspešno izbolǰsuje zniževanja stroškov PV modulov in ostalih komponent
sistema (BOS), in hkrati povečuje učinkovitost in življenjsko dobo PV elektrarn, ki se
odraža v občutnem zmanǰsevanju LCOE. Fotovoltaika s sončnimi PV elektrarnami ni več
zgolj nǐsna tehnologija za posebne aplikacije ali pogoje, vendar se uveljavlja kot trajno-
stni in stroškovno konkurenčen proizvodni vir električne energije. Zaradi tega se od PV
sistemov pričakuje, da bo njihovo delovanje dolgoročno zanesljivo in napovedljivo.
Varno in dolgotrajno delovanje katerekoli električne naprave zahteva dobro in temeljito
razumevanje morebitnih težav, ki bi se lahko pojavile med njeno življenjsko dobo. Foto-
napetostni (PV) moduli in sistemi niso izjema. Izgradnja in delovanje PV sistemov, med
katerimi dominirajo sončne PV elektrarne, v zadnjem desetletju dobiva velik zagon kot
alternativa tradicionalnim elektrarnam, njihova življenjska doba in stroški življenjskega
cikla pa igrajo ključno vlogo pri konkurenčnosti napram uveljavljenim tipom elektrarn
ne le zaradi ogljičnega odtisa temveč tudi zaradi ekonomskih koristi. S tem ne samo,
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da kontinuiran razvoj in izbolǰsave PV materialov in modulov prestavlja meje zmoglji-
vosti PV tehnologij, ampak je pomembna in neizogibna tudi kritična in obsežna študija
učinkovitosti sončnih PV elektrarn med obratovanjem upoštevaje vplive okolja, degrada-
cije in odpovedi.
Povzetek
Doktorska disertacija  VPLIVI OKOLJA, DEGRADACIJE IN ODPOVEDI NA NE-
GOTOVOST ENERGETSKE UČINKOVITOSTI FOTONAPETOSTNIH SISTEMOV
obravnava fotonapetostne (PV) sisteme z vidika energetske učinkovitosti in njene negoto-
vosti skozi življenjski čas, s poudarkom na raziskavi vplivov in posledic okolja, degradacije
in odpovedi. Osredotoča na energetsko zmogljivost sončnih PV elektrarn in vidik njene
negotovosti ter zajema raziskave degradacije oz. upadanja zmogljivosti delujočih PV elek-
trarn in širše vseh PV sistemov tako s kvantitativnega kot kvalitativnega vidika. Ta upad
zmogljivosti in spremljajočo negotovost je mogoče izslediti do poslabšanja modula na eni
strani in poslabšanja stanja sistema (BOS) na drugi strani. Doktorska disertacija izpo-
stavlja, kako pomembno je razlikovati med enim in drugim in priznati, da PV sistem ni
podvržen le degradaciji modula, kot se pogosto domneva in navaja. Zato v disertaciji
stopnja izgube učinkovitosti (PLR) nastopa kot glavni parameter vrednotenja degrada-
cije energetske zmogljivosti, ki združuje vse mehanizme upadanja in izgube učinkovitosti,
ki jim je izpostavljen PV sistem. Po predstavitvi teme in predstavitvi trenutnih metod
izračuna PLR, vključno s pogledom na oceno kakovosti vhodnih podatkov, opravimo po-
drobno analizo metod izračuna PLR. Postopoma korak za korakom preučujejo posamične
segmente postopka izračuna PLR in v kombinaciji med seboj, ki zajema filtriranje vhodnih
podatkov, izbiro metrike uspešnosti in izbiro metode statističnega izračuna. Večina danes
objavljenih del poroča o stopnjah izgube učinkovitosti z različnimi računskimi postopki in
pogosto primerja rezultate iz literature na podlagi drugih pristopov, ne da bi to zadostno
izpostavili. Poleg tega smo v obsežni analizi ugotovili, da se pogosto filtriranje podatkov
izvaja nezadostno ali da se o načinu filtiranja podatkov poroča premalo natančno. Iz
rezultatov naše analize se je pokazalo, da lahko vsak posamezen korak k izračunu PLR
bistveno vpliva na končni rezultat in da so koraki medsebojno odvisni ter da prispevajo k
negotovosti rezultata. Namesto da bi se držali enega pristopa, smo v disertaciji pokazali,
da povprečenje več pristopov, skrbno izbranih in izvedenih, rezultira v bolj verodostoj-
nih vrednostih PLR, ki so bližje ”resnični”vrednosti. študija je pokazala, da je smiselno
uporabiti filtriranje pod pragom nizke gostote sevanja in učinkovito odstranjevanje izsto-
pajočih merilnih rezultatov trenutne moči glede na trenutno gostoto sevanja. Ravno tako
pa bolj izpopolnjene in prilagojene statistične metode dajejo bolǰse rezultate, ki so bližje
”resnični”vrednosti PLR, kot pa klasična metoda najmanǰsih kvadratov. Drugi ključni
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vidik izračunov PLR in obravnave podatkov o spremljanju zmogljivosti PV naprav, ki ga
obravnavamo v disertaciji, je ocena kakovosti vhodnih merilnih podatkov. Temeljito pre-
verjanje kakovosti podatkov iz dohodnih tokov izmerjenih PV in meteoroloških podatkov
je neizogibno, da se zagotovijo kakršne koli natančne študije učinkovitosti. V zvezi s tem
smo v disertaciji predlagali novo metodo ocenjevanja kakovosti podatkov.
Ne samo kvalitativna temveč tudi kvantitativna ocena PLR je zelo pomembna. Zato smo
v nadaljevanju postavili v sredǐsče analizo PLR dveh PV sistemov. Glavni cilj za zagoto-
vitev zanesljivih rezultatov je bil bolǰse razumevanje pomena visokokakovostnega zbiranja
vhodnih PV podatkov skupaj z nepogrešljivo minimalno dolžino časovne vrste od štiri do
pet let. S tem je mogoče zagotoviti bolǰso korelacijo med PLR, klimatskimi razmerami
med obratovanjem, izbrano tehnologijo PV modulov in zasnovo PV sistema. Dokazano
je, da je PLR zelo odvisen od tehnologije PV modulov. Tankoplastni PV moduli degra-
dirajo hitreje kot kristalni PV moduli. študija, ki temelji na meritvah toka in napetosti v
točki največje moči (MPP) na več PV elektrarnah različnih tehnologij, je pokazala, da je
degradacijo kristalnih PV modulov in sistemov mogoče razložiti zaradi degradacije toka v
MPP, medtem ko pri tankoplastnih tehnologijah sčasoma upadata tako tok kot napetost
v MPP. študija je tudi pokazala, da so vǐsje vrednosti PLR opažene na lokacijah z vǐsjimi
letnimi ravnmi obsevanja in vǐsjimi povprečnimi temperaturami.
Povečini se predpostavlja, da so procesi degradacije podvrženi linearnemu upadu. Neka-
teri mehanizmi degradacije energetske zmogljivosti oz. energetskih izgub v PV sistemih
naj bi bili časovno linearni, drugi pa bi se sčasoma lahko razvijali z različno nepredvidljivo
in časovno nelinearno dinamiko. Linearni PLR to okolǐsčino do določene mere zajema z
vǐsjo skupno stopnjo izgub v primerjavi s predpostavljenimi vrednostmi degradacije mo-
dula. Ker pa so številni mehanizmi izgub časovno odvisni in se lahko pojavijo skozi
celotni življenjski cikel PV elektrarne, lahko natančneǰsi pogled osvetli časovno porazde-
litev in vpliv posameznih problemov. Zato smo v disertaciji razvili nov pristop za izračun
več koračne izgube učinkovitosti (ang. multi-step performance loss, MS-PL). S samo-
dejnim določanjem položajev prelomnih točk v časovni vrsti zmogljivosti PV sistema in
posamičnim ovrednotenjem ustvarjenih odsekov zmogljivosti zagotavljamo kompaktneǰsi
način prikaza nelinearnih izgub učinkovitosti s smiselno časovno porazdelitvijo. Rezul-
tat vpeljane analize MS-PL je odsekovna razčlenitev trenda linearnih izgub zmogljivosti
v časovnih segmentih celotne časovne vrste zmogljivosti. Ta algoritem nam omogoča
zaznavanje možnih skupnih vzorcev spreminjanja zmogljivosti, odvisno od določenega pa-
rametra, in stremimo k temu, da bomo lahko določene trende izgube učinkovitosti povezali
s posebnimi mehanizmi degradacije, ki se dogajajo med obratovanjem. Ta algoritem je bil
prvotno razvit na podlagi testne PV elektrarne, sestavljene iz več PV sistemov različnih
tehnologij, ki zajemajo skoraj vse komercialno razpoložljive PV tehnologije. Algoritem je
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bil validiran z uporabo modelirane časovne vrste zmogljivosti PV sistemov z opredeljenimi
linearnimi izgubami zmogljivosti. Pri uporabi razvitega algoritma MS-PL na dveh komer-
cialno delujočih PV elektrarnah so bile izbolǰsane metode filtriranja algoritma. Ta prvi
test je pokazal nekatere zmožnosti algoritma MS-PL za poglobljene študije učinkovitosti.
V disertaciji smo v nadaljevanju razvili metodologijo stroškovne prednostne številke (ang.
Cost Priority Number, CPN) kot pristop, ki dodeljuje stroške na račun upadanja zmo-
gljivosti fotonapetostnega sistema zaradi degradacije in odpovedi, z vključitvijo realnih
vrednosti PLR. Sprva je metodologija vrednotila stroške na podlagi statističnih podatkov
po principu sistema kuponov. Vključitev pripadajočih monitoring podatkov je omogočilo
vrednotenje dejanskih izgub v zmogljivosti PV sistema in s tem zelo natančno vrednotenje
stroškov v luči pojavnosti in natančnosti opazovanih odpovedi in tehničnih tveganj.
PLR ni pomemben le za obratovanje in vzdrževanje obstoječih PV sistemov v obratova-
nju, ampak jih je smiselno in potrebno upoštevati tudi pri načrtovanju novih PV sistemov
predvsem s ciljem doseganja nižje negotovosti dolgoročnih ocen energetskega donosa in
stroškov. Sedmo poglavje v disertaciji se osredotoči na priporočila za uporabo PLR v
ocenah donosa in ekonomskih študijah. Pogosto so degradacijski mehanizmi in obseg
energetskih izgub v ocenah donosa podcenjeni, marsikdo sploh ne omenja, kaj šele vre-
dnoti negotovost v ocenah donosa in ekonomskih študijah. Povečini se upošteva le linearna
degradacija zmogljivosti PV modula, ne da bi se upoštevale sistemske izgube. V disertaciji
prikažemo in ovrednotimo, kako vključitev PLR namesto izoliranih vrednosti degradacije
zmogljivosti PV modula za splošno upadanje zmogljivosti daje bolj realistične dolgoročne
scenarije donosa.
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Izvirni prispevki k znanosti
Ocenjujemo, da predložena doktorska disertacija vsebuje naslednje prispevke k znanosti:
• Nov pristop k določevanju linearne stopnje degradacije energetske zmogljivosti PV
sistemov, ki zajema kritični pogled obstoječih pristopov z identifikacijo slabosti in
razkriva usmeritve k zmanǰsevanju negotovosti pri določevanju stopnje degradacije;
• Samoregulirani algoritem določevanja večsegmentne stopnje degradacije energetske
zmogljivosti PV sistemov;
• Nadgrajena metodologija za vrednotenje ekonomskega vpliva odpovedi PV sistemov
na principu prioritetne lestvice stroškov (metodologija CPN), ki uporablja aktualne
podatke monitoringa in vpeljuje uporabo vrednosti stopnje degradacije energetske
zmogljivosti v realnem času.
Zaključek
Doktorska disertacija  VPLIVI OKOLJA, DEGRADACIJE IN ODPOVEDI NA NE-
GOTOVOST ENERGETSKE UČINKOVITOSTI FOTONAPETOSTNIH SISTEMOV
obravnava fotonapetostne sisteme z vidika energetske učinkovitosti in njene negotovosti
skozi življenjski čas, s poudarkom na raziskavi vplivov in posledic okolja, degradacije
in odpovedi. Disertacija vrednoti vplive tako kvalitativno kot kvantitativno skozi sto-
pnjo izgube učinkovitosti (PLR), ki nastopa kot glavni parameter vrednotenja degrada-
cije energetske zmogljivosti in zajema vse mehanizme upadanja in izgube učinkovitosti,
ki jim je izpostavljen PV sistem. V obsežni analizi smo ugotovili, da se pogosto filtri-
ranje podatkov izvaja nezadostno ali da se o načinu filtriranja podatkov poroča premalo
natančno. Rezultati analize so pokazali, da lahko vsak posamezen korak k izračunu PLR
bistveno vpliva na končni rezultat in da so koraki medsebojno odvisni ter da prispevajo
k negotovosti rezultata. V disertaciji smo v nadaljevanju razvili metodologijo stroškovne
prednostne številke (ang. Cost Priority Number, CPN) kot pristop, ki dodeljuje stroške
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na račun upadanja zmogljivosti fotonapetostnega sistema zaradi degradacije in odpo-
vedi, z vključitvijo realnih vrednosti PLR, pri čemer smo razvili samoregulirani algoritem
določevanja večsegmentne stopnje degradacije energetske zmogljivosti PV sistemov. Za
potrebe tehnično ekonomskega vrednotenja smo nadgradili metodologijo za vrednotenje
ekonomskega vpliva odpovedi PV sistemov na principu prioritetne lestvice stroškov (meto-
dologija CPN), ki uporablja aktualne podatke monitoringa in vpeljuje uporabo vrednosti
stopnje degradacije energetske zmogljivosti v realnem času. Disertacijo zaključimo z raz-
pravo o pomembnosti realističnih ocen izgube uspešnosti v dolgoročnih napovedih donosa
in uporabi dejanskih stopenj izgube učinkovitosti. Ugotavljamo, da dolgoročne napovedi
energijskega donosa sončnih elektrarn pogosto upoštevajo le degradacijo PV modulov,
ki vodi do časovne odvisnosti izgube učinkovitosti, ki so manǰse kot dejanske vrednosti.
Zato je pri napovedovanju energijskega donosa PV sistema ključno upoštevati oboje, sta-
ranje PV modulov kot tudi staranje ostalih gradnikov PV sistema, ki skozi življenjski
cikel prispevajo k zmanǰsevanju in negotovosti energetske učinkovitosti fotonapetostnih
sistemov. Doktorska disertacija prinaša nov pristop k določevanju linearne stopnje degra-
dacije energetske zmogljivosti PV sistemov, ki zajema kritični pogled obstoječih pristopov
z identifikacijo slabosti in razkriva usmeritve k zmanǰsevanju negotovosti pri določevanju
stopnje degradacije in nov samo-regulirani algoritem določevanja večsegmentne stopnje
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Solar photovoltaic (PV) systems and PV power plants belong to the generator side of
electrical grids and as such require careful design, installation, operation and maintenance
for achieving high energy performance. In the late 1990’s, the first large-scale PV systems
have been installed and the worldwide installed capacity increases at a rapid pace ever
since. At the end of 2019, 633.7 GW of solar capacity has been installed worldwide [1],
a supply for roughly 150 million homes in the developed parts of the world. According
to forecasts published by the IEA, despite the ongoing pandemic, 107 GW will be added
in 2020. Even in a conservative scenario 734 GW will be installed over the next five
years, representing a quasi doubling of previous efforts, although most scenarios predict
higher growth rates [2, 3]. In 2010, electricity produced with PV had a price 7.6 times
higher compared to the cheapest option based on new fossil-fuel driven plants [4]. The
globally weighted-average LCOE of large-scale plants decreased from 2010 to 2019 by
82% [4], partially undercutting the price of electricity produced by fossil-fuel plants, and
making PV already today the cheapest form of electricity in some countries and market
segments [5]. Based on the IRENA auction and PPA database, the LCOE is likely to
decrease further for plants commissioned in 2021 with another reduction of 42% from
2019 reaching an average price of 0.039 USD/kWh [4]. It is apparent that the technology
is consistently improving driving down costs of PV modules as well as balance of system
(BOS) components, and increasing the efficiency and lifetime of PV power plants. Solar
PV is not anymore just a niche technology for specific applications or conditions but
established itself as a sustainable and cost-competitive source of electricity. Because
of that, it is expected that the long-term operation of PV systems is reliable and well
understood.
PV systems are subject to continuous cycles of stresses such as: temperature, humidity,
solar irradiation, mechanical stress, soiling etc. These stresses lead to a loss in performance
over time. Performance losses can be categorized into module and system related losses.
Module degradation is primarily triggered by appearing degradation modes, happening
on solar cell or module level. They can appear in single, or across multiple, modules and
are generally difficult to detect. System losses instead are issues such as balance-of-system
component problems, soiling or shading and have usually a greater direct impact on the
overall PV performance. Performance losses decrease the power output over time and, if
undetected or extremely severe, can lead to system failure and safety issues. Therefore, it
is of utmost importance to periodically surveil, understand and evaluate the performance
of PV systems. Different tools are available for doing so. These range from manual or
automatized performance data surveillance to periodic on-site inspection carried out by
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trained personnel using specialized equipment. The advantages of data-driven approaches
are lower losses in energy production and thus losses in income, direct links to the margin
of performance losses and time efficiency. In case of detected issues, on-site checks should
be triggered in order to verify the problem and introduce countermeasures. A common
way to assess the performance of PV systems is to calculate a performance loss rate (PLR),
a value describing the percentage decrease in PV system performance per year. To this
date, there is no consensus of how to calculate the PLR of PV systems. In this regard,
the following questions are discussed:
• What is the most reliable approach to calculate PLR today?
• How can we account for nonlinearities in performance using PLR calculation tools?
• How can we assess the economic impact of individual technical failures of operating
PV systems using PLR?
To answer this questions, an in-depth study of PLR has been conducted. Thereby, differ-
ent approaches and problems are discussed.
First, a detailed introduction into the topic is presented including the basics of photo-
voltaics, important parameter explanations and a review of appearing degradation issues
and its causes. After introducing all datasets which are studied in this thesis, four related
topics are discussed in detail.
Chapter 4 focuses on the complexity of calculating PLR and gives a broad overview
of commonly used approaches. Four major steps are crucial for the calculation: mon-
itoring data quality evaluation [6], data filtering, choice of performance metric and the
selection of a calculation method. The choices in terms of data handling and methodol-
ogy selection of the analyst will inevitably affect the final PLR result. Until today, there
is no standard or even generalized guidelines on how to calculate PLR. Many different
PLR calculation methodologies have been proposed ([18–23]) and every analyst chooses
its preferred methods.
While chapter 4 provides an insight into the state of the art with all its complexity,
chapter 5 steps beyond and discusses future paths. It begins with a review of five selected
statistical methods [24] followed by a comparison of different filtering procedures for the
calculation of PLR. Afterwards, this evaluation is extended in form of a large-scale bench-
mark analysis considering approaches from several leading R&D centres, universities and
industry companies [25].
Chapter 4 as well as the first part of chapter 5 focuses entirely on linear PLR, a sim-
plification for easier result evaluation and decision making, and the standardized way to
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address this topic. This representation might be sufficient to get a first assessment of how
a system is operating but in reality the performance is highly nonlinear. On the other
hand, a nonlinear trend line, which would provide very detailed information about the
system performance, is difficult to assess and evaluate. In chapter 5.2, an adapted PLR
calculation methodology is presented which aims to provide a compromise between giving
a more detailed description of the performance while still being easily understandable
and applicable. This so called multi-step performance loss (MS-PL) algorithm divides
a nonlinear performance trend into two, or more, subdatasets which are evaluated inde-
pendently [9, 26]. The algorithm provides several PL values for one PV system, divided
by breakpoints. This approach has two advantages. First, possible common performance
evolution patterns depending on certain parameter such as the chosen PV technology, the
prevailing climate, the mounting type or the year of installation are more easily isolated
and thus detectable. This knowledge might be very beneficial for optimizing PV systems
under varying conditions. Second, we might be able to connect certain PL trends with
specific failures or degradation modes happening in the field. The methodology is vali-
dated by being applied to a synthetically created PV time-series and used to evaluate the
MS-PL algorithm of 26 experimental PV systems.
The PLR describes the overall decline in performance over time. From the PLR alone,
although giving a good indication of the health-status of PV systems, it is not possible
to understand the root-causes for the performance decline. This would be necessary to
draw conclusions of what the best counter-strategies might be. Usually, on-site investiga-
tions are required based on alarming PLR values. In chapter 6, an attempt was made to
further study and exploit PLR to get a greater inside into these values. First, the PLR
of two PV system fleets have been calculated and correlations in terms of technology and
climate have been investigated [10,14]. These studies are crucial to better understand the
impact of operating conditions on the expected energy yield of PV systems. In the next
chapters, linear PLR have been calculated using the operating voltage and current of PV
systems as metric and the results have been compared with on-site inspection campaigns
[8], and the developed MS-PL algorithm has been applied to two commercially operated
PV systems [12].
PLR are not just interesting from a technical, efficiency related, point of view but of course
also from an economic point. Chapter 7 closes the loop of PLR occurrence/evolution as
well as severity and the economic impact. The first part of this chapter discusses how
long term yields of PV systems are currently calculated and how the inclusion of PLR
could potentially increase the accuracy of yield estimates in the future [17].
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In the Horizon 2020 project Solar Bankability, ways to reduce risks associated to invest-
ments in sustainable energy projects such as PV systems were investigated. A vital out-
come of the project was the development of the cost priority number (CPN) methodology
[27]. For technical risks affecting a PV plants availability and performance the CPN helps
to identify the value of preventive and corrective measures expressed in AC/kWp/year.
The economic impact of long-term degradation was not included in the analysis. In the
second part of this chapter, a link will be established between the long-term estimation of
the performance loss trend and the failure events happening in a specified PV plant [11].
This has been done by studying real cases. The outcome of this will be the quantification
of a CPN due to the long-term degradation of a PV system, which is the result of the
subtraction of the performance loss logged in failure events from the overall performance
loss of a PV system.
In the last chapter, Conclusions, the published work leading to the creation of this thesis





Figure 1 shows the basic steps required when electricity is produced by solar cells. In the
first parts of this section, these steps are discussed and therefore the theoretical foundation
for the topics to be covered in this work is laid. It begins with an introduction of solar
radiation, the basics of the photoelectric effects leading to the photovoltaic effect, and the
fundamentals of semiconductors towards the theory of solar cells. Afterwards, important
photovoltaic concepts are discussed such as essential electrical parameter, degradation of
solar modules and implications of degradation for bankability of photovoltaic projects.
Finally, an experimental PV plant operating in Bolzano/Italy is introduced, which serves
as an application example of many of the topics to come.
Figure 1: Basic steps from solar irradiance to charged carrier collection in solar cells
2.1 Solar Radiation
Sunlight is an essential factor to make the earth a habitable planet. It sustains life and is
an eternal energy source. The spatial distribution of solar irradiation in combination with
precipitation creates different climate regions. It therefore contributes to the role for the
diversity of plants, animals and cultures on our planet. Furthermore, it is the ”fuel” for
solar cells, PV modules and PV systems. In order to understand the working concept of
solar cells, it is important to take a look at the source from which the energy is harvested.
2.1.1 Properties of Light
Sunlight is a form of electromagnetic radiation. It was first described by Newton as
consisting of small energy particles. Later, interference effects showed that it has also
wave-like properties. Planck assumed that the energy of light consists of indistinguishable
quanta of energy [28]. Based on the photoelectric effect, Einstein further postulated light
as discrete particles with certain energy quanta [29]. The photoelectric effect describes
the release of electrons from metals and semiconductors when struck by light. These
observations led to the wave-particle duality, which characterizes light both as a wave
and a particle, depending on the point of view. Therefore, a photon, which is a single
light particle, can be defined as a wave and a particle carrying a certain amount of energy
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Here, E denotes the energy of a photon, λ is the corresponding wavelength, h Planck’s
constant and c the speed of light. The energy of photons is usually given in electron volt
(eV ). One electron volt is defined as the kinetic energy, an electron gains while travelling
through a potential of one volt. The inverse relationship of energy and wavelength can





This relationship is illustrated in the energy spectrum of electromagnetic waves in Figure
2. Here, the wavelength and corresponding energy intervals are shown. Long wavelength
values on the left correspond to low energy photons in the radio and microwave regime.
After infrared, the visible part of solar spectrum stretches from 740 to 380 nm peaking
at around 550 nm. This part of the spectrum is the only part visible for the human eye.
After, the ultraviolet (UV) area begins followed by x- and gamma rays. This is the part
of the spectrum with the highest energy photons [30].
Figure 2: Relationship between wavelength and energy in spectrum of electromagnetic
waves
2.1.2 Solar Radiation
Every light sources has a clearly defined spectrum of radiation. That spectrum can be
characterized by the photon flux, which is the number of photons per second unit area.
The power density at a certain wavelength is described by the product of photon energy
at this wavelength and the photon flux. The overall power density of a light source can
be calculated by taking the integral of the power density over all wavelengths. Based on
the power density relation, it is visible that the absolute amount of energy of a photon
flux of high energy photons equals a higher photon flux of lower energy photons.
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The sun is a hot gaseous sphere. In the core Hydrogen is converted to Helium via nuclear
fusion. The core has a temperature of 20 million Kelvin. The heat convects to the surface
of the sun, which has a temperature of approximately 6000 Kelvin. The sun’s body can
be approximated as a blackbody.
Figure 3: Spectrum from a blackbody emitter, the sun outside the atmosphere (AM0)
and at AM1.5g. From [30]
A blackbody is an ideal emitter of radiation, which emits radiation equally in all directions.
The spectrum covers radiation from 200 to 2000 nm, visible in Figure 3. Since the total
power density emitted by the sun comprises of many wavelengths, the light appears to be
white. The initial blackbody radiation dampens while travelling through the atmosphere.
Roughly 5.5×1017 kWh/year of solar radiation reaches the earth’s surface. In contrast,
the global energy demand in 2017 amounted to 2.4×1013 kWh/year [31], so a very small
fraction of solar radiation is needed to be harvested. This relation shows that the energy
of the sun can easily meet the needs of humans in terms of electricity and even primary
energy.
The solar spectrum above the earth’s atmosphere is standardized and indicated with an
air mass (AM) of 0 and used as a reference. The irradiance corresponding to AM0 is
called the solar constant and is 1.3667 kW/m2 [32]. Based on this spectrum, the spectrum
on earth is calculated while light is passing through the atmosphere and reaching the
earth’s surface. The air mass is defined as the path length of light that travels through
the atmosphere normalized to the shortest possible path length, which corresponds to
the sun being directly overhead. It quantifies the reduction in power while absorption,
reflection and scattering events take place in the atmosphere and can be described by:






Here, ϕ is the angle between the sun and a vertical line of the point of view on the
earths surface. If the sun is directly overhead, AM equals 1. The standard spectrum is
defined as AM1.5g, which describes incoming light at a ∼48◦ angle. Compared to AM0,
almost 27% of the sunlight is lost when arriving at a point on earth with a spectrum of
AM1.5g. Thereby, not just the light intensity decreases but also the spectral content,
because certain wavelengths are scattered or absorbed more profoundly than others. The
strong notches visible in Figure 3 going from AM0 to AM1.5g are called absorption bands
and root from photon absorption at gas molecules of Ozone, Oxygen, water and carbon-
dioxide. Irradiance with AM1.5g spectrum is adjusted to a standardized values of 1
kW/m2, used for rating photovoltaic cells and modules. ”G” stands for global, as radiation
can be separated into its direct and diffuse parts [30].
2.1.3 Individual parts of radiation & irradiance measurements
When light of the sun passes through the atmosphere, it is reduced by scattering and
absorption. Scattering in the atmosphere is dominated by Rayleigh scattering on short
wavelength molecules, as well as scattering on aerosols and dust particles, visible in Figure
3. The diffuse component of light is the scattered share, coming from all directions. It
is visible in the figure, that scattering takes place primarily in the blue regime of the
spectrum (roughly 380 - 475 nm), being the one with a smaller wavelength where Rayleigh
scattering is more efficient. That is why the sky appears blue. The diffuse share of light
increases together with the air mass value and the level of non-clearness in the sky, for
example through clouds [30]. When studying photovoltaics, radiation and the knowledge
about its individual content is of extreme importance. High quality radiation data are
required to carry out reliable performance estimations of photovoltaic systems. They are
either measured on-site or taken from other sources such as satellite data.
If irradiance is measured on-site, it is done with thermopile pyranometers or photovoltaic
reference device. The usage of these devices, calibration intervals and guidelines as well
as possible measurement corrections are stated in Standard IEC 60904:2015 [33] and in
Standard IEC 61724:2017 [34]. A pyranometer is a detector measuring solar radiation from
a hemispherical field of view. It measures the global radiation with a thermal sensor. A
series of thermocouple junctions are connected side by side. Thermocouples are different
conducting materials, usually coated black and white. The incoming radiation heats
the different thermocouples to different degrees, which leads to a varying voltage at the
junction. Thereby, a small voltage between both conductors arises which is proportional
to the temperature difference between the black and white coated thermocouple junction.
This difference is in turn proportional to the incoming radiation. The idea behind this
concept is based on the thermoelectric effect. Reference cells instead are photovoltaic
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detectors, most usually calibrated silicon solar cells. Here, the short-circuit current is
measured which can be translated to the incoming irradiance. These devices are spectrally
sensitive, and thus sensitive to the changes of the incident light spectrum, since photons
with wavelengths below the band gap of silicon are not detected [35].
If no reliable measurements are available the radiation has to be modelled. Different
sources of satellite based radiation datasets are available such as SOLARGIS [36]. More
details on this topic can be found in section 4.1.3.
In the course of this work, it is important to clearly define the difference between radiation
and irradiance:
• Irradiance: instantaneous measurement of solar power over a certain area (given
in W/m2)
• Radiation: cumulative energy measurement over a defined time-frame and area
(given in kWh/m2 with statement of time interval)
2.2 The photoelectric effect & semiconductors
The photovoltaic effect was a groundbreaking discovery by Edmund Becquerel in 1839,
which led the way to modern photovoltaics. It should take another 115 years until the
first practical solar cell was developed by Bell Labs in 1954. Becquerel was able to verify
that electrical current running through a platinum anode and a cathode was increasing
measurably in the presence of light. That is because an electron, bound in a solid, has
the ability to accept energy and, if this energy surpasses a certain threshold, is free to
move. The movement of electrons can be measured as an electrical current.
Electrons are next to neutrons and protons one of the three basic particles of atoms.
Each solid consists of atoms in special arrangements. The positively charged protons and
non-charged neutrons are located in the core, or nucleus, of the atom. The nucleus is
surrounded by a cloud of negatively charged electrons. The number of electrons equals
the number of protons in an atom, so that the overall charge balance is neutral. Electrons
are Fermions, meaning that they follow Fermi-Dirac statistics, have a half-integer spin and
therefore obey the Pauli exclusion principle. It states that just one electron can occupy
one energy level at one time. If atoms are approaching one another, they are affecting
each others energy states and the electron wave functions start to overlap. In a solid, a
sheer infinite amount of atoms is bound together and arranged in a lattice. Solids such
as metals or semiconductors have a periodic crystal lattice with a regular arrangement
of atoms. The interaction of the atoms with one another creates a superimposition of
the discrete atomic electron energy levels so that they split and form continuous energy
bands. The gap between the bands, called the band gap, equals an energy range in
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which no stable orbitals exist. The band energy arrangement determines the type of
solid. According to [37], the valence band is the highest occupied band, that means the
highest band electrons are bound in. The conduction band is the lowest unoccupied
band. The electron transition between these two bands is the foundation of solar cells,
which are semiconductor materials and therefore belonging to the second class in Figure
4.
Figure 4: Categorization of solids into insulator, semiconductor and conductor based and
energy band structure
Solids can be categorized into insulators, semiconductors and conductors depending on
their ability to conduct electricity. Insulators are nonconductors such as glass and con-
ductors are metals. Conductors need just small amounts of energy to excite electrons
from the valence to the conduction band since the bands overlap. The large band gap,
which is the distance between valence and conduction band, of insulators results in their
non-conductive properties. An ideal insulator does not conduct electrical current. The
conducting properties of semiconductors are, based on the band gap distance, between
the ones of insulators and conductors. The most important parameter of semiconducting
materials for solar cell operations are:
• band gap size
• number of free carriers available for conduction
• generation and recombination of free carriers
In the following, these parameter are explained in greater detail.
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2.2.1 Band gap properties & conduction
The band gap of a semiconductor material is an energy band that has ideally no free
states in which electrons can be present. The band gap height depends on material
properties and temperature. For semiconductors, the band gap lies between 0.1 and 4
electron volt [eV ] [38]. At room temperature intrinsic semiconductors have almost no free
carriers, that means that the conduction band is nearly empty and the electrons are bound
into the occupied energy bands. If an electron from the valence band receives energy, for
example through incoming photons, this transferred energy has to be sufficiently high to
surpass the band gap in order to separate the electron from its core and excite it to the
conduction band. The electron is excited into a free state and can therefore participate
in conduction. Upon excitation a positive hole remains in the valence band. This process
describes the initially mentioned inner photoelectric effect, which can be seen in Figure
5. The outer photoelectric effect instead describes the separation of an electron from
a semiconductors or conductors surface. The band gap determines how much energy is
needed for conduction, as well as how much energy is generated. The created hole also
participates in conduction. Certain energy states are characterized by a defined crystal
momentum. The crystal momentum of the bands inside the crystal lattice additionally
defines the likeliness of energy generation. If the lowest energy state of the conduction
band has the same momentum as the highest energy state of the valence band, just the
photon energy is needed to overcome the band gap and excite an electron. This is the case
for direct semiconductors such as Cadmium-Telluride. If the bands do not have the same
crystal momentum, the electron also has to change its momentum in form of a phonon,
or vibrational motion, absorption. In that case a indirect semiconductor such as silicon
is addressed.
Figure 5: Schematic of inner photoelectric effect in direct semiconducting material
Temperature is one of the most important parameter affecting the working conditions
of semiconductors. The band gap energy for every semiconductor is strictly defined by
its material composition and the prevailing temperature. For example, silicon, the most
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widely used semiconductor for solar cells, has a band gap of 1.12 eV at a cell temperature
of 0◦C or 273.15 K. An elevation in temperature mobilizes the carriers. They receive
additional thermal energy to overcome the band gap and break free from their bonds.
Therefore, the band gap height is effectively decreasing with increasing temperature.
This representation is empirically defined resulting in the following band gap energy for
different semiconductor materials [39]:




where Eg(0) is the band gap energy of the material at 0 K and α and β are fitting
parameter. For example, the following parameter are valid for silicon: Eg(0) = 1.166 eV,
α = 4.73× 10−4 eV/K and β = 636 K.
The photoelectric effect is the foundation for the description of solar cells. A solar cell is
usually a semiconducting device consisting of different layers. Atoms in a semiconductor
are materials from group IV of the periodic table, a combination of group III and V, or a
combination of group II and VI. Semiconductors have a diamond or zincblend structure.
The categorization in the groups of the periodic table defines how many valence electrons,
which are electrons in the outer shell, are surrounding the nucleus. In case of silicon,
each silicon atom has four valence electrons, and is thereby in group IV of the periodic
table. The atoms are held in place through covalent bonds, where several atoms share
electrons with one another. In a silicon bond, two atoms are ”sharing” two single electrons.
Each atom forms four covalent bonds with four surrounding atoms, therefore, between
each atom and the four surrounding atoms, eight electrons are being shared. A 2-D
representation of the structure can be seen in Figure 6.
The bond structure of a semiconductor determines the material properties. Thereby, the
energy levels which electrons can occupy and how they move around in the crystal lattice
are of special interest. Electrons in covalent bonds are held in place by this bond and are
thereby localized to the region surrounding the atom. Such bonded, or localized, electrons
cannot move or change its energy states and are not considered as free. In this condition,
they cannot participate in the current flow, absorption or other physical processes. Only
at absolute 0 (equals to 0 K), all electrons are completely immobile. At low temperatures,
silicon has insulator like properties. With increasing temperatures individual electrons can
gain enough energy to break free from their bonds. Electrons are consequently free to
move in the crystal lattice and participate in conduction. The space left behind by the
electron allows another electron to fill this void (called hole) in the crystal lattice. This
appears as a positive charge moving about the crystal lattice [40].
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Figure 6: 2-D schematic of ordered crystal structure of silicon crystal, each Si atom with
with four covalent bonds
2.2.2 Carrier concentration & doping
A pure silicon crystal has the same amount of electrons and holes that participate in
conduction. The concentration of these carriers is dependent on temperature and band gap
structure of the material. As explained before, thermal excitation of a carrier from valence
to conduction band creates free carriers in both bands. This concentration of free carriers
is called intrinsic carrier concentration. The electron density in the conduction band
is the sum over all states for an energy times the probability, or occupancy, that the
states are filled. This occupancy is described with the Fermi-Dirac distribution. At the
Fermi level EF the occupation probability is 50%. At thermodynamic equilibrium, the







Here, kb is the Boltzmann constant. With no applied bias, the amount of electrons in the
conduction band is equal to the amount of holes in the valence band and therefore the
intrinsic carrier density [cm−3] can be simplified as:
























NC and NV are the effective densities of states in conduction and valence band edge, EC
and EV the edges of conduction and valence band and Eg the height of the band gap
(from the edge of valence to that of conduction band) [41].
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In order to utilize semiconductors as efficient photovoltaic devices, it is necessary to distort
the balance between electrons and holes in the crystal lattice. For silicon solar cells, this is
done by a technique called doping. Doping creates n-type material when silicon (group
IV) is doped with group V atoms (called donors), usually with phosphorous. If the
dopant is of group III (acceptors), p-type material is created. Usually, boron is used as
an acceptor. n-type materials have five valence electrons that can form a covalent bond
with four valence electrons that silicon have. Since just four valence electrons are needed
per atom for the creation of covalent bonds around the silicon atoms, the additional
electron is at room temperature free to move and participate in conduction. In contrast,
p-type materials increase conductivity by increasing the concentration of holes. Here,
electrons are missing to create balanced covalent bonds. Therefore, electrons move from
bond to bond, are thereby broken free and travel through the lattice to fill the missing
place. This movement is considered as a movement of positive carriers through the lattice.
Consequently, there is always a higher concentration of one type of carriers in doped
materials. That carrier type is called majority carrier and the type which is prevalent in
lower concentration is called the minority carrier. The intrinsic semiconductor becomes
extrinsic through the addition of impurities via doping [42].
2.2.3 Generation & Recombination
The requirement for the generation of light-generated carriers is incoming radiation. If the
energy of incoming photons is equal or greater than the band gap of the material, there
is a high chance that the photons gets absorbed by the material and interacts with elec-
trons in covalent bonds. Each photon then breaks the bond and creates an electron-hole
pair. Both, a minority and a majority carrier are created. The number of light-generated
majority carriers are far less compared to the number of majority carriers already present
in a doped semiconductor. Their absolute number is not relevant for solar cell operations.
Instead, the number of photo-generated minority carriers is far greater than the number
of minority carriers existing in a doped semiconductor in the dark. Thus, the number of
minority carriers under illumination equals approximately the number of light-generated
carriers.
The most important light conversion parameter of semiconductor materials are the ab-
sorption coefficient α, the absorption depth, generation rate G, carrier lifetime τ and
diffusion length L. The absorption coefficient determines how far light of a specific wave-
length can penetrate into the material before it is absorbed. The absorption depth is sim-
ply the inverse of the absorption coefficient and describes an average penetration depth.
High-energy photons with shorter wavelengths are absorbed closer to the surface (higher
absorption coefficient, smaller absorption depth). The generation rate of electron-hole
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pairs per unit volume is described by:
G = αN0e
−αx. (7)
Thereby, α is the absorption coefficient, N0 the photon flux at the surface and x the
distance from the surface. α is a function of the wavelength of light. According to the
equation it can be understood that light intensity decreases exponentially with an increas-
ing depth. Therefore, the generation is the highest at the surface.
Once a carrier is excited it is in a metastable condition. Eventually, if no driving force
moves the excited carrier, the electrons and holes wander around until they meet and
recombine. Thereby, they lose their energy and the electrons are stabilized back into the
valence band, recombining with a hole. Three general types of recombination are possible:
Radiative Recombination: This type dominates direct band gap semiconductors and
is rarely limiting the lifetime in silicon solar cells. Here, electrons from the conduction
band recombine with holes in a valence band and release a photon. The energy of the
emitted photon equals the band gap energy.
Auger Recombination: This type of recombination involves three carriers. A positive
and a negative carrier to recombine, and a third carrier. Instead of emitting the energy
released through the recombination as heat or a photon, it is transferred to an excited
electron in the conduction band. This electron thermalizes back to the conduction band
edge.
Shockley-Read-Hall-Recombination: Here, electrons are trapped by energy states
within the band gap. These states are introduced via defects in the crystal lattice. If a
hole is elevated into the same energy state before the electron is thermally re-emitted into
the conduction band, it recombines. Dangling bonds at the surface are examples of such
trap states.
The latter two mechanisms are of special interest for silicon solar cells. Especially Auger
recombination limits the lifetime and ultimately the efficiency of silicon solar cells. The
minority carrier lifetime is the average time a carrier spends in an excited state before it
recombines and depends on excess minority carrier concentration and recombination rate
in the material. The diffusion length in turn is the average length a carrier moves between
generation and recombination and depends directly on the lifetime and diffusivity of the
minority carriers.
Recombination events are promoted by material defects, which are especially high at the
surface. Here, the periodicity is interrupted and the material has dangling bonds. There-
fore, the recombination rate due to Shockley-Read-Hall-Recombination at the surface is
especially high. This leads to a depletion of minority carriers in this region. A natural
characteristic of materials is the drive to homogenize the carrier concentration throughout
the material. Because of this the surface, where a low amount of carriers prevails through
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high surface recombination, is attracting carriers from the surroundings. The surface re-
combination is limited by the rate at which minority carriers move towards the surface.
It is important for solar cells to ensure that the surface is passivated in order to minimize
of at least limit this effect [40].
2.2.4 Movement of carriers
Free carriers move freely in the semiconductor lattice in a random direction at a certain
velocity. The carriers continue in that direction until a scattering event occurs. This
event can be triggered by another atom, defect or phonon and alters the direction of the
movement. Since the movement is absolutely random, the total net current equals to
zero. A force has to influence the carriers to move in a certain direction and to create a
net movement. Driving forces for charge carrier transport in semiconductors, and thereby
solar cells, are concentration gradients of their electrochemical potentials.
Diffusion: When light is incident on a solar cell, carrier generation drops exponentially
with an increasing cell depth. A high amount of carriers are generated close to the surface
while almost no carriers are excited in the bulk. This creates a carrier concentration
gradient within the semiconductor. This gradient applies a force to the carriers which
now have a net-movement from areas of high concentration to areas of low concentration
in the process of diffusion. The diffusion will continue until the concentration is uniform.
Drift: If an electric field is applied, it also affects the movement direction of the carriers.
Thereby, electrons move in direction opposite of the electric field towards the plus pole
and holes move in direction of the electric field [30,40].
It is important to note that only the sum of both forces is an actually physical quantity.
The individual description is only for an easier understanding as the field and diffusion
currents cannot exist independently from one another [43].
2.2.5 pn-junction diode
The selective transport of holes and electrons in classical solar cells to different contacts is
realized by connecting adjacent layers of different conductivities for charged carries using
a pn-junction. By joining an n-type material with a p-type material, a pn-junction is
formed and a simple diode is constructed. The individual region have respectively higher
chemical potential for electrons in the n-type region and holes in the p-type region. This
difference in chemical potential creates a diffusion current of electrons from the n- to
the p-type region and of holes from the p-type to the n-type region. The movement of
electrons to the p-type region exposes positive ion cores, and thereby builds up a positive
charge, in the n-type material while the counter-movement of holes exposes negative ion
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cores. The diffusion currents continues until the electrical potential difference is balanced.
This diffusion driven movement creates an electric field at the junction (visible in Figure
7). The electric field is the result of connecting differently doped materials but is in itself
not crucial for charge carrier separation. The doping density determines the width of this
region. A voltage across the junction is formed and applies a force on the charge carriers
in opposite directions. This force is of opposite direction to the diffusion movement.
In a non-irradiated pn-junction, a thermal equilibrium between diffusion and the drift
movement sets in by compensating the electrical energy with the gradient of the chemical
energy. Thereby, the net current, the only physical quantity measurable in the junction,
is zero [44].
Figure 7: Schematic of pn-junction including drift and diffusion movement in equilibrium
The diode can be operated in three different modes: thermal equilibrium as explained
above, transient or steady state. In the latter two modes, an external voltage is applied
and thereby a force is created which is directing electron and hole movement. When a
diode is operating in transient mode, the direction of an applied voltage is rapidly changed.
During steady state mode, constant voltage is either applied in forward or reverse bias.
The conditions do not change over time. This mode is mostly used and also of greatest
interest for photovoltaic applications.
Forward and reverse bias conditions can be seen in Figure 8, where a current-voltage de-
pendency is depicted. A forward bias is prevalent if a positive external voltage is applied
to the P-material and a negative voltage to the n-type material. Thereby, an electric field
with opposite direction to that at the pn-junction is applied. Like this, the size of the
depletion layer is decreasing. That eases a majority carrier diffusion across this region
and leads therefore to an increasing diffusion current. The applied voltage needs to reach
a certain threshold to have an exponential increase in current flow, visible in Figure 8. If
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instead a negative external voltage is applied to the p-material and vice versa, the diode
is operated in reverse bias. The electric field increases and the carrier diffusion decreases.
The minority carriers are accelerated back to their original layers. Thereby, a small cur-
rent through the junction is created, the recombination current. It describes the leakage
as a result of charge carrier recombination in the neutral regions on either side of the
junction. The recombination current [45], often referred to as reverse saturation current,
is, depending on the surface size of the junction, doping concentration and recombination
influencing material properties, constant in reverse bias until the breakdown voltage is
reached, visible in Figure 8. After this, the voltage is so high that the junction breaks
down and carriers will swap across the junction.
Figure 8: Current-voltage dependency in a diode
A solar cell is usually operated in forward bias for current. The dependency between









where I0 is the mentioned recombination current, n an ideality factor (between 1 and
2), q the elementary charge, kb the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. This
is a theoretical representation omitting solar cell efficiency reducing parameter which are
introduced later. The real diode equation is introduced in equation 13 [40].
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2.3 Theory of Solar Cells
The purpose of solar cells is to convert sunlight directly into electricity based on the
basic principles discussed above. Two steps are necessary. First, incident photons have
to be absorbed in order to create electron-hole pairs. Second, the pairs are selectively
transported to their respective contacts. This is achieved by establishing different con-
ductivities for holes and electrons on the way to the contacts. Near the electron contact, a
large electron conductivity and a small hole conductivity is created by n-type doping and
vice versa at the hole contact [43]. By applying an external circuit on both sides of the
solar cell, the flowing current can be extracted in form of power. This is a simplification
of the photovoltaic effect and therefore the basic working principle of classical solar cells.
2.3.1 Production steps
The primary raw material of crystalline silicon solar cells, which have a market share of
over 90% [46], is silica sand SiO2. Through carbothermic reduction of SiO2 and carbon,
metallurgical Si is fabricated with a purity of maximum 99%. Several purification steps of
heating and melting in a crucible, for instance using the Siemens technique, are required
to purify metallurgical Si to so-called photovoltaic grade poly-crystalline silicon with a
purity of 99.99999%. Thereby, poly-crystalline ingots are solidified from the bottom
upwards. The grains are growing in the same direction. After solidification the silicon
block consists of many silicon crystals, therefore poly-crystalline silicon. In photovoltaics,
both mono- and poly-crystalline silicon solar cells are common. In order to produce a
mono-crystalline silicon block, an extra step is necessary. Usually, the Czochralski or the
float zone method are used. In both cases, a mono-crystalline seed crystal is used. The
crystallization depends on the melting and solidification direction of the melt. During
the Czochralski method, the liquefied silicon is slowly pulled out of the crucible by using
a seed crystal on top and continuously adding oxygen. Because the crystal structure of
the seed crystal remains intact during vertical solidification, a mono-crystalline ingot is
produced. In order to produce mono-crystalline silicon using the float zone method, a solid
poly-crystalline silicon rod is moved through a heating element and shortly liquefied and
afterwards solidified locally. Again, a seed crystal is used and its mono-crystal structure
is transferred to the silicon rod [35].
The next steps are similar for both, poly- and mono-crystalline, silicon solar cells. First,
the cooled ingot is cut into single wafers using diamond blades or wire saws. The majority
of silicon solar cells are p-type solar cells, although recent studies suggest that n-type solar
cells will become more popular in the future [47].
p- and n-type solar cells are distinguishable by the layer arrangement in vertical direction.
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The absorber layer of p-type solar cells is doped with acceptors. This is the photon
absorber layer, where a minority of electrons is present. The top junction layer, which
acts as a window for incoming photons and drives the charge separation, is negatively
charged. In contrast, an n-type solar cell consists of a bigger n-type photon absorber and
a smaller p-type top layer.
In case of p-type cells, the upper n-type layer is doped with phosphorus and the bottom
one with boron. The p-type photon absorber layer is created during the production of
the ingots by adding boron into the melt. The phosphorous on top is introduced on
individual wafer level by surface diffusion. The top layer, with a depth of roughly 0.3-
0.5 µm, is heavily doped to provide a selective pathway for minority carries and a good
ohmic contact with the front contacts. It acts as a semipermeable membrane transmitting
electron while blocking holes [44]. The connection of both layers creates a surface wide
pn-junction, visible in Figure 9.
On both sides of the solar cell, metal is deposited as contacts. In classical solar cells,
the rear contact, made of aluminium or silver, is covering the whole surface and collects
the majority carries. The front contact is created by ”thin fingers” in form of conductive
tracks. Two or more busbars run across the thinner contact fingers to collect the generated
electrons. Newer solar cell concepts, especially bi-facial cells, are introducing fingered rear
side contacts since light from the rear side is also harvested. In both cases, the contact
surface of the light facing side has to be minimized to ensure that the maximum possible
amount of sunlight reaches the active areas of the solar cell. The width and amount of
fingers on solar cells is a trade-off of ensuring low resistivity, high conductance and high
transparency. The contacts are deposited via screen printing. The contacts are collecting
charge carriers. The minority carriers are moved to the front contacts and the majority
carriers to the rear side. A connected load creates a current flow in form of moving
electrons or holes. Externally, the electrons are attracted from the p-type region.
The silicon surface is textured to increase light-in coupling for an enhanced absorption
probability of photons. A textured surface changes the path of photons and offers them
a second or third chance for absorption. Surface texturing is usually accomplished by
etching along the faces of the crystal planes. An anti-reflective coating, which is positioned
between the top junction layer and the front contacts, is applied to increase the share of
light which is absorbed and therefore decreases that amount of reflected light. The anti-
reflective coating optimizes the path for photons from air to the solar cells by adapting the
refractive index and thereby creating a smoother transition. The anti-reflective layer is a
sputtered or vapor deposited film of silicon nitride or titanium oxide. After texturing and
anti-reflective coating deposition, the surface is passivated to extend the charge carrier
lifetime. Passivation describes the process of closing dangling bonds on the surface of
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solar cells. This reduces the surface recombination rate.
Before deploying the rear side metal contact, a optically reflecting dielectric layer, a back
surface mirror, is created [48]. The back surface mirror is created by additionally doping
the rear side of the p-type absorber layer by boron diffusion or aluminium-silicon alloying
in order to passivate crystal defects of the crystalline silicon layer. The back surface mirror
is a barrier for charged carriers increasing reflection from the rear side and preventing the
charged carriers to remain there to recombine. Through the high doping density the
electrochemical potential gradient between absorber and mirror layer is high. Thereby,
the minority carrier concentration is dropping abruptly, reducing the chance for back
surface recombination [35,40,46].
Figure 9: Schematic of p-type solar cell in cross-section
2.3.2 Solar cell operation
Both sides of the pn-junction consist of a quasi-neutral region with an electrical contact.
If a photon with energy above the band gap energy of the semiconducting material hits a
solar cell and is absorbed, an electron-hole pair is created. The top layer is thin enough
to ensure photon transmission to the absorber layer of the solar cell, where it is absorbed.
The absorber is usually less doped to increase diffusion lengths of created carriers. The
top junction layer, acting as a selective membrane, is heavily doped to build a high electro-
chemical potential between the top and the absorber layer. Thereby, highly asymmetric
conductivity conditions for majority and minority carriers are prevalent in the individual
layers. This conditions drive charge separation of minority and majority carries in the
absorber layer by providing pathways for minority carriers to the top junction layer while
creating a barrier for majority carriers. Under photon excitation, the gradient of the
electrochemical potential between the absorber and top layer is increasing. Thereby, the
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minority carriers are accelerated to the top layer where they are collected by the front
contact. The majority carriers in the absorber layer are collected by the rear contact
[43,48].
When connecting both poles of the solar cell without resistance in the circuit, the mea-
surable, maximum achievable, current is the short-circuit current ISC. Under this cir-
cumstance, no voltage is applied to the solar cell. Under illumination, the dark IV-curve
(visible in Figure 8) is shifted along the y-axis by the short-circuit current. In order for
the electrons to leave the device, the cell has to be short-circuited or an external load
has to be connected (visible in Figure 9). If the charges cannot escape, charged carriers
build up on either side of the pn-junction, and are producing an electric field opposite to
the one establishing the drift current. Ultimately, an increase in diffusion current leads
to the establishment of a new equilibrium between light-generated current IL and the
forward-bias current due to diffusion. This new equilibrium is reached if the electric field
over the depletion zone cannot separate electron-hole pairs anymore. Consequently, no
current is flowing and the voltage reaches a maximum value depending on the size of the
depletion region. The voltage under illumination without a connected external load is
the open-circuit voltage VOC. In order for the solar cell to work as a power generating
device, a voltage has to be applied corresponding to a optimized operation point, where
the product of current times voltage is at a maximum. More details on this subject follow
in section 2.4. With a connected external load, electrons can flow out of the device leav-
ing from the front contacts, through the load and back into device thanks to the closed
circuit. Electrical current moves in the opposite direction of the electron flow.
2.3.3 From cells to modules
Solar cells are intended to be operating reliably outdoors for more than 25 years. That is
why they are encapsulated to be protected from climate stresses, mechanical stresses and
it has to be ensured that they are electrically isolated in order to operate safely. In order
to be used as a power producing device, solar cells need to be embedded and connected in
solar modules. The number of cells connected in one solar module varies from 36 to 144
cells. The general structure is shown in Figure 10. Cells in solar modules are typically
connected in series with tinned copper ribbons (tabs). Thereby, the front contacts of one
solar cell are connected to the rear side contacts of the following cell. Classically, two to
three tabs per cell are used. Usually, 9 to 12 cells are connected to a string. The strings
are then series connected. This cell matrix is embedded in a polymer sandwich to be
protected against electrical and environmental stresses. The standard polymer material
for solar modules is ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA). The front side is covered with soda-
lime glass. The glass is tempered to increase its mechanical resistance and has a low iron
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content to ensure high transmissivity. The back side is usually protected by a composite
plastic sheet, acting as a barrier for humidity and as electrical insulator. The back sheet
is a laminate of three layers consisting of Tedlar, a polyester and either another Tedlar
layer or EVA. Modules with glass as back layer are also available and become more widely
spread due to an increasing market share of bifacial modules. The complete sandwich is
laminated under vacuum. The layers are stacked on top of each other in the laminator
beginning with the back layer. Temperatures of 150◦C are used together with under-
pressure to activate cross-linking in the EVA. The EVA sheets polymerize and adapt to
the shape of the cells. In the subsequent cooling process the EVA solidifies and acquires
elastomeric properties. The whole structure is joined in a steady connection. Afterwards,
the overhanging laminate edges are removed, they are sealed with silicon rubber, the
junction box is installed on the back and connected to the cells and, if a polymer back
layer is used, the module is enclosed with an aluminium frame [40,42].
Figure 10: Stack of materials in solar module
As said before, the cells are usually connected in series. In a series connection, the voltage
of the individual cells is summed up and the current is governed by the lowest operating
cell. That means that a non-functioning cell, for example through shading, is affecting
the power output of the whole module and may create safety issues. Bypass diodes are
used to avoid this from happening. A bypass diode is connected in parallel, but with
opposite polarity, to a solar cell. Normally, solar cells are forward biased. Thereby, the
bypass diode is reverse biased and is consequently in open-circuit. If a cell is now reverse
biased through outer conditions, the bypass diode conducts. Without the bypass diode,
the current of the operating cells would flow into the reverse biased cell. That would lead
to a reduction in power output, because the current is ”wasted” as heat in the reverse
biased cell, and this cell would heat up. If a bypass diode is connected, it takes the
reverse biased cell out of the circuit and lets the current flow to the external circuit. For a
maximized module power output, the number of bypass diodes should equal the number
of cells. But the most cost efficient solution, while providing safe working conditions, are
three bypass diodes per module. If one cell is not operating as intended, the bypass diode
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bypasses the third of the module containing the problematic cell [42].
2.3.4 Other solar cell concepts
In general, solar cells can be divided into two classes, thin-film and crystalline cells. The
most common thin-film cells are made out of amorphous silicon (a-Si), copper indium
gallium selenide (CIGS) and CdTe (Cadmium Telluride). Other representatives under
research are quantum dot or perovskite solar cells. Classical crystalline cells were ex-
plained in the previous section. Based on these concepts, more efficient solar cell types
are developed and deployed. The most important ones are heterojunction cells with an
intrinsic thin layer (HIT), bifacial cells or cells with Passivated Emitter and Rear Contact
(PERC). Other developments include half cut cells, shingled cells and cells using smart
wiring. In the following, the most common module technologies are introduced.
Thin-film solar cells: As the name suggests, thin-film cells are created by stacking
very thin films on top of each other. These are usual active PV materials, contacts and
sometimes also carrier transport layers which ease the transport of electrons and holes to
the contacts. The main difference of thin-film materials compared to crystalline semicon-
ductors is their missing recognizable crystal structure containing a symmetric long range
order. Furthermore, the manufacturing process, the cell thickness, the thermal behaviour
and the price per installed Watt varies. Thin-film solar cell deposition is deployed in two
directions, either as substrate or superstrate configuration. Superstrate means that light
enters the device through a substrate which is the top layer and has to be therefore a
transparent material for optical photons, for example glass or a polymide. In this case a
transparent and electrically conducting front contact is deposited first on the substrate.
In substrate configuration the ground deposition layer (glass or metal) does not have
to be transparent. In the following picture, three examples for the individual thin-film
types are presented, a-Si and CdTe in superstrate configuration and CIGS in substrate
configuration:
Figure 11: Thin-film solar cell structures in superstrate configuration: a) amorphous
silicon cell, b) CdTe cell, c) CIGS cell
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In the superstrate configuration, the front contact has to be transparent. Usually, trans-
parent conducting oxides (TCO) such as indium tin oxide, fluorine doped tin oxide or
doped zinc oxide are used. Semiconductor films are deposited using both high and low
temperature processes. High temperature processes include vapor transport deposition
or space sublimation while low temperature process include sputtering, electro-deposition
and high vacuum evaporation. The thicker, opaque rear side contacts are thermally evap-
orated. The individual cells are connect using laser writing or ink jet texturing. The
buffer layers, exemplarily shown in the CdTe cell, are carrier transport layers, which are
decreasing recombination of the excited carrier while being drawn from the active PV
material to the contacts. Electron and hole transport layer are also commonly used in
perovskite solar cells to enhance efficiencies. This is done by band gap tailoring. Each
material has a certain band gap width. A smoother transition between the band gaps is
beneficial for an efficient carrier transport. That is why the band gap height of the buffer
layer lays between the ones of the contacts and the ones of the active PV material. CIGS
cells are usually deposited in substrate configuration with an n-type Cadmium Sulfide
(n-CdS) window layer and n-doped zinc oxide (ZnO) serving as a transparent conducting
oxide. CIGS cells have often an additional intrinsic ZnO layer deposited as protection for
the CdS layer.
Due to the non-crystalline structure, thin-film cells have lower charge carrier lifetimes
than crystalline cells because of many defects and dangling bonds. In case of amorphous
silicon cells, the bonds are saturated with hydrogen atoms, hence the name a-Si:H. Fur-
thermore, they have an additional thicker intrinsic layer in the center. This layer increases
the contact area of the pn-junction. It is the center of photon absorption and therefore
helps to balance electron and hole mobility and increases the stability of amorphous sili-
con cells.
Most thin-film solar cell materials are direct band gap materials with higher absorption
coefficients. Nevertheless, the efficiency of thin-film solar cells is in general lower com-
pared to crystalline cells. That is mainly because of short carrier lifetimes observed in
non-crystalline material and their inability to trap red and near-infrared photons for con-
version.
In order to boost efficiency, semi-transparent multi-junction thin-film solar cells are de-
veloped. Here, several solar cells with individual pn-junctions are stacked on top of each
other. Usually, two to three solar cells are deployed. The solar cells have to be arranged
in a way that the band gap of the cells is decreasing from top to bottom, top being the
light facing side. Like this, the upper solar cell is absorbing high energy photons and lets
lower energy photons pass to be absorbed by the underlying cells. The individual cells
are connected in series and usually arranged in a 2-terminal configuration (number of
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contacts). The cell with the lowest current governs the overall current, therefore current
matching has to be deployed to ensure that all cells in the stack have a similar operating
current. What makes thin-film solar cells so interesting for specific applications is their
highly flexible geometry [35,40,42,49].
Crystalline solar cells: Figure 12 shows some advanced crystalline solar cell concepts
which already found their way into mass production. The first is a HIT cell. Here,
layers of intrinsic and doped amorphous silicon are deposited from a vapor onto the
mono-crystalline wafer. HIT cells are usually n-type solar cells with an n-type photon
absorber layer. The top junction layer and back surface mirror are doped a-Si layers. The
added intrinsic a-Si layers are introduced to improve the carrier transport between ab-
sorber and top layer as well as absorber and back surface mirror. The amorphous silicon
layers provide very good surface passivation. They passivate the dangling bonds of the
silicon and thereby reduce surface recombination. The passivation also reduces leakage
currents, resulting in higher efficiencies. The contacts consist of a thin TCO layer and a
screen printed metal. Often, HIT solar cells are constructed with a symmetrical structure,
making them interesting to be used as bifacial cells.
Figure 12b) shows a bifacial cell. Bifaciality means that light can enter from both sides.
As explained before, sunlight can be divided into direct and indirect light. Depending on
the mounting configuration of a module, a fair amount of indirect light hits the back of the
module in form of diffracted or ground reflected light. Bifacial cells have, thanks to their
cell structure, the ability to harvest this light as well. The front side structure is very sim-
ilar to classical cell types. The rear side is adapted in order to be able to absorb photons
from the back. A finger grid is used as a back contact to let light pass through from the
rear side and as encapsulation glass has to be used to provide the required transparency.
The rear side structure is also textured to increase photon absorption. It is important to
use silicon of very high quality for bifacial cells. The minority carrier collection layer is on
the front. Photons generated close to the rear side have to travel further into the cell. A
high quality material ensures longer carrier lifetimes. Bifacial cells became recently, both
in research and deployment, quite popular. A gain of up to 10 % can be achieved if the
mounting configuration of bifacial modules is optimized accordingly [50].
The last type presented here is a PERC cell. Here, the rear side of a standard solar cell
is configured. The back surface mirror is locally deployed and additionally a passivation
layer is introduced. This extra layer reflects light which passed the cell back into it. This
reduces the amount of heat produced by the metal backsheet through absorption and
reduces electron recombination. Roughly 1% efficiency gain can be expected through the
optimization of the cell structure using a PERC configuration [42,51].
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Figure 12: Advanced crystalline solar cell structures: a) HIT cell, b) Bifacial cell, c)
PERC cell
2.4 Electrical & IV curve parameters
To evaluate the characteristics of a solar cell the current-voltage-curve (IV curve) is the
fundamental basis. The most important parameter can read or estimated from the IV
curve function. In order to ensure a standardized method for obtaining IV curves, the
standard test conditions (STC) are used [52], which require the following measurement
conditions:
• Solar Irradiance: 1000 W/m2
• Cell Temperature: 25◦C
• Wind Speed: 1 m/s
• Air Mass: 1.5
The air mass is the optical path length through the earth’s atmosphere for sun light to
pass. Light attenuates through scattering and absorption events. An air mass of 1 would
equal the distance from sea level if the sun is directly overhead. The air mass value
characterizes the spectrum the light under test conditions should have.
Figure 13 shows an exemplary IV curve under irradiance together with the most important
parameter. ISC is the maximum current of a solar cell under irradiation. It is the point
the IV curve intersects the y-axis and can be measured if both poles of a solar cell are
connected together with no resistance. The VOC is the point where the IV curve intersects
the x-axis. It can be measured if no load is connected to the solar cell. Here, the current
equals zero. Further details about VOC and ISC are given in section 2.3.2.
Power is the product of voltage and current. A solar cell is operating at the maximum
power, if current and voltage values correspond to a maximized square under the IV curve,
visible in Figure 13. This point is the maximum power point and the power at this point
is:
PMPP = IMPPVMPP. (9)
ISC, VOC, PMPP, VMPP and IMPP are very important solar module defining parameter, are
measured under STC and listed in the data sheet of every module. The fill factor FF
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Figure 13: Example of common solar cell IV curve





The fill factor is a quality indicator of solar cells. Usually, the FF of crystalline modules
are higher compared to the ones of thin-film modules because of higher material qual-
ity and less associated defects. Another very important solar module parameter is the





where PIN is the incoming solar irradiance. The efficiency is a unit-less performance
parameter and therefore well suited to compare different cells and modules. It depends on
the solar spectrum, the light intensity and the operating temperature of a solar cell. The
modern Shockley-Queisser limit describes theoretically the maximum achievable efficiency
of a single pn-junction solar cell, which is 33.7% [53]. Currently, the highest efficiency
for a single pn-junction non-concentrator cell was achieved using a Gallium Arsenide cell
with a efficiency of 29.1% [54].
Another very relevant parameter for distinguishing solar cells is the quantum efficiency.
It is the conversion efficiency of incident photons into excited carriers and is given as a
number between 0 and 1 as well as a function of wavelength. Photons with an energy
below the band gap have a quantum efficiency of 0 and photons with energy above the
band gap have a quantum efficiency of 1 in an ideal solar cell. Due to effects during
operation the quantum efficiency is reduced. These effects are mainly due to reflection,
diffusion length issues and low solar cell material response for blue and red light. A similar
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and highly related parameter is the spectral response. It describes the ratio between
generated current to incoming radiation. Again, it is dependent on the wavelength of
incoming photons. The spectral response decreases with an increasing photon energy
(decrease in wavelength) because each photon can just create one electron-hole pair. The
rest of the energy is wasted as heat.
Solar modules require specific conditions under which a maximized power output can
be expected. The main performance impairing effects are loss due to resistances and
deviation of temperature and irradiance from STC.
2.4.1 Resistances
In section 2.2.5, the common diode equation was introduced, where the operating current
is just limited by temperature and the diode ideality factor n. The current-voltage behav-
ior of real solar cells is additionally altered by effects due to shunt and series resistance.
This can be seen in Figure 14, where the electric circuit of the single diode model is shown.
The depicted relation can be described by:
I = IL − ID − ISH (12)







− V + IRS
RSH
. (13)
Here, IL is the light-generated current, ID the current flowing through the diode, I0 the
recombination current, RS the series resistance and RSH is the shunt resistance. As de-
picted in Figure 15, the resistances can be approximated by the inverse slopes of the IV
curve.
Figure 14: Single Diode model of a PV cell
RS is thereby the deviation from ideal exponential curve. Other effects such as mismatch
losses and losses due to shading can also be detected by evaluating the IV curve. RS
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roots primarily from three different causes. First, the path through topp junction layer
and absorber has a resistance for the current to pass. Second, the metal contacts have a
resistance of their own. The magnitude of the resistance depends on the material. And
finally, the current movement from semiconductor to the metal contacts is subject to a
resistance. RS affects the fill factor and as visible in Figure 15, the slope close to the VOC.
The absolute value of VOC does not change with a changing series resistance because no
current flows under VOC operating conditions.
Figure 15: The impact of series and shunt resistance on the behavior of an IV curve of a
solar cell together with curve alternation due to mismatches and shading
High losses due to RSH can be traced back to manufacturing defects and poor solar cell
design. Low shunt resistance values suggest alternative path ways for the light-generated
current in form of leakage currents and decrease the operating voltage of solar cells. A
high value of RSH describes an efficient current guidance through the semiconductor to
the external load. A decrease in RSH of individual cells in a module is difficult to detect
and affects foremost the FF . On cell level, it also reduces ISC and VOC. Furthermore,
it increases the slope close to ISC along the IV curve. The shunt resistance effects are




2.4.2 Irradiance dependency of Solar Cells
Figure 16 shows a typical IV curve evolution under varying irradiance levels. The current,
and thereby power, of solar cells is approximately direct proportional to the irradiance
intensity. Especially the ISC decreases accordingly with a reduced irradiance level. Also
VOC, FF and the resistances are influenced, but to a lesser extent. Especially at low irra-
diance conditions, high values of RSH and low values of RS become increasingly important
since their impact on the efficiency of solar cells has a higher relative impact. The ratio in
the relative decrease in ISC and VOC due to decreasing irradiance levels can be understood
when looking at the maximum power point. It almost drops vertically with the VMPP
staying nearly constant and the IMPP decreasing substantially [40].
Figure 16: The impact of different irradiance levels on the behavior of an IV curve of a
solar cell
2.4.3 Temperature dependency of Solar Cells
Not just the irradiance but also the operating temperature has a recognizable impact on
the IV curve and ultimately the power output of PV systems. The temperature of the solar
cell is defined as the temperature of the pn-junction under illumination. We have seen
that not all of the incoming light is converted into electrical power, a large share is wasted
as heat and heating up the solar cell. That is why the operating cell/module temperature
is always above the ambient temperature under irradiance. At low temperatures, almost
no carriers are excited by thermal excitation because the width of the band gap is large
enough.
A rise in temperature leads to increasing thermal movement of electrons in the crystal
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lattice. Consequently, more electrons break their bonds and are elevated to the conduction
band. A higher amount of free, especially minority, carriers translates to a rapid increase
in the intrinsic carrier concentration, leading in turn to an increase in recombination








the open circuit voltage VOC decreases due to the discussed rise in recombination current.
This effect can be observed in Figure 17. Additionally, rising temperature leads the the
expansion of the crystal lattice, thereby weakening the inter-atomic bonds. Because of
that, less energy is needed to overcome the band gap. This means that photons with
lower energies can be absorbed to create electron-hole pairs resulting in a slight increase
in ISC. Nevertheless, the effect on the VOC is much more pronounced [49].
Figure 17: The impact of different temperature levels on the behavior of an IV curve of
a solar cell
As a result, the power reduces with increasing temperature. Temperature coefficients,
found on the data sheet of individual modules, are quantifying the loss in power for rising
temperature values. The temperature coefficient for PMPP of standard silicon solar cells
is between -0.3 and -0.5%/K. Since module temperatures can easily reach up to 60-70◦C,
an appropriate ventilation of the modules should be guaranteed. In general, wider band
gap materials are less affected by temperature effects [40, 56].
2.4.4 Spectral response of solar cells
The efficiency of solar cell materials is wavelength dependent. Only photons of the solar
spectrum with a wavelength equal or smaller than the band gap of the corresponding
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material can be absorbed. Furthermore, absorption efficiency is also wavelength depen-
dent. For instance, photons with a wavelength higher than 1.12 eV are passing through
crystalline silicon cells at room temperature without being absorbed. Cells are sensitive
to photons with higher energy. Unlike STC conditions, the solar spectrum and other
relevant parameters vary throughout day and year and are not constant [57].
The power density at a particular wavelength is a way to describe the amount of incoming
light per wavelength. With this information (measured), one could correct the spectral
influence by shifting the spectrum accordingly.
2.5 Degradation & Causes
PV systems are subject to continuous cycles of temperature, humidity, irradiation, me-
chanical stress and soiling. To ensure a stable operation for the whole lifetime of PV
systems, which may exceed 25 years, we need to understand in how far these stresses
affect operating PV modules. This is important to provide reliable predictions about the
performance evolution, to improve the configuration of new PV modules as well as used
materials and to suggest the most effective countermeasures to dampen effects of tempo-
ral ageing. Performance losses of PV systems can be subdivided into two parts, module
degradation and system degradation. Often, when degradation of PV systems is
discussed people refer to module degradation. It is primarily triggered by degradation
modes which will be introduced below. Module degradation can be seen both on cell and
module level. System degradation include among other things shading, soiling or inverter
(or other balance of system (BOS) component) issues.
The appearance of the stresses introduced above lead to the occurrence of degradation
modes (DM) and system losses. DM are effects that reduce the output power of a PV
system irreversibly and might even create safety problems [55]. Each mode has other
causes and is triggered differently. It develops either in isolation or in combination with
other DM or technical risks and could potentially lead to the failure of a PV module. The
term failure for electro-technical devices is defined as ”the termination of the ability of
an item to perform a required function” [58].
A very well-known degradation mode overview is given by the Task 13 report “Review
of Failures of Photovoltaic Modules”. Here, the lifetime of a PV module is divided into
three typical failure periods (infant, midlife, wear-out) together with commonly appearing
degradation modes shown in Figure 18.
According to Köntges et al. [55], typical performance loss rates for crystalline systems
have a median of -0.5 to -0.6%/year and a mean of -0.8 to -0.9%/year. The main driver
of performance losses are material interactions in PV modules. The most commonly re-
ported degradation modes are potential induced degradation (PID), cell cracks, bypass
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diode failure, browning of the encapsulant material and module delamination.
Figure 18: Three typical failure scenarios of crystalline PV modules, with permission from
[55], LeTID and backsheet failure added by PVEL [59]
Typically it is assumed, that the performance of PV systems resembles a bathtub curve
with high performance losses during infant and wear-out phase. Looking at Figure 18, it is
visible that the appearance of the degradation modes LID (Light Induced Degradation),
LeTID (Light and Temperature Induced Degradation), contact failures, glass breakage
and loose frames are expected to appear during the infant phase and corrosion during
the wear-out phase. Other DM are expected to appear throughout the complete PV sys-
tem life-cycle. Thereby, degradation of glass anti-reflective coating, EVA discoloration,
delamination and cell crack isolation have a linear impact on power evolution. The ap-
pearance of PID, diode failure, cell interconnect breakage and backsheet failure leads to
an exponential decrease in power.
An in-depth classification of DM into appearance likeliness and impact on power evolution
has been carried out by Jordan et al. [60]. In this study, DM were subdivided by instal-
lation year (see Figure 19). It is visible that hot spots and PID, degradation modes with
high impact on the performance, became more prevalent in recent years. The appearance
of encapsulant discoloration instead declined considerable, probably because of a better
material composition of the EVA, the primarily used encapsulant material in PV.
In the following sections, individual DM are introduced in greater detail and their impact
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on IV curve parameter explained.
Figure 19: Likeliness and severity of degradation modes divided into consideration of all
systems investigated and systems installed since 2007 [60]
2.5.1 Degradation modes
Based on the studies by IEA PVPS Task 13 [55] and Jordan et al. [60], several specific
DM have been selected for further exploration. In the course of this section, the most
commonly found DM are explained. It will become apparent that many DM are triggered
by the same mechanisms and the appearance of one DM might create space for another
one to appear.
LID: LID stands for Light Induced Degradation. It is found in mono-crystalline sili-
con and thin-film solar cells based on different phenomena. In case of crystalline cells
it appears if wafers are fabricated using the Czochalski method. The effect describes
the formation of boron-oxygen defects in the bulk of the wafer. The defects form un-
der light exposure via carrier-induced recombination mechanisms. It leads to a reduced
minority-carrier lifetime in the absorber layer of solar cells. It is often found in PERC
cells and they are usually rated at a lower nominal power to account for LID. In case
of amorphous silicon cells the defect density in the absorption layer increases under light
exposure through the Staebler-Wronski-effect. Weak silicon-hydrogen bonds are broken
and lead to dangling bonds [61]. The initial power loss of amorphous silicon modules
is in the order of 15% [62]. The performance usually tends to recover partially during
the summer months and decreases again during winter. For both cell types the efficiency
change through LID stabilized but takes a varying amount of time.
LeTID: LeTID is Light and elevated Temperature Induced Degradation. This degrada-
tion mode appears in p-type PERC cells, both in multi-crystalline and mono-crystalline
silicon cells. Light exposure under elevated temperatures leads again to the formation of
oxygen-boron complexes but this time also metal and/or hydrogen related defects. It has
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been shown that LeTID produces much more severe and longer lasting issues and is not
well understood [63].
Encapsulant discoloration: Encapsulant (primarily EVA) discoloration appears through
photo-degradation while being exposed to UV light. EVA is usually consisting of certain
additives such as thermal and UV stabilizers. If these additives are not fully compatible,
the depletion of additives over time might result in the degradation of the EVA while
forming acetic acid. If that happens, the encapsulant becomes yellowish or brownish.
Discoloration in its early states might not cause any measurable power loss but is an
indication for certain hazards. The mechanical material properties might be affected and
endanger the solar cells, leading to other degradation modes such as corrosion or delam-
ination. The glass composition and EVA formulations have been improved adding UV
light resistant agents in recent years so that discoloration issues were drastically reduced
in modern PV modules.
Delamination: Delamination describes the separation of individual layers within the
module sandwich. Delamination is in some cases closely linked to discoloration and
thereby mainly triggered by moisture ingress in the module sandwich. Thereby, all mod-
ule technologies can be affected. Since delamination is appearing through humidity and
high temperatures, it is expected that it is a bigger problem for PV installations in hot
and humid climates. If delamination takes place, three different connection points can be
affected: delamination of the encapsulant from the glass, delamination of the encapsulant
from the cells and delamination of the backsheet. Delamination on the front side has a
power reducing effect since air enters the interface which leads to optical losses. Delami-
nation supports water ingress which in turn can lead to the appearance of other related
degradation modes and even create safety problems. The most severe delamination type
is a delamination between the encapsulant and the cells because the metal contacts are
exposed and may corrode. This in turn leads to an increasing series resistance which is
equivalent to a measurable power loss. Therefore, it is very important to regularly check
for possible delamination on-site.
Hot spots: Hot spots are points along a solar module, where a localized deviation in
temperature can be observed. Hot spots can root from different DM and causes such as
cell cracks or local shading (by a bird drop or a leaf). Local shading creates a shadow
and reduced irradiation at that point. This in turn will lead to a drop in power due to
cell mismatching. Solar cells are connected in series in a solar module. That means that
the module current is dominated by the weakest cell. If one cell produces a lower current,
the cell currents in the module are not matching (mismatch) and the output current for
power generation of all cells is reduced. Furthermore, the affected cell is only able to pass
the amount of current it is generating. If higher amounts of current are flowing into the
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cell from neighboring cells, the affected cell is reverse-biased and is lowering the power
output of the module. The reverse-biased cell is now dissipating the power coming from
the well functioning cells in form of heat. Temperatures of 150◦ can be reached, resulting
in the creation of other DM and possible serious safety threats. Bypass diodes are used
to prevent such cases from happening [42].
IC discoloration: Interconnection discoloration effects appear in case of moisture ingress.
The metallic connection ribbons or tabs are rusting locally. This in turn will reduce the
current flow through an increasing series resistance at the affected areas.
Glass breakage: Stresses inside the modules through moisture ingress, expansion or
other effects and also mechanical loads from the outside can cause glass breakage. Di-
rect impacts through storms or hail are categorized as outer mechanical loads as well as
mechanical stress through shifting frames. Usually, in case of glass breakage, the broken
pieces are hold in place because laminated glass is used. Nevertheless, glass breakage
will consequently lead to other degradation modes through moisture ingress, has a direct
impact on the power output through optical degradation and creates an immediate safety
risk.
Fractured cells: Cell cracks are observed in crystalline silicon cells and may occur due
to mechanical and thermal stresses. The cells are due to its thin and crystalline structure
very brittle. Cell cracks are very complex and can take many shapes. Cracks can appear
through the whole life cycle of solar modules, from initial wafer cutting until the end-of-
life in the field. That means that cracks can appear through external sources as well as
internal processes. Packaging and transport was reported to be a common source of cell
crack appearance [64]. During solar cell production, three common sources of cell cracks
are defined [55]:
• Residual stress while soldering can induce cracks beginning from the cell interconnect
ribbon; this crack type is the most observed one and is located at end or beginning
of connector
• needles pressing on the wafer during production can induce cross cracks
• mechanical stress while cells hit against other objects can lead to cracks starting
from the cell edges
Since the tabs are running across the cells, a small amount of cell breakage does not
necessarily have to lead to an immediate power loss. Nevertheless, it is likely that cracks
elongate through time and isolate cell parts or hinder current flow in the cells. Further-
more, cell cracks create space for the creation of other degradation modes. Cell cracks are
best observed by using electroluminescence imagery (see section 2.5.3). Thin gray lines
in electroluminescence images show short and thin cracks which do not lower the power
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output of PV modules. Darker spots adjacent to cell cracks show areas where there is no
measured signal, which means that these areas are disconnected from the circuit and are
not contributing to power production anymore [62].
PID: Potential-Induced-Degradation (PID) is mainly caused by PV system voltage. In
PV systems, a high electric potential difference between the frames of the modules at
either end of a module string exist. This can induce leakage currents which are flowing
through the modules and lead to measurable losses in the power output. All module types
can experience PID. For crystalline PV modules, different degradation mechanisms can
take place depending on the configuration. In p-type crystalline silicon modules, a neg-
ative bias between the cells and frame creates a leakage current in form of a sodium ion
drift through the anti-reflective coating and they can penetrate into the cell. This effect
is causing cell shunting. Very similar effects are observable for thin-film systems, where
a sodium ion current leads to strong recombination in the cells. In n-type crystalline
silicon modules, a surface polarization effect can take place under positive bias. Here,
current leaks from the cells through the encapsulant (EVA) and glass to the grounded
frame. Thereby, negative charges accumulate on the anti-reflective coating surface, which
in turn results in higher surface recombination values reducing both operating current
and voltage.
Bypass diode failure: The purpose of bypass diodes has been discussed in section 2.3.3.
They avoid reverse biasing of single solar cells in case of partial shading or soiling. Schot-
tky diodes are used as bypass diodes. Since high static voltage discharges and mechanical
stress might lead to diode failure, these conditions have to be avoided. Non-functioning
diodes will keep the module unprotected in case of partial shading or faulty cells in the
module string. Such effects might lead to the creation of ”hot” cells. This in turn could
cause browning, burn marks or in severe cases fire [55]. According to J. Wohlgemuth [62],
the following issues can cause bypass diode failure:
• static electricity while inserting bypass diodes into a PV module
• overheating; either because of low diode quality or cooling issues
• thermal runaway while diode switches from conducting to non-conducting state,
again based on low diode quality or inadequate cooling
• mechanical or thermal cycling breaks diode connections
• connecting the diode backwards into the circuit
• lightening strike
Corrosion: Corrosion of the conductive parts in solar modules appears through moisture
ingress and at elevated temperatures and is mostly linked to encapsulant delamination.
It takes place in form of galvanic or acidic corrosion. Fingers, busbars and tabs can
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be affected. Corrosion leads to increasing series resistances which in turn lowers the
PV modules power output. The produced oxides can decrease the binding strength of
affected interfaces and induce delamination which increases the moisture ingress even
further. Furthermore, hot spots can appear at the affected areas, which could lead to
severe damages. Appearing metallization corrosion can be associated with significant
power loss and module failure and is therefore a very serious issue if appearing [62].
2.5.2 IV curve evolution
It is crucial to understand the individual impact of different DM on electrical parameter
of PV systems. This is an important step for detecting DM and implementing tailored
countermeasures. In the Task 13 report mentioned earlier the impact of individual DM
on IV curve parameter is presented. Appearing degradation modes alter parameter and
thereby change the shape of the IV curve as shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Impact of degradation modes on IV curve parameter, with permission from [55].
This alteration can be traced back to fundamental mechanisms in PV systems. Electrical
parameter, degradation modes and also performance losses are strongly interlinked and
should be treated as such. DM alter the PV characteristics primarily in three ways:
decreasing transmittance τ , increasing the series resistance RS and decreasing the shunt
resistance RSH [65]. Therefore, RS and RSH have to be estimated and well understood.
The shape of the IV curve can be used to quantify the values of the resistances [55]. A
reducing slope near VOC suggests an increasing RS, for example through corrosion or an
increase in interconnection resistance. A decreasing RSH instead increases the gradient
near ISC due to alternative shunt paths in the PV cell or connections. In section 2.4, the
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single diode model was introduced. Degradation mechanisms can be modelled by adapting
the model parameter, estimated through the methods explained above, to theoretically
describe the degradation taking place.
It is visible that the IV curve evolution is directly related to the performance, and even
safety, of operating PV modules and systems. Therefore, the study of its parameter is
a possible path to better understand degradation and consequently improve performance
in the long term.
2.5.3 Characterization methods
In order to evaluate degradation mechanisms, they have to be detected. Therefore, dif-
ferent common characterization techniques are used. They can be commonly divided into
destructive and non-destructive methods. Destructive methods involve the destruction of
PV modules in order to characterize the aged layers. Non-destructive methods can be
carried out on-site or in the laboratory. In the course of this work, on-site characterization
methods are the preferred methods. They do not require dismantling of the modules, are
fast and efficient. The most commonly used on-site techniques are listed below.
Visual inspection: Visual inspection is a cheap and efficient way of determining the
health status of PV plants. Several degradation modes, such as glass breakage, delami-
nation, corrosion or snail trails can be detected by a trained eye. In [55], a homogeneous
documentation of visual inspection results is proposed in order to standardize the results
for better inter-comparison.
IV curve acquisition: IV curves can be measured in the laboratory as well as in the
field using appropriate equipment. In the laboratory, measurements are usually performed
under STC conditions to provide comparable results. Thereby, a module is installed in
front of a solar simulator in an environment with air temperature of 25◦C. The module is
illuminated with an irradiance of 1000 W/m2 in pulsed or steady state mode. A voltage
sweep is performed from approximately 0 V to the open-circuit voltage of the individual
module and the IV curve is recorded. In the field, the light source is the sun and the
IV curve measurement device is portable. While recording the IV curve, irradiance and
module temperature are recorded. Afterwards, it is possible to correct the measured IV
curve to STC in order to provide comparable results. IV curve measurements are used to
evaluate the electrical parameter of PV modules/systems. With this information, specific
degradation modes can be identified (see section 2.5.2).
Infrared Imaging: The use of thermography cameras is quite popular for PV applica-
tions. A minimum threshold of 700 W/m2 irradiance and a capturing angle of close to
90◦ should be ensured for taking images. Infrared images give information about the tem-
perature distribution in a PV module. With this, certain irregularities can be detected.
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For example, hot spots can be easily detected.
Electroluminescence: Another image acqusition methodology, which becomes very
popular in recent times is electroluminescence (EL) [66]. Here, the photovoltaic effect
is basically turned around to capture an image of the structure of the PV material. The
working principle of LED’s are the foundation of EL imagery. An external current is
applied to the module by connecting it to a power supply. The induced current creates
a forward bias at the pn-junction and excites majority carriers into the opposite layer to
become minority carriers. This triggers an enhanced recombination, which is partially
radiative. This radiative recombination signal can be detected by EL cameras with a
sensitivity in the corresponding wavelength regime. With EL imagery, cell cracks, cell
mismatches, finger disruptions or PID can be detected. The drawback of EL is that it is
currently carried out at night to remove the effect of ambient radiation. Developments in
this area yield new EL and other luminescence techniques [15], which are usable during
the day. Unfortunately, they are still not widely available.
2.6 Bankability of Photovoltaic Projects
In this section, basic terms connected to the economic viability of PV systems are defined.
A PV system is a power generating plant. The environmental benefits are obvious but a
PV system has to be economically profitable in order to compete with other electricity
generating assets. Therefore, a smooth operation of the plants has to be ensured and
economic losses clearly defined. In the H2020 project Solar Bankability [67], a methodol-
ogy has been developed to quantify appearing degradation modes and other performance
impairing effects in operating PV plants. The risk assessment connected to investments in
PV projects was studied [27]. This methodology assesses the economic impact based on
factors such as performance reduction and downtime. Thereby, a cost-based Failure Mode
and Effect Analysis methodology for the PV sector has been developed in form of the met-
ric CPN (Cost Priority Number). It was applied by developing theoretical scenarios to
calculate extreme values for the CPN metric, expressed in AC/kWp/year. kWp stands for
kilowatt-peak and refers to the nominal power of a PV system. Thereby, all phases of a
PV plant life cycle (from product testing to decommissioning) have been included. The
methodology helps to identify and classify the technical risks and their economic impact
by assigning a cost metric that supports preventive and corrective measures, which would
then lower the impact of failures on the availability and performance of a PV plant. Ac-
cording to the CPN methodology, costs related to the appearance of specific failures can
be calculated as [27]:
CPN [AC/kWp/year] = Cdown + Cfix (15)
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Cdown = L(FIT + PPA ·RCE) (16)
Cfix = (Cdet + Crep/sub + Ctrans)nfail + Clabtfixnfail (17)
It is visible that the CPN assesses the economic impact based on two factors: lost pro-
duction during downtime Cdown and costs related to fixing the issue at hand Cfix. The
individual values are defined in Table 2.
Table 2: Main parameter of CPN calculation [27].
L Production losses due to down time [kWh] PPA Power-purchasing agreements
[AC/kWh]
FIT Feed-in tariffs [AC/kWh] RCE Retail cost of electricity [AC/kWh]
Cdet Costs of detection [AC/component/kWp] Crep/sub Costs of repair/substitution
[AC/component/kWp]
Ctrans Costs of transport [AC/component/kWp] nfail Number of failures
Clab Cost of labour [AC/h/kWp] tfix Time to fix the failure [h]
Furthermore, the methodology in its basic form already considers installation year, failure
data and nominal power in order to subdivide data into different segments. Thereby, it
was possible to create a database which gives indicators of failure appearance likeliness
and severity. Such results could be exploited for improved O&M activities. Nevertheless,
the methodology in its present form relies on statistics and does not use real monitoring
data. Therefore, improvements for a more practical application are intended to be carried




In this section, the datasets investigated in this work are introduced. Thereby, the data
of the first dataset, which consists of time series of an experimental PV plant installed
at the airport of Bolzano (ABD), are used in several studies throughout this thesis. The
next dataset was collected through a combined effort within the International Energy
Agency (IEA) Photovoltaic Power Systems Programme (PVPS) Task 13 - Subtask 2.5,
where we gathered data coming from 19 different PV systems for a Performance Loss Rate
methodology benchmarking exercise. In chapter 6, two PV system fleets are evaluated,
namely the IEA Task 13 database as well as the Pearl-PV database, which are introduced
below. Lastly, a Performance Loss Rate methodology, which has been developed in the
framework of this thesis, is applied to two commercially operated PV systems located in
Germany, whose main parameter are presented at the end of this chapter.
3.1 ABD photovoltaic plant
As already mentioned, in this work, several algorithms and tests are executed on an
experimental PV plant, which is installed and operated at the airport of Bolzano. The
associated data are recorded and stored by EURAC Research. By having full access
and control, we can ensure a high data quality. Longitude and latitude of the system are
46.4625◦N and 11.3299◦E respectively and the plant is situated 240 m above sea-level. The
system was installed in 2010 and consists of 26 different subsystems. They are arranged
in two rows of PV arrays, shown in Figure 20.
Figure 20: ABD photovoltaic plant - Bolzano
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According to the Köppen-Geiger classification, the climate in Bolzano is categorized as a
temperate climate with warm summers and without dry seasons [68]. Ascencio-Vásquez et
al. [69] proposed a new PV sensitive climate classification (KGPV) by including irradiance
(see Table 4). The climate in Bolzano is in that case categorized as a temperate climate
with medium irradiation.
Table 3: Main characteristics of ABD photovoltaic plant.
Name # Pnom Pnomtot γ α β NOCT
modules [Wp] [Wp] [%/k] [%/k] [%/k] [◦C]
HIT1 18 215 3870 -0.300 0.033 -0.250 48.4
mc-Si1 14 140 1960 -0.500 0.030 -0.370 45
mc-Si2 16 124 1984 -0.500 0.030 -0.370 45
mc-Si3 8 220 1760 -0.500 0.030 -0.370 45
mc-Si4 4 300 1200 -0.380 0.059 -0.320 45
mc-Si5 4 300 1200 -0.380 0.059 -0.320 45
pc-Si1 18 222 3996 -0.430 0.057 -0.330 46
pc-Si2 18 230 4140 -0.450 0.065 -0.340 45
pc-Si3 24 175 4200 -0.440 0.099 -0.377 46
pc-Si6 20 210 4200 -0.457 0.060 -0.360 47.9
pc-Si7 11 225 2475 -0.497 0.011 -0.320 47.9
pc-Si8 9 225 2025 -0.450 0.034 -0.340 46
pc-Si9 9 230 2070 -0.450 0.050 -0.350 47
ribbon1 20 205 4100 -0.450 0.050 -0.310 45.4
micro1 10 110 1100 -0.250 0.050 -0.310 48.4
micro2 10 115 1150 -0.250 0.070 -0.300 45
micro3 8 135 1080 -0.240 0.070 -0.300 44
1j-a-Si1 20 50 1000 -0.190 0.090 -0.280 45
1j-a-Si2 12 100 1200 -0.200 0.080 -0.330 49
2j-a-Si1 35 27 945 -0.200 0.080 -0.330 49
3j-a-Si1 3.5 272 952 -0.210 0.100 -0.310 46
3j-a-Si2 3.5 272 952 -0.210 0.100 -0.310 46
CIGS2 20 55 1100 -0.300 0.040 -0.260 47
CIGS3 14 80 1120 -0.360 0.050 -0.290 47
CIGS4 14 80 1120 -0.360 0.050 -0.290 47
CdTe2 90 77.50 6975 -0.250 0.040 -0.250 45
γ, α, β - temperature coefficients in power, current, voltage; HIT - heterojunction with an intrinsic thin layer; mc-
Si - mono-crystalline silicon; pc-Si - poly-crystalline silicon; ribbon - poly-crystalline silicon string ribbon; micro -
micromorphous silicon; a-Si - amorphous silicon ranging from one to three junctions; CIGS - copper indium (gallium)
selenid; CdTe - cadmium telluride
The installed capacity of the individual PV systems ranges from 1 to 4 kWp per system.
All in all, eight different technologies are under observation. These are micromorphous
silicon (micro), amorphous silicon (a-Si) ranging from one to three junctions, cadmium
telluride (CdTe), copper indium (gallium) selenide (CIGS), silicon solar cells made out of
a heterojunction with an intrinsic thin layer (HIT), mono-crystalline silicon (mc-Si), poly-
crystalline silicon (pc-Si) and poly-crystalline silicon string ribbon (ribbon). In the course
of this work, the systems are indicated with the abbreviation of the solar cell technology
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and a running number. The nominal values of the individual plants can be found in Table
3. All systems are ground mounted with a fixed tilt of 30◦ and an orientation of 8.5◦ west
of south. Additionally, a weather station is installed in close proximity to the test site.
Here, the ambient temperature, various irradiance parameter, such as the plane-of-array
irradiance (GPOA), and the wind speed are recorded. On the rear side of each system
the module temperature is measured. The irradiance sensors are systematically cleaned
and periodically calibrated in order to comply with the first part standard IEC61724:2017
[34]. GPOA is recorded with a pyranometer of the model Kipp & Zonen CMP11 with an
estimated uncertainty of below 2%.
The weather data are recorded with a measurement frequency of one minute. Since the
electrical parameter have a resolution of 15 minutes, all values are averaged to the same
time interval. It is important to mention that the time of observation is not equal to
the operation time. The systems began operating in August 2010, so roughly six months
before the observation time starts. The delayed start of observation was set to exclude
initial degradation effects and due to a delayed start of recording weather data.
3.2 IEA PVPS Task 13 ST2.5 Systems
19 datasets were made available in the benchmarking exercise carried out in the framework
of the IEA’s PVPS Task 13 ST2.5, which is described in section 5.1.3. An overview
together with the most important information can be found in Table 5. The climate zone
categorization used in Table 5 is based on the Köppen-Geiger classification and the new
KGPV classification. Hereby, the first letter indicates the temperature precipitation zones
and the second one the irradiation zones. The classifications are categorized as following
[69]:
Table 4: Categorization climate sensitive climate zones (KGPV) [69].
Climate Zone A - Tropical B - Desert C - Steppe D - Temperate E - Cold F - Polar
Irradiation Levels L - Low M - Medium H - High K - Very high
All datasets are publicly available at: https://osf.io/vtr2s/. Figure 21 shows their ge-
ographical distribution. Among others, pc-Si6 of the ABD plant has been used and is
called ”EURAC system”. Six more systems are installed in various locations in Europe.
Eight systems are part of the US Department of Energy (US DOE) Regional Test Center
installed across the US and datasets of four systems are provided by the National Renew-
able Energy Laboratory (NREL), all located on the main campus in Golden, Colorado.
This variety of locations provides an interesting mix of different climate conditions.
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*Second hand Modules;
† A-Tropical, B-Arid, C-Temperate D-Continental and E-Polar climates; f - no dry season, m - monsoon, s - dry summer, w - dry winter,
S - steppe, W - desert; a - hot summer, b - warm summer, c - cold summer, d - very cold summer, h - hot, k - cold.
**The first climate zone corresponds to the nearest location labelled, while the second one corresponds to the most adjacent climate zone.
Figure 21: The locations of the PV Systems used for the benchmarking exercise
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3.3 IEA PVPS Task 13 Database
Figure 22 shows the total number of PV systems, which are collected within the IEA PVPS
Task 13 database [70]. One necessary requirement for a PV system to be included in the
study is the availability of a time interval of at least 24 months, whereby a small amount
of missing months can be approximated using a rolling mean/moving average. From 172
systems in total, data of 120 were usable for this study (see Figure 22). Unfortunately,
the database is not updated since 2016 and it is relatively incomplete.
Figure 22: IEA PVPS Task 13 performance database - Number of PV systems; total and
used by country
Little is known about the state of the plants. Several PV parameter such as the power or
the performance ratio are given as well as the location of the plants. There are no infor-
mation concerning the history of the PV systems. No data are provided how thorough the
systems are monitored, if and which degradation modes and other performance reducing
effects took place and if countermeasures are carried out. For example, downtime due
to inverter issues could negatively affect the PR, which is the primary parameter for the
calculations, and would artificially influence the results.
Since irradiance is a crucial parameter for location categorization of PV systems, the
KGPV classification seems more appropriate compared to the well established Köppen-
Geiger classification. Using longitude and latitude, which are provided for each dataset,
it is possible to organize the plants by this PV sensitive climate classification, visible in
Figure 23. It is visible that the gross amount of systems is located in a temperate climate
with medium irradiation (DM). This is simply because more than 50% of the systems are
located in Germany and Italy. Most systems in a temperate climate with low irradiation
(DL) are installed in Sweden. Most PV modules in use are either using poly-crystalline
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silicon cells or thin-film cells. No information is provided on which thin-film material is
used.
Figure 23: IEA PVPS Task 13 performance database; PV systems divided in KGPV
climate zone and technology
3.4 COST Action Pearl-PV Database
In this section, the COST Action Pearl-PV database [71] is presented. The datasets are
provided by Jonathan Leloux and stored as time series ranging from one to five years from
2010 to 2016. From originally 8,453 PV systems, roughly the half were initially excluded
because the first basic requirement for Performance Loss Rate calculations of a minimum
of two years of data was not fulfilled. Other data requirements, which are explained in
the course of chapter 6.1.2, lead to a further reduction in the number of usable plants.
Most of the systems are small scale residential PV plants with a median installed capacity
of around 6 kWp. The majority is installed in Europe, visible in Figure 24a).
The following metadata are included for a part of the systems: installed capacity, lat-
itude, longitude, azimuth and tilt. Especially the latter four features are required to
understand the operating conditions (location and mounting) and to retrieve plane-of-
array satellite/reanalysis irradiance data. In contrast to the systems discussed in the last
section, the system data of the Pearl-PV DB have a 10 min resolution but no climate
data available. Figure 24b) presents the total and used amount of PV systems divided by
KGPV climate zone. It is visible that the majority of systems is installed in a temperature
climate with medium irradiation.
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Figure 24: COST Action Pearl-PV database: a) Geographical distribution of PV systems;
b) Number of PV systems - total and used divided by KGPV climate zone
3.5 Two commercial PV systems Germany
Table 6 summarizes the most important characteristics of the plants under investigation.
Both plants are installed on flat roofs with a tilt angle of 25◦. They are in operation for
more than ten years without major issues. While System 1 is equipped with a central
inverter, System 2 is built with decentralized inverters. The systems were part of a
former publication, where more information can be found [72]. Issues on system level
were provided for this first data evaluation including inverter outages and snow coverage.
Table 6: Specifications of PV systems.
System 1 System 2
Country Germany Germany









Technology poly Si poly Si
Start operation August 2006 April 2008
Pnom [kW] 1512 400
Irradiance sensor c-Si reference cell c-Si reference cell
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4 Performance Loss Rate Calculations
A way to evaluate the health status of a PV system is to calculate the performance loss
rate (PLR). The PLR of a PV system incorporates every performance affecting effect
a system has been experiencing throughout its lifetime. The PLR is a parameter which
assesses the performance evolution of the PV power time series, usually in a linear fashion.
This representation might be sufficient to get a first idea of how a system is operating but
in reality the performance is highly nonlinear. Nevertheless, a linear PLR is very easy to
understand as it is just one value. Therefore, it is common practice to calculate linear
PLR. It is used to evaluate the performance of a specific PV system, to inter-compare
different systems, to perform yield predictions and also to file possible warranty claims
if the calculated PLR is too high. A very important task is to ensure that the PLR is
calculated reliably and consistently across different systems and application areas. The
calculation of PLR in PV systems is non-trivial as the “true” value is unknown. There is
no clear agreement of what the PLR represents, e.g. a partial loss in power output over
the complete irradiance range or a verifiable loss at pre-determined conditions such as
Standard Test Conditions. In this section, we will describe the calculation in great detail
considering well used approaches. In section 5.1, we will compare different approaches and
find an answer to the question of which is the most reliable way to calculate Performance
Loss Rates today. The general calculation steps can be seen in Figure 25.
Figure 25: Input monitoring data and commonly observed data issues
These are input data treatment together with a data quality assessment, data clean-
ing/filtering, performance metric selection together with metric correction and data ag-
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gregation, possible time series feature corrections and finally the application of a statistical
method to receive the final PLR. The most important individual steps are discussed in
this section and thereby commonly used application parameter and methodologies pre-
sented in detail. In the last part of this section, challenges of calculating PLR of system
fleets rather than single PV plants are discussed.
4.1 Input data availability & quality
Monitoring data is usually provided from two sources. These are electrical parameters
from the PV plant, e.g., the power in the maximum power point (Pmpp), and climate re-
lated data from a nearby weather station or satellite data. Depending on availability Pmpp
can be both, power on the DC or on the AC side. For final evaluation, it is important to
consider which power has been evaluated. The first part of standard IEC 61724:2017 [34],
Photovoltaic system performance—monitoring, covers the guidelines on how to correctly
monitor PV plants. Therefore, monitoring systems are categorized into three classes based
on the selection of measured variables and types of carried out performance assessments.
The choice of monitoring system is usually dependent on the PV system size.
Table 7 presents the mandatory measured parameter per monitoring class including stated
uncertainties according to part one of standard IEC 61724:2017. Here, Class A monitor-
ing corresponds to the highest level of data monitoring and Class C to the lowest.
In this section, we focus on irradiance, temperature and power measurements. These are
the most commonly measured and used data in performance evaluation studies of PV
systems. In-plane irradiance GPOA is measured in the same plane of the PV modules.
Irradiance for PV applications is measured either with thermopile pyranometers or pho-
tovoltaic reference devices. The usage of these devices, calibration interval and guidelines
as well as possible measurement corrections are stated in standard IEC 60904:2015 [33]
and in IEC 61724:2017 [34]. If on-site measurements are difficult to realize, irradiance
datasets can be acquired via clear-sky modelling or satellite-derived data. Usually, such
measurements are subject to higher uncertainties and do often deviate considerably from
ground measurements. Another problem when using satellite data is data consistency.
While satellite data quality consistently improves the data retrieved in the past might
have a different accuracy from data used today.
Temperature data are measured with temperature sensors, usually thermo-couple or resis-
tance based sensors such as a Pt100 (Pt for platinum). Ambient air temperature sensors
have to be well ventilated and shielded from solar radiation. PV module temperature sen-
sors are attached at the back of the module. Here, it is very important to ensure a good
adhesion between the sensor and the module to provide accurate readings. Thermally
conductive adhesive should be used appropriately for prolonged outdoor usage. Measure-
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ment uncertainties are supposed to be below 2◦C. The number of sensors per PV plant is
dependent on the plant size and is defined in part one of standard IEC 61724:2017 [34].
Table 7: Measured monitoring parameter divided by meteorological and electrical pa-
rameter [34].
Parameter Class A Class B Class C
Irradiance parameter
In-plane irradiance x x x
Global horizontal irradiance x x
Direct normal irradiance
Diffuse irradiance
Max. uncertainties 3% 8% Any
Environmental parameter
PV module temperature x x
Ambient air temperature x x x





DC array voltage & current x
DC array power x
AC array voltage & current x x
AC array power x x x
Output energy x x x
Output power factor x x x
Max. uncertainties 2% 3% Any
Figure 26 shows the necessary steps of monitoring data preparation for any kind of perfor-
mance evaluation. These include reading of monitoring data, possible cases of corrupted
data and commonly used parameters which are subject to filtering. Thereby, the second
and third part are closely related with one another as data filtering is used to address
some of the common data issues. Commonly found monitoring data sources are listed in
the figure as well as in Table 7.
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Figure 26: General steps of monitoring data preparation
The first task of performance evaluation studies is to collect available data and perform
a first data quality check. Very important data issues, which are not often discussed, are
data synchronization and data aggregation. It is visible in Figure 26 that data usually
come from different sources. A check of the timestamp synchronization is vital to ensure
the calculation of high quality key performance indicators (KPI’s). The knowledge of
the type of data aggregation is thereby also an important information. Usually data are
collected periodically (e.g. 1 min, 15 min). In order to provide consistent data, the way
of recording high resolution values is crucial, i. e. are they averaged over the collection
period or is it an instantaneous value. Plotting the time series of single day observations
helps to verify if data synchronization and aggregation is guaranteed.
Standardized quality checks include the deletion of invalid readings and treatment of
missing data [34]. Thereby, it is recommended to identify faulty data entries and to ap-
ply realistic thresholds as well as statistical outlier tests. In the case of missing data,
it is recommended to assess whether filling (imputation) of missing data is reasonably
possible, and what kind of approach needs to be used. Many different approaches for
data imputation exist, including using different types of interpolation, Kalman filtering,
auto-regression or moving averages [73,74]. For high resolution data (minutely or hourly)
and short gaps, interpolation is a reasonable approach, but with larger gaps or lower res-
olution data (daily, weekly) other approaches yield better results [73]. Depending on the
availability of other measured parameters (for instance satellite based irradiance measure-
ments or peered irradiance sensors in different locations), multi- or univariate regression
or machine learning models can also be applied [74,75]. In the PV community there does
not seem to be a consensus of how data filling should be performed and will often depend
on the amount of data to be filled and the size of data gaps. In all situations where data
has been imputed, it is recommended to label filled values to remain identifiable and to
document the imputation approach applied.
In the process of data quality checking and data correction, temperature should be consid-
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ered separately from irradiance and power data. Thresholds and outlier detection using
statistical tests, which will be presented in the following section, are important to im-
prove the quality of a dataset but not always sufficient to detect faulty measurements. By
analyzing the time series of the raw data, significant measurement errors can already be
identified. They can either be connected to faulty readings or stem from problems during
measurement acquisition. Common problems are for example the shadowing of irradiance
sensors by an object for a certain amount of time or the detachment of module temper-
ature sensors from the module. Such events can easily be identified when visualizing the
data at hand. If small parts of the datasets are affected data imputation can be used to
recover the faulty/missing data. In case of longer data outages other sources should be
used to retrieve the data, for example satellite data for irradiance or temperature models
for the module temperature. In the following, temperature data on one hand, and irra-
diance and PV power data on the other hand are discussed with application examples in
terms of data imputation. The examples stem from issues we were facing while analyzing
specific PV plants.
4.1.1 Module temperature
The module temperature Tmod is a function of several solar irradiance and PV system
related parameters such as ambient temperature, wind speed and direction, mounting
configuration, thermal behavior and efficiency of the module, and other system level
parameters such as soiling or shading conditions. Usually, plotting ambient and module
temperature over time provides a fairly good estimation of the measurement quality.
If multiple module temperature sensors are available an inter-comparison is suggested.
With such figures, strong outliers are easy to detect and can be taken care of. If module
temperature readings are showing unexpected trends, module temperature models could
be applied and the measured values be compared to modelled values. If the discrepancy
between both is too high, measured values should be replaced with modelled ones. The
choice of the model will depend on the availability of other climate data from that specific
site. The simplest model hereby is the Nominal Operating Cell Temperature (NOCT
Model) equation [76]:
Tmod[
◦C] = Tamb +
GPOA
800W/m2
(NOCT − 20◦C). (18)
NOCT is the normal operating cell temperature and is determined for a 45◦ south-facing
module with incident irradiance of 800 W/m2, an ambient temperature of 20◦C and a
wind speed of 1 m/s. GPOA is the measured in-plane irradiance and Tamb the measured
ambient temperature. The NOCT variable is mostly provided in the datasheet of the
respective model. The inclusion of wind speed, if available, usually improves the accuracy
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of the module temperature estimation. A well behaving model is the Sandia module
temperature model (SMTM) [77]:
Tmod[
◦C] = GPOA(e
a+b·WS) + Tamb (19)
WS is the measured wind speed and a and b empirical parameters depending on mounting
configuration, module backside material as well as solar cell material. More sophisticated
models including more empirical coefficients, the transmittance of the module cover and
the absorption coefficient of the cell were formulated by Skoplaki et al. [78] and Mattei et
al. [79]. The choice of the model, and therefore the accuracy of the modelled temperature,
will always depend on the available input parameters.
Plotting module temperature over time already gives an impression whether the measure-
ments are realistic. Another way to see if the measured module temperature data are
correct is to additionally model the data and plot measured vs. modelled values (similar
to Figure 28). The relationship between measured and modelled data should be nearly
linear. The following figure shows ambient and module temperature of the PV plant un-
der investigation.
When looking at Figure 27 it is obvious that the module temperature readings are faulty
at the beginning of recording. For roughly one year the values are very similar to the ones
of the ambient temperature sensor. The module temperature sensor was detached from
the module because of the usage of unsuitable tape and glue. After reattaching using
adequate adhesion material in April 2012, the readings are stable throughout the time of
observation.
Figure 27: Original back of the module temperature measurements of mc-Si PV system;
red - ambient temperature; blue - module temperature
Several regression models have been tested to replace the faulty data with modelled mod-
ule temperature values. Two of them, namely multivariate regression and multivariate
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adaptive regression splines (MARS), are discussed further as the better performing mod-
els. Thereby, the data were subject to light outlier filters according to the third part of
IEC 61724:2016 [80], which are listed in section 4.2. The initial motivation for using a
regression model was to have a simple model which does not require any metadata of the
PV system. Regression models rely only on measured data. As explained before, to use
the SMTM one has to know the kind of mounting type and which backside material is
used in the modules. The system under investigation uses mc-Si solar cells with a glass-
glass encapsulation. Therefore, the parameter for the SMTM model are a = −3.47 and
b = −0.0594.
The faulty data in Figure 27 account for 11% of the overall dataset. Thereby, the strongly
correlated values of ambient temperature, in-plane irradiance and wind speed were used
to model Tmod. The remaining dataset was used to train and test the regression models.
20% of the remaining, trustful, data were used as test set and 80% of the data as training
data. In order to rate the regression models, these and the two established models, NOCT
and SMTM, haven been tested on the test set and the results yield the following model
parameter:
Table 8: Modelling parameter R2 and RMSE of module temperature data replacement.
Model R2 RMSE
Multivariate regression 0.91 4.60◦C
MARS 0.92 4.26◦C
NOCT Model 0.89 5.15◦C
SMTM 0.91 4.61◦C
Figure 28: Test set: Measured versus modelled (MARS regression model) module tem-
perature of of mc-Si PV system
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The difference between the modelled module temperature using MARS regression and
the correctly measured temperature can be seen in Figure 28. R2 between model and
measured values is 0.92 and the root-mean-square-error (RMSE) is 4.26◦C. These values
show that a trained regression model is performing slightly better compared to the SMTM,
provided that a sufficient amount of the measured data are trustful and can be used as
training data. Furthermore, the modelling results in Table 8 show that the SMTM yields
more accurate results compared to the NOCT model and is always preferable if wind
speed measurements and metadata are available. This is in line with results of a recent
study of Livera et al. [81].
4.1.2 In-plane irradiance imputation
Irradiance determination is a very complex topic. In the best case, the in-plane irradiance
(GPOA) is measured with an irradiance measurement device installed in the same plane as
the investigated PV system. If no in-plane irradiance sensor is installed, a transposition of
the GPOA from global horizontal irradiance GHI has to be calculated. Thereby, irradiance
data can be categorized into different accuracy classes based on data availability [82]:
• High accuracy: GPOA is measured on-site
• Medium accuracy: horizontal irradiance GHI is measured on-site and GPOA is es-
timated using decomposition and transposition approaches
• Low accuracy: GPOA is estimated using decomposition and transposition approaches
from extracted GHI, which is taken from one of the following sources: interpolated
(weighted regression) using peered data of different weather stations in relatively
close proximity to the test site, satellite or re-analysis based datasets, clear-sky
modelled datasets
The order of accuracy corresponds to increasing uncertainties in the datasets. While
measured irradiance values can have uncertainties as low as 2% [83], the introduction of
decomposition and transposition approaches as well as the estimation of GHI introduces
additional, partially very high, uncertainties.
In general, ground measurements are always preferred because of higher accuracy, both
for in-plane and horizontal irradiance. If weather stations are used the spatial resolution
might be not high enough leading to high uncertainties. Datasets from satellite data
might be inaccurate because of their low spatial (and possibly temporal) resolution and
treatment of clouds, snow or aerosol. Many different clear-sky models are available. In
the simplest case, they are based on geometrical calculations. More advanced clear-sky
models take into account different measurable atmospheric parameters such as ozone,
aerosols and precipitable water. The problem is that these data have to be measured and
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provided as model inputs.
In order to get useful results, the best of these options has to be selected for each case
and carefully evaluated.
GHI is the sum of diffuse and direct irradiance and is defined by:
GHI[W/m2] = DHI +DNIcos(θZ). (20)
Here, DHI is the diffuse share of horizontal irradiance, which comes from all directions
and DNI is the direct normal irradiance. θZ is the solar zenith angle.
GPOA depends on several factors such as the sun position, orientation of the system,
individual irradiance components, albedo and shading. It can be expressed as the sum
of the in-plane beam component of irradiance GbPOA and the in-plane diffuse irradiance
components, which include an in-plane ground-reflected component GgPOA and a sky-
diffuse component in the plane of array GdPOA :
GPOA[W/m
2] = GbPOA +GgPOA +GdPOA . (21)
GgPOA strongly depends on the albedo of the surface. If no measured in-plane irradiance
is available, the individual components are calculated from GHI, provided through one
of the scenarios mentioned above. The separation of the individual irradiance parts is
necessary because the diffuse irradiance component is very complex to model. A compre-
hensive discussion on models can be found in [84] and a comparison and rating of different
models in [85,86]. Figure 29 shows a simplified model structure to calculate the in-plane
irradiance [87].
Figure 29: Simplified modelling steps from global horizontal to in-plane irradiance
If instead GPOA sensors are available at the site, they should be used to ensure the high-
est possible data accuracy. Usually, the readings are much more precise and accurate.
To ensure smooth and reliable operation of the sensors, they have to be systematically
cleaned and calibrated in order to comply with part one of standard IEC 61724:2017 [34].
Possible problems are measurement errors, sensor alignment issues or sensor drifts and
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are discussed in greater detail in the next section.
As discussed before, faulty or missing measurements for a limited amount of time could
be replaced by data imputation. However, if a measurement is faulty or missing for longer
periods of time, filling these values with simple approaches such as interpolation are no
longer valid or possible.
In a recent study, we encountered such an issue when examining a dataset [88] needed for
PV performance loss calculations. We found that our input dataset was missing in-plane
irradiance measurements for a period of four years at the beginning of the dataset, and
had smaller gaps of hours to days in other years. Aside from in-plane irradiance, the
dataset also contained other irradiance measurements (global horizontal irradiance GHI
and diffuse horizontal irradiance DHI) and measurements of other parameters such as
relative humidity RH. These other measurements were not missing for the first four years
of the dataset.
The aim of the study was to fill the missing GPOA measurements using the available GHI,
DHI and RH measurements. To replace the missing data, we compared several classi-
cal irradiance transposition models (implemented in the python software package PVLIB
[89]) with several machine learning based models [90]. We compared the isotropic [91],
Klucher [92], Hay-Davies [93], Reindl [94, 95], King and Perez [96] classical models, and
random forest [97], extra-trees [98], gradient boosting [99] and histogram-based gradient
boosting machine learning regression models as implemented in the python library scikit-
learn [90]. We added solar position parameters (solar zenith, solar azimuth and solar
elevation) to our input dataset of GHI, DHI and RH, and removed all measurements of
solar elevation ≤ 0◦. We tested also the exclusion of low-elevation measurements up to
5◦ but the results only changed marginally with a decrease in RMSE of around 0.2%. If
instead the model is trained excluding low elevation data but we want to predict GPOA at
all elevation values, the RMSE increases. That is why we decided to keep the threshold
at solar elevation ≤ 0◦.
Using a random subsample (n = 50,000) of our complete training dataset (n = 275,000),
we performed hyperparameter optimization to determine optimal values for the modelling
parameters for both the classical transposition models as well as the machine learning
models. The models were subsequently run (transposition models) and trained and run
(machine learning models) using the full training dataset, and cross-validated using a
0.75/0.25 train-test split. While testing all considered methods for modelling estimation
GPOA, we found that the machine learning based models clearly outperformed the trans-
position based models, with average RMSE’s of around 30 W/m2 and 70 W/m2. The
highest accuracy was found for the histogram-based gradient boosting regressor (RSME
of 29.8 W/m2). Using this regressor, we estimated and filled the missing GPOA values.
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In summary, ground measurements are always preferred if available, possibly with neces-
sary corrections. For certain locations, other methods may yield good results. Retrieving
accurate irradiance data of locations with complicated shading conditions and a high
amount of diffuse light due to regular fog, mist or cloud cover, is still an open issue.
4.1.3 In-plane irradiance & power data
A thorough check of power and in-plane irradiance raw data is absolutely necessary to
perform any kind of data analysis. The quality of the datasets depends on various factors
and can be compromised for many reasons. In this section, simple visual quality checks
and examples of common data issues are presented. Thereby, Figure 30 is based on the
measured data of mc-Si2, a PV system being part of the ABD plant (see 3.1), while
Figure 31 presents data from various other plants installed across the globe which are
kept anonymous.
Since irradiance and power time series are supposed to behave in a similar fashion and
are directly proportional over a large irradiance interval, similar checks can be performed.
Figure 30 shows recommended visualisations for a basic data quality check.
The following relations are depicted for the example PV plant: a) energy vs. time, b)
heat-map (power density), c) power vs. in-plane irradiance and d) daily performance
ratio (PR) over time. All measured data can be evaluated in a similar fashion. The
Performance Ratio is a unit-less parameter and describes the relation between incoming
irradiation and power produced by the PV system [34] and is specified in section 4.3.
Figure 30: Data quality check figures for mc-Si PV system: a) Normalized 1h energy
values vs. time; b) Normalized power-heat-map - time of the day vs. day of the year; c)
Normalized 15 min power vs. in-plane irradiance; d) Daily Performance Ratio vs. time
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By examining the figures, it is apparent that this particular plant operates without any
profound problems. The only visible issue is a very slight power loss over time, especially
in the last two to three years, which can be seen in Figure 30a) and d). Time dependent
system performance degradation has to be expected, and is not necessarily an issue, as
long as the degradation is within acceptable margins. If strong system degradation is
detected, it is recommended to evaluate the performance of individual modules in order
to trace back the root causes of the observed degradation. Aside from detecting issues
with system performance, Figures 30c) and d) are valuable to evaluate the alignment of
the irradiance sensor in plane with the PV system and to rate the irradiance measurement
quality. As said before, power and irradiance are nearly proportional. Therefore, high
quality data are characterized by a linear relationship, visualized in Figure 30c). Here,
instantaneous measurement data are depicted. A higher number of outliers might suggest
certain synchronization issues. In Figure 30c), some outlying values are visible where
irradiance values of up to 500 W/m2 are measured while no power is produced. That
is because the system is installed in a valley of a mountainous region. Under low sun
inclination in the morning, the irradiance sensor is already irradiated while the PV system
is still in the shadow, and thereby not producing any power, while higher irradiance
values are correctly measured. Figure 30d) could also depict other aggregation time
steps (daily/weekly/monthly sums/averages) for PR, power or irradiance values. Like
this, time-dependent trends could be evaluated, which are assumed to be periodical and
without strong degradation patterns.
Another helpful way to verify data quality is to look at a heatmap plot of instantaneous
measurement values, as shown in Figure 30b) for normalized power. Here, 15 min power
data of the mc-Si system are colored according to normalized power and plotted as a
function of the time of the day and the day of the year. Higher power values for a longer
duration of the day are detected in summer because of higher irradiation and longer days
in summer time. From such a plot one can detect longer system outages, timestamp issues,
shading instances or also exceptionally strong degradation. If similar plots are shown on
a weekly or monthly scale, additionally cloudy days can be detected. The data of the
system are converted to UTC (Universal Time Coordinated) to remove daylight-saving
time shifts in the density plot. It is visible that the data follow a fairly stable pattern and
can be considered being of high quality.
In general, strong outliers, missing data, sensor measurement issues, inverter clipping
instances or other common data issues can be identified from the plots above. In Figure
31, examples of such data issues are presented from several PV systems not belonging
to the experimental PV installation introduced above. All data are anonymized and
normalized. In the figures, blue has been used to represent power values plotted on
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the y-axis, orange for irradiance values and green for PR values. In each subplot, the
corresponding problem is depicted.
Figure 31: Exemplary data quality issues: a) Imprecise irradiance sensor alignment (P vs
GPOA); b) Inverter clipping (E vs time); c) Negative power values (P vs GPOA); d) Power
data shift (E vs time); e) Data hole (E vs time); f) Inverter failure (daily PR vs time);
g) Irradiance sensor degradation (daily in-plane radiation vs time); h) Summer/Winter
time shift & strong degradation (Normalized power-density plot)
Figure 31a) shows a typical sensor alignment issues. Many data points are away from
the linear trend-line between power and irradiance. Furthermore, two distinct lines can
be recognized. These issues can stem from various problems, Usually they are connected
to an offset between timestamps, an incident which decreases the power output at some
point, a change in irradiance readings or the sensor having a different tilt/orientation as
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the solar modules. In such situations it is recommended to investigate the power and
irradiance data over smaller time scales to possibly detect certain performance impairing
issues. Furthermore, the irradiance data have to be thoroughly filtered or possibly re-
placed.
Figure 31b) shows inverter clipping of a PV system, which occurs when their AC power
rating is lower than the total installed PV module capacity and the output power is
limited. This is actually not an error or issue, but a way to increase the reliability of
PV systems. Nevertheless, it is important to be detected and taken into account for
further data treatment. Using undersized inverters has the benefits of saving money for
cheaper components, producing more power under low light conditions and the fact that
PV systems degrade naturally over time (a high rated inverter power might not be needed
anymore). Thus, inverter clipping is common practice in modern PV plants.
In Figure 31c), the system under investigation apparently produced negative power val-
ues. From a physical standpoint, that is not possible. It is more likely that the polarity
has been switched. Filtering negative values is a common procedure defined in standard
IEC 61724:2016 [80].
The system data, presented in Figure 31d), show inverter clipping and a power data shift
after one year of operation. Since the source and reason of the shift is not known, it is
advisable to omit the first year of operation to ensure realistic measurement conditions.
The data holes in Figure 31e) stem from calibration activities of the sensors at the mea-
surement site. In order to avoid these issues related to maintenance of the measurement
system, it is recommended to have redundancy in sensors, and to have a proper calibra-
tion plan to avoid losing large amounts of measurements.
In Figure 31f), the daily aggregated PR of a PV system is seen. Two instances of inverter
failures were recorded, marked with red ellipses. Inverter failures are preceded by distinct
losses in performance. The performance drops and the PR values deviate clearly from
their normal patterns. Either the inverter breaks down completely or the deviation is
detected beforehand and the inverter is repaired or exchanged. Inverter failures can be
categorized as reversible performance losses.
Figure 31g) depicts the daily in-plane radiation measured with an irradiance sensor. A
simple approach to detect possible sensor drifts or sensor degradation (if solar cell ma-
terial is used) is to perform a linear regression of the irradiance time series. A clear
trend change of the regression line over time would indicate a possible drift in the sen-
sor readings. Certain trend variations could also be explained by inter-annual irradiance
variability (especially for shorter time series) and appearing global brightening effects in
recent year. These effects are observed since the late 1980’s and are attributed to reduc-
tions in aerosol content in the atmosphere and cloud cover leading to higher transmission
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of sunlight [100]. In this particular case a decrease in measured irradiance over time can be
seen. If this irradiance sensor measurements were to be used for constructing PR or other
KPI time series, the PR would artificially increase, provided the corresponding power
time series is fairly stable over time. After enquiring about this sensor, it was reported
that it is a amorphous silicon reference cell. It is expected that the active solar mate-
rial in the reference cell degraded, resulting in decreasing irradiance measurement values
while not being re-calibrated. To evaluate the PV system performance corresponding to
this irradiance sensor, it is necessary to use another source of irradiance measurements to
ensure realistic readings.
Figure 31h) shows a power heatmap for a thin-film PV system. The data are measured
and plotted in central European time including summer time, therefore an 1-hour shift in
March and October every year can be seen. It is visible that this shift interrupts the peri-
odic structure of the figure and should therefore be removed by converting the timestamp
to UTC. Furthermore, this particular system is subject to an unusual high degradation,
visible in the decreasing color intensity over time.
In [25], a input power data grading scheme was proposed to have unified and easily com-
parable parameter to rate datasets against one another. To assess the meaning, accuracy,
and robustness of the calculated results for a particular dataset, it is useful to determine
the appropriate statistical measures of PV dataset quality. This provides insights into
which datasets are robust to analysis, and which datasets may fail at particular steps or
for certain types of analysis, such as the case where different aspects of data missingness
makes analysis impossible [101,102]. An approach used for building electricity time series
has been adapted for application to PV system time series datasets such as power and
irradiance time series [103]. We statistically characterize the power timeseries and then
grade each dataset in three areas, outliers, missing data points, and data gaps. The de-
veloped grading scheme is summarized in Table 9.
Outliers are typically defined as points which are greater than ± 1.5 times the interquartile
range (IQR), and may be anomalous data points [101]. Various of the filtering and correc-
tion methods discussed later on are examples of approaches to address dataset outliers.
Missing datapoints in a dataset is another typical data error that can impact analysis.
Longer data gaps in a time series dataset can be quite problematic for different analysis
methods, and are hard to correct or impute in an attempt to mitigate their impact. These
three categories of statistical properties give us a quantitative sense of the ”missingness”
of the dataset, and learning which filters, and methods are robust in the face of outliers,
missing data points and data gaps, is important to advance the field.
In a recent study by Livera et al. [81], it was shown that the best strategy for unbiased
PLR calculations in case of less than 10% missing data is to use the list-wise deletion
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method, where data with invalid measurements are omitted. In case of a higher amount
of missing data and therefore a missingness grade below A (see Table 9, the Sandia PV
Array Performance Model [77,104] was recommended for data imputation.
Table 9: Data quality grading criteria. Outliers include the impact of clouds, and anoma-
lous datapoints; missing data is 5 or fewer sequential datapoints; and the longest gap is
of all the data gaps in the dataset. The dataset length needs to be > two years for a P









A Below 10 Below 10 Below 15
B 10 to 20 10 to 25 15 to 30
C 20 to 30 25 to 40 30 to 90
D Above 30 Above 40 Above 90
Pass/fail criteria
Time series above 24 months
=> PASS
4.2 Input data filtering
Once the raw data are evaluated, data filters are used to provide stable measurement
conditions and to extract the data of interest for specific applications. Thereby, the choice
of filters will, among other things, depend on the findings based on performed quality
checks. Standard IEC 61724:2016 part three provides guidelines of initial minimum filters
for monitored high resolution (15 min data) variables [80]. The most relevant ones are
listed below:
-6 W/m2 < irradiance < 1500 W/m2
-30◦C < ambient temperature < 50◦C
0 m/s < wind speed < 32 m/s
-0.01 × Pnom < AC power < 1.02 × Pnom
Here, Pnom is the rated power of the system. The standard also suggests to test for
inverter clipping, irradiance sensor shading, calibration drift and other malfunction. Rec-
ommended visualized tests are presented above. Furthermore, standard IEC 61724:2017
part one [34] recommends an in-plane irradiance threshold of 20 W/m2 ensuring measure-
ments during daylight hours.
Next to the common usage of these standard filters, filtering will always depend on the
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purpose of the study. In the following, filters are discussed with respect to performance
loss rate calculations, a field where filtering can have tremendous effects on the final out-
come. No standards or guidelines are available which suggest best practices in terms of
filtering and thus chosen filters mostly depend on the preferences and experiences of the
individual research group.
Often, filtering is performed without the required level of detail. Filtering approaches
are partly selected in such a way to achieve desired results in later analyses and often
not discussed properly. That is why some common thoughts about filtering are presented
below.
Irradiance and power filters are already suggested by standard IEC 61724:2016 but are
mostly extended. Furthermore, clear-sky or PR filters are often used to find representative
power-irradiance pairs. In the following, filter approaches are discussed.
Irradiance threshold filter: The irradiance threshold is one of the most standard
filters applied to PV time series and are usually deployed in form of maximum and min-
imum thresholds. Data with irradiance values that fall below or above given values are
removed. Low cutoff values (filtering out irradiance data below a given value) are intended
to remove nighttime and low irradiance periods. High irradiance thresholds remove out-
liers and potential errors in measurement. High cutoff values are typically set at 1200
W/m2 based on typical maximum terrestrial irradiance readings, this generally concerns
a small portion of the total data. The low irradiance cutoff, however, applies to a much
larger portion of data. Low irradiance threshold values have varied significantly between
research groups. Previously, data was subset to a high irradiance level, typically 800
W/m2 and above to maintain conditions similar to STC. This has become less popular
recently given the massive amount of data removal and current low irradiance cutoffs are
generally around 100-200 W/m2.
Power threshold filter: Power thresholding and irradiance thresholding have strong
overlap with each other, given their fundamental link for PV systems. Power filters are
first and foremost used to remove power measurement errors and system outages, since
the extraction of data of interest is usually performed with an irradiance filter. The
thresholds for the filter are not universally applicable compared to irradiance thresholds
because the power output varies among systems. A simple way to account for that is to
filter in relation to the maximum rated power.
Statistical Performance Metric filter: Power (P ) and Performance Ratio (PR)
are the most common performance metrics used. The PR is a unit-less parameter, which
describes the relationship between incoming irradiation and produced power by a PV sys-
tem (mathematical description in section 4.3). Since power and irradiance follow a nearly
linear trend over a wide range of irradiance, this relationship can be used to detect and
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remove non-realistic power-irradiance pairs created through sensor shadowing, alignment
or other issues. Usually, statistical thresholds based on interquartile ranges around the
median or mode [105] of the performance metric values are used to filter irradiance and
power data.
Clear Sky filter: Clear sky filters are approaches which filter measured data for
clear sky instances and remove data periods where partial or intermittent cloud cover was
prevalent. Clear sky measurements have the advantage of being consistent throughout the
time of observation and are therefore well comparable. That is why measured clear sky
instances are preferred to be used to be compared with modelled irradiance, to evaluate
the irradiance measurement quality, but also to rate different irradiance sources. Clear
sky models are developed and deployed in the PV performance libraries PVLIB [106] and
RdTools [107], which are available for Python.
Inverter saturation: This filter type corresponds to instances of high DC/AC ratios
of PV systems causing inverter clipping. Here, the produced DC power of the PV modules
exceeds the rated AC power of the inverter and system output power will thus be limited
to the rated AC level. To account for these instances a threshold filter at the saturation
bound of the AC power can be set, usually 99% of the rated AC power is selected.
Data filtering is a complex topic and the choice of filter and the ratio between raw and
filtered data will influence all subsequent analyses steps. Usually, filtered data are ag-
gregated to a desired time resolution such as days or months. If the filter ratio is not
too high, aggregated time series should be created without large gaps. Small holes are
either ignored or filled using common models such as moving average, interpolation or
extrapolation. If large holes are present in the time series, filling algorithms should be
used with care and possibly another raw data quality check is advisable. From experience,
up to 20% of missing data can be usually recovered if they are spread along the time-line
and the KPI follows a steady pattern.
There are certain filter guidelines one should obey, but unfortunately no universal filtering
procedure for performance loss analyses has been developed yet. Recently, a tendency of
using lower irradiance thresholds (200 W/m2 - 500 W/m2) and stringent power-irradiance
pair filter such as clear-sky or PR filter can be observed. The motivation behind this trend
is to keep a large amount of data which realistically represent the performance of a PV
system while ensuring to remove non-representative power-irradiance pairs. A discussion
on the application of different filters can be found in [25] and is also included in section
5.1.
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4.3 Performance Metrics, corrections & data aggregation
After filtering a performance metric has to be selected and calculated. These are mea-
sured or calculated in a specified interval. Performance metrics are ideal to compare
the performance of different systems in different climates. They can be categorized into
three different groups. These are: i) electrical parameters directly taken from IV curves
recorded either outdoor or indoor and possibly corrected to Standard-Test-Conditions
(STC), ii) power predictive methods and iii) normalized and/or corrected metrics such as
Performance Ratio [108]. Great care has to be taken when selecting performance metrics.
The choice as well as possible corrections such as corrected power for temperature and
irradiance [109] will influence the results. Therefore, the outcome of a certain performance
loss model applied on a specific performance metric needs to be evaluated and put into
context to understand the validity of the results.
i) Evaluation of IV curve parameter: Electrical parameters of the IV curve in-
clude power, voltage and current at the maximum power point, the open circuit voltage
and the short circuit current. With these parameters it is possible to calculate the fill
factor. A PV systems performance loss is observable when comparing the values of peri-
odically performed measurements of systems in operation [110]. If an unexpected decline
in one of the parameter appears, the affected modules can be examined indoors or out-
doors, for example with electroluminescence or thermal imaging cameras. For detailed
characterization, indoor measurements can lead to the most accurate results. However,
removing PV modules from the field is time consuming with the possibility of damaging
the modules during transport and handling. These considerations need to be taken into
account to decide which strategy to follow depending on the extent and the complexity
of the detected problem and which stakeholders are involved. For example, for insurance
claims outdoor measurement may be sufficient while certified indoor measurements could
be required for PV module warranty claims. For actual PLR calculations, the power in
the maximum power point is the metric of choice within this subcategory and, if used, is
often applied together with very strict irradiance filters. If such metrics are applied, they
can additionally be normalized to 1 by dividing the value with the nominal value under
STC. This step simplifies a possible comparison between different PV systems.
ii) Power predictive metrics: Power predictive metrics aim to obtain performance
data while taking into account the dependence between the PV system output and pre-
vailing outdoor conditions [111]. The idea is to receive PV system performance parameter
like the efficiency or the maximum power through the application of formulas, which con-
sist of weather data, correction facors and/or empirical coefficients. The most important
methods are PVUSA [111], the Sandia PV array performance model (SAPM, applied in
PVGIS) [77,104], PVWatts and XbX.
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The SAPM (better known as 6k model) is a physics based model and describes system
power correlated to STC as a function of in-plane irradiance GPOA and module tempera-
ture Tmod [104]. It assumes that the parameters VMPP, VOC and IMPP are functions of the
module temperature and the ISC is a function of irradiance.









Equation (22) has to be fitted to experimental data to obtain the empirical coefficients
k1 − k6. Hereby, the normalized in-plane irradiance G′ = G/GSTC and the normalized
temperature T ′ = Tmod − TSTC are considered. Pnom is the nominal power of the PV
system at STC conditions. An average performance model for each PV type is considered
and the k-coefficients are calculated using data from different modules of the same PV
technology [104, 112]. This model creates a matrix instead of a single well defined value
for the maximum power point.
Another physics based model has been developed in the Photovoltaics for Utility Scale
and Applications project (PVUSA) [113, 114]. While calculating corrected power values,
it is assumed that the PV system current primarily depends on irradiance and the voltage
on module temperature Tmod. Tmod in turn is strongly dependent on ambient tempera-
ture, irradiance and wind speed. A regression of the systems maximum power output is
performed against PVUSA test conditions (PTC) by
P = GPOA(A+BGPOA + CTamb +D ·WS)
(GPTC = 1000W/m
2, TPTCamb = 20
◦C,WS = 1m/s)
(23)
First, measurements at high irradiance values (G≥ 800 W/m2) in the plane of array
(GPOA) are selected and fitted to calculate monthly values for the coefficients A, B, C
and D, applying multivariate regression. Afterwards, the coefficients are used to receive
monthly ratings at PVUSA test conditions (substituting meteorological data values). It
should be noted that this methodology is optimized for crystalline silicon PV. An adapted
version of the equation including another coefficient E was developed to consider thin-film
technologies [108],[111].
Another model follows the relatively simple irradiance and temperature scaling approach




(1 + γT(Tmod − 25◦C)) (24)
Here, γT is the temperature coefficient and describes the dependency of the output power
with varying temperature.
The XbX model is a data-driven, multiple regression predictive model [116] with a tem-
perature and irradiance term. It can be applied with or without temperature correction.
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The general form is:
P = β0 + β1GPOA + β2T + ε (25)
Here, both module or ambient temperature can be used. The X in the name refers to a
given time step the power prediction model is built over, usually days, weeks or months.
If smaller time scales are available, a temperature corrected version of the XbX model
can be used, where the power term is first temperature corrected and the temperature
parameter β2 is not used anymore, since it has been accounted for beforehand:
Pcor =
Pobs
1 + γT(Tobs − Trep)(GobsGrep )
, Pcor = β0 + β1G+ ε (26)
In equation 26, data are subject to a high irradiance Grep of 900 W/m
2 and the slope of
the irradiance over temperature becomes γT. Obs. represents measured values and Trep
is a representative temperature.
iii) Normalized and corrected metrics: Normalized and/or corrected metric pa-
rameters are useful when comparing different PV technologies in different climates. Here,
PV system performance data are normalized to comparable, unit-free metrics. Normally,
the Performance Ratio (PR) is used in this category, which is an adequate indicator for
the quality of a PV installation. It sets the final yield Yf of a system into relation with
the reference yield Yref ([34]). The yields are ratios of measured values of energy (E) or








Hereby, Pnom is the nominal power of the system under STC, EAC is the measured energy
on the AC side and HPOA is the incoming irradiation on the PV panel. When studying
the PV performance, it is advisable to use DC related performance metrics in order to









The final yield is replaced by the array yield Ya, which is calculated using the energy
on the DC side EDC. The ratio between PR values on the DC and AC side can be
understood as a inverter performance metric. A clear advantage when using the PR
is the possibility to evaluate the performance loss rate in any desired time resolution.
The PR can additionally be corrected for temperature using temperature coefficients, as
provided by the manufacturers or obtained from the time-series data, to better reflect the
actual outdoor performance of the module and to decrease temperature related seasonal
variations. The correction should be performed according to standard IEC 61724:2017
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part one [34]:
PRTcorr =
E/(Pnom(1 + γT(Tmod − 25◦C)))
HPOA/GSTC
(29)
where γT is the temperature coefficient in power and Tmod is the measured or modelled
module temperature. E depends on the usage of AC or DC power. The temperature
correction in equation 29 corresponds to a correction for STC values.
Independently of the chosen metric, an aggregation to a desired temporal resolution (usu-
ally days, months, years) is furthermore suggested to flatten non-representative perfor-
mance conditions in high resolution data. The choice of the aggregation step will depend
on the PLR model applied afterwards.
4.4 Statistical calculation methods
The methods presented in this section are used to retrieve trends of performance time
series combining time series corrections and PLR calculation approaches. These time
series are some sort of prepared performance metric, which have been discussed in section
4.3. The slope of a trend function can be interpreted as the performance loss. It is possible
to accumulate these ratings for any given time resolution into an easily comparable annual
aging value. The difficulty is to find a good estimation of the PLR as the application of
a certain statistical method on a performance metric and a defined filter determines the
result significantly. Statistical methods have been either adapted for PLR calculations
or explicitly developed. Linear regression, classical seasonal decomposition, Holt-Winters
exponential smoothing, autoregressive integrated moving average and seasonal & trend
decomposition using Loess fall in the first category while methods such as the year-on-year
approach, the VAR method or statistical clear-sky fitting belong to the second category.
An arising issue is that user apply methods without inter-comparing or rating them against
one other. An inter-comparison of models belonging to the first category has been carried
out in [24] and is presented in section 5.1.1. Furthermore, a large scale benchmark of
metrics and methods is presented in section 5.1.3. In the following, the most commonly
used methods are described.
Least-Square Linear Regression (LS-LR): Performance metrics of any kind are
most commonly applied on linear regression due to the straight-forward approach. The
fitted trend line is given by:
ŷ = β1t+ β0 (30)
Hereby, β1 represents the gradient and β0 is the intercept with the y-axis. The idea of
this method is to sum up squared values of the difference between trend line and actual
measurement points and to find the minimum value for this sum. Squares are used to
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add up only positive numbers and to put more weight on more widely scattered residuals.
This method overemphasizes outliers as well as seasonal variations and can result in large
uncertainties. Because of that, performance metrics which reduce seasonal oscillation
should be applied if the LS-LR-algorithm is used.
Classical Seasonal Decomposition (CSD): Another commonly used statistical
model is classical seasonal decomposition. By using CSD the seasonality and a certain
irregular component are separated from a set of measured time series data to receive a
clear trend over time. This technique helps to get a fast idea of a performance loss of the
system in question. The trend is obtained by applying a centered moving smoothing on
a time series with a certain seasonal period m. When using monthly data the seasonal
period is usually set to 12. Here, the first value is computed by averaging over the first 12
months. Due to the 12-month centered moving average, 6 months at the beginning and
6 months at the end of the observation period are not included in the computation. To
calculate the seasonality, the trend is subtracted from the measured data and each month
throughout the years of surveillance is averaged. What remains at the end is an irregular
component [117]. Depending on the stability of the seasonal component, an additive or a
multiplicative model is used as shown in the equations below.
ŷ = Tt + St + et , ŷ = Tt · St · et (31)
Here, T is the trend, S the seasonality and e the remaining part of the data [108].
Holt-Winters Seasonal model (HW): The Holt-Winters Seasonal model contains
a forecast equation and three smoothing equations as shown below:
ŷt+1—t = lt + bt + st-S+1 (32)
lt = A(yt − st-S) + (1− A)(lt-1 + bt-1) (33)
bt = B(lt − lt-1) + (1− B)bt-1 (34)
st = C(yt − lt-1 − bt-1) + (1− C)st-S (35)
Here, lt is the level, bt the slope and st the seasonal component. A, B and C are smoothing
parameters. If monthly data are evaluated the period of seasonality, S, equals to the value
of 12. The HW model is either additive or multiplicative, depending on the seasonal
behavior. In case of evaluating a PV systems performance, the additive method should
be selected because the seasonal variations are approximately constant throughout the
series. The seasonal component is then computed in absolute terms and has a mean of
around zero. The level equation 33 is a weighted average between the seasonally adjusted
observation (yt − st-S) and the non-seasonal one-step-ahead forecast (lt-1 + bt-1). The
slope is a weighted average of the level at time t minus the level at t − 1, and the trend
at t − 1. The selection of smoothing parameters determines how fast the exponential
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weights decline over the past observations. The HW method can be especially useful for
computing the future behavior of a PV system [108],[118],[119].
AutoRegressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA): ARIMA is a model,
which can contain several methods in a multiplicative way and can be described as
ARIMA(p,d,q)(P,D,Q). Here, p is the auto-regressive, d the differencing and q the mov-
ing average order as well as P the seasonal auto-regressive, D the seasonal differencing
and Q the seasonal moving average order. Due to the flexibility of the model, seasonal
variations, errors, outliers and level shifts can be addressed in a proper way. ARIMA is
applied using the following formula [108]:
φ(T )φS(T
S)5d5DS yt = φ(T )φS(T S)et (36)
T is the delay operator, φ(T ) = (1−φ1T − ...−φpT p) is an auto-regressive polynomial in
T of degree P, φ(T S) is an auto-regressive polynomial in T S of degree PS, φ(T ) a moving
average polynomial in T of degree q and φS(T
S) is a moving average polynomial of degree
QS in T
S. Apart from that, 5d = (1 − T )D is a non-seasonal differencing operator and
5DS = (1 − T S)d is a seasonal differencing operator and grasps non-stationarity in the
relevant location in consecutive periods [120].
The stationarity of the time series determines the optimal ARIMA model; a transfor-
mation using differencing to achieve stationarity might be indispensable. Stationarity is
described by a constant mean and variance, resulting in a non-existing trend and the
graph seems more like white noise. There are different ways to difference a time series,
the simplest and most common way being first-order differencing [121]:
ŷ = yt − yt-1 (37)
Here, the differenced value is the change between two consecutive values of the original
time series. The resulting time series has T-1 values. Seasonal or second-order differencing
are further examples of how to create stationarity within the time series in question.
The heart of the ARIMA model is the application of auto-regression. To perform an
auto-regression, the desired variable is computed by applying a linear combination of
past values of the variable. The general form of an autoregressive model of order p is:
ŷ = c+ φ1yt-1 + φ2yt-2 + ...+ φpyt-p + et, (38)
where c is a constant and et is the remainder.
The moving average model used within ARIMA has a different purpose than the one for
CSD. Here, the moving average uses past forecast errors in a model similar to a regression.
The aim of the moving average model is to predict a forecast instead of smoothing the
trend cycle of past values [119].
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Seasonal-Trend Decomposition using LOESS (STL): STL is a continuation of
CSD and Loess is defined as LOcally Estimated Scatterplot Smoothing. The centered
moving average is replaced by a locally weighted regression to extract the trend [122].
Because of that, the estimates become more robust and are less affected by missing data
and outliers. Similar to CSD, STL decomposes a seasonal time series in an additive
manner into three components (trend, seasonal, remainder) and is described by:
Yt = Tt + St +Rt (39)
STL contains an inner and an outer loop. Every time a run within the inner loop is
performed, the seasonal and trend components are updated. The number of runs within
the inner loop are mostly equal to 1 or 2. The outer loop includes an inner loop followed
by a calculation of robustness weights. This calculation serves as an input for the follow-
ing inner loop to decrease the impact of transient, abnormal behavior on the trend and
seasonal parts [123].
To better grasp the idea of STL, the method is explained when applied within the software
R. Here, two parameters have to be chosen, the trend window and the seasonal window.
The seasonal window is either periodic or the span of the Loess window for seasonal
extraction. The smaller the values, the faster the trend and seasonal components can
change. A high value for the seasonal window forces the seasonal part to be periodic, in
this case just the means for the monthly values are used (seasonal component for January
is mean of all January values). After calculating the seasonally-adjusted data, (measured
data minus seasonality) the trend is Loess-smoothened. This is done by applying local
regression on a data window with a certain width. The regression curve is fitted to the
data within the window. The closer the points are to the center of the window (higher
weight), the greater is the impact on the regression line calculation. The weight is reduced
on those points which are furthest from the regression curve. The whole step of regression
and weighting is repeated several times to receive a point on the Loess-curve, which is
at the center of the window. By moving the window across the data the complete Loess
curve is computed. What follows is that each point of the Loess curve is the intersect of
a regression curve and the center of the respective window.
Year-on-Year approach (YoY): This method was developed by Sunpower [19] and
later improved by NREL [20]. It is implemented within the Python RdTools for the
analysis of PV data. This method has a complete different approach as the here discussed
models, as it is using a loss rate distribution instead of one single value. The gradient
between two related data points in consecutive years (hour, day, week, month) determine
a single performance loss rate. The median of this gradient, the gradients of all remaining
data points of that two years and all following years determine the final performance
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loss per year. The degradation rate of the YoY method is normalized to the first-year’s
median, though one can choose not to normalize.
VAR method [22]: The VAR method gives degradation rates from one year to the
next. By averaging the annual degradation rates we get the PL of a system. Regression
models of power variations with respect to environmental variations (irradiance and am-
bient temperature) are fitted. The basic idea of the VAR method is to build a model of
correlation between yearly variations of output power with respect to yearly variations of
environment, hence the name: the VAR method. After processing and filtering the data,
it fits a regression ∆Power = f(∆Irr,∆Tamb) + d, meaning that if f is accurate enough,
d is the variation of power not due to environmental changes, but only due to the system
condition itself, and then interpreted as a performance degradation. It gives degradation
rates from one year to the next and by averaging the annual degradation rates we get the
PLR of a system.
Year-by-Year (YbY): A yearly aggregation of strictly filtered data is the basis for
this method. Consequently, the first year of measurements is set as a base value to 0%
and the yearly difference in produced power within the filtered frame is evaluated in the
following years. The average of differences between yearly values in respect to year 1 is
the final PLR.
Statistical clear-sky Fitting (SCSF) [23]: This algorithm was recently developed
as an alternative to common PLR calculation methods, which require irradiance, temper-
ature and other meteorological data. It only needs measured power time series as input
and fits a clear-sky model to the data. SCSF consists of two parts. First, it constructs an
underlying mathematical model of PV power time series and subsequently fits it to the
measurements. The modelled PV data have a perfect clear-sky behavior and are there-
fore expected to have a certain yearly periodicity including a reduction over time. This
reduction is subtracted from the seasonality and aggregated as the final performance loss
of the PV system. Another difference to the previous examples is that the calculation
steps within number two in Figure 25 are not required.
Facebook Prophet (FBP): This statistical method is a modular regression model
with an additive structure. It consists of four parameter, namely trend, seasonality, hol-
iday and error. The holiday term is used in business applications and omitted for this
study. Seasonality is considered for daily, weekly and yearly recurring patterns. Since PV
power timeseries are expected to show monthly seasonality, the built-in yearly seasonality
option of the model is set to TRUE which takes into account monthly patterns. Time is
used as a regressor and the trend is fit using a piecewise linear and a saturating growth
model[124]. FBP has the advantage of incorporating change-point analysis which is useful
for computing nonlinear PLR. However, in order to calibrate this model to provide mean-
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ingful results for PV degradation behavior, the flexibility of the extracted trend, number
of potential change-points, and range had to be adjusted according to the process and
settings reported by Theristis et al. [125].
The application of the presented methods may results in very different calculated PLR.
Therefore, every step and decision has to be taken with care and be well reported in order
to trace back possible errors or issues when reporting PLR of PV systems.
4.5 Result evaluation
Finally, the PLR itself is evaluated. The outcome of many models discussed in the last
section is a non-linear performance trend. Consequently, this trend is subject to linear
regression to linearize the trend-line. Thereby, two different definitions for the PLR are





and absolute PLR, also called performance loss (PL), by:
PLR[%/a] = (β1t)100 (41)
β1 is the slope and β0 is the y-intercept of the corresponding linear model of the linear
trend line for the PLR calculation. t is a scaling parameter that converts the time scale
at which the performance metric is observed to a year scale (12 for monthly, 52 for weekly
etc.). The absolute PLR (equation 41) is independent of the initial starting value of
the chosen metric. The absolute PLR gives an indication of absolute loss rate but it is
important that the fitting parameter β0 is also given [126]. The relative PLR (equation
40) makes it easier to generalize the findings to the energy yield of the array using the















are the variances of the fitting coefficients and uPLR the standard deviation of
the PLR. The usage of calculation methods such as YoY require an adapted uncertainty
calculation approach. Here, the PLR is usually calculated by bootstrap iteration, resam-
pling the PLR distribution.
When calculating PLR, it is important to report associated uncertainties. In general,
uncertainties can be grouped into two classes, class A and class B. Class A uncertainties
are measurement uncertainties and thereby related to the measurement equipment accu-
racy. They should be provided by the PV system operator or person in charge of data
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acquisition. Unfortunately, mostly data measurements are assumed to be flawless and
this uncertainty type is often neglected.
More attention is paid to class B uncertainties, which are statistical uncertainties being
related to the PLR calculations. Here, no clear guidelines are given and the uncertainty
calculation methodologies often depend on the selected PLR calculation method. The rec-
ommended and widely used uncertainty evaluation is based on reporting either a standard
deviation interval between the linear performance trend and the non-linear performance
trend of the PV performance dataset or is based on performing a bootstrap iteration of
power prediction values if such metrics have been applied.
While there are still open issues in calculating reliable PLR, especially regarding data
corruption and measurement issues such as strong data shifts or sensor drifts, the ex-
planations above addressed many common problems and provided best practices and
in-house developed solutions. In a comparative study [128], it was seen that careful fil-
tering, ensuring stable measurement conditions, together with a temperature correcting
metric, such as PRTcorr, is more likely to provide reliable results. Further work is required
to see if a generally applicable methodology can yield accurate results or if a case-to-case
tailoring is needed to provide PLR results of high certainty. In section 5.1.1, several com-
mon calculation models have been tested to evaluate advantages and drawbacks of certain
approaches.
4.6 Calculation example
In this section, a preferred method of PLR calculations is selected and applied to the
performance time series of PV system pc-Si2 of the ABD plant. It is a poly-crystalline
silicon system with a nominal power of 4.14 kWp, visible in Figure 32.
Figure 32: Image of PV system pc-Si2
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For this study, DC values are used to eliminate losses due to DC/AC conversion. First,
the performance and climate dataset of the system is loaded and checked according to
the guidelines presented in section 4.1. The power and irradiance data were qualified
as of high quality without major problems. The module temperature was calculated
according to the Sandia module temperature model introduced in section 4.1.1 [77]. The
modelling of Tmod was performed because of missing and faulty data in the measured
module temperature values. The first step finishes with a power, or yield, time series of
the PV system in question, visible in Figure 35a). It is visible that the yield peaks in
the summer time and the lowest produced power can be observed in the winter months,
a normal irradiance dependent time series pattern in the given location.
For this calculation, a power, an irradiance and a PR filter have been chosen. Power
values out of the range of 1-120% of the initial capacity are excluded as well as irradiance
values lower than 500 and higher than 1200 W/m2. This strict irradiance filter is chosen
to capture stable measurement conditions and to look at the irradiance conditions under
which most of the electricity is produced. In 2017, roughly 80% of the electricity was
produced within the filtered irradiance regime with 1072 kWh/kWp from a total of 1341
kWh/kWp. The corresponding figure is shown in Figure 33.
Figure 33: Normalized power in kWh/kWp per irradiance intensity interval in 2017 of
PV system pc-Si2
A performance ratio filter is applied which removes values out of the range of 2 times
the standard deviation of the monthly mode, which is the most occurring value in each
particular month (see Figure 34a)). The effect of the applied filter can be seen in Figure
34b). Here, 15 min power values are plotted against the corresponding plane of array
irradiance (GPOA) values. The red dots represent the raw data, the turquoise points the
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data after the applied irradiance and power threshold filter, and the yellow dots the final
values after the application of the statistical PR filter. This graph additionally rates the
quality of both, the irradiance and the power dataset. Since power is directly proportional
to irradiance ([87]), with a deviation from linearity at high irradiance due to operation
at temperatures higher than STC, this graph should follow more or less a straight line.
Data points which are too far away from that line are considered as outlier and should
be excluded for further calculations. The small line recognizable below the main points
going out at low irradiance levels can possibly be traced back to a soiling incident.
The PR and consequently temperature corrected PR was selected as performance metric.
First, the 15-min power and irradiance data points are averaged to hourly values because
the system provides values in Watt. In order to aggregate the values, they have to be
converted to energy [in Wh]. The PR time series as well as the filtered PR can be seen
in Figure 35b). After applying the aforementioned filter, the initial high outlier of the
PR time series are removed and the filtered PR has a smoother sinus shape compared
to the raw series. It is visible that in 2011, the first year of performance recording, the
PR time series was subject to many outliers which had to be removed. These outliers
stem from initial measurement recording issues, which were excluded in the course of
data acquisition and filtering but are shown here as an example of a common data quality
problem.
Figure 34: Applied filter on time series data of PV system pc-Si2; a) 2sd filter around
monthly mode of PR; b) Power vs. irradiance in plane of array - red: raw data - turquoise:
data after irradiance and power filter - yellow: data after PR filter
In the next step, the PR time series is aggregated to monthly values. With the following








k denotes the summation over all hourly recordings within a month. Pnom was
moved to the denominator to express both terms, nominator and denominator, as energy
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in Wh. Subsequently, the PR is temperature corrected according to equation 29 to
lower seasonality as well as temperature dependent effects, a behavior clearly visible
in Figure 35c). The effect of temperature correction on the monthly PR of pc-Si2 is
visible in Figure 35c). When comparing PR and PRTcorr, it is visible that the weather
dependent variability in the dataset is decreasing substantially. The flattening of the
curve is beneficial for the accuracy of the subsequent calculation steps.
Figure 35: a) Monthly aggregated array yield of PV system pc-Si2; b) Monthly aggre-
gated Performance Ratio and filtered Performance Ratio of PV system pc-Si2; c) Monthly
aggregated temperature corrected Performance Ratio of PV system pc-Si2; d) Non-linear
STL trend-line of monthly aggregated temperature corrected Performance Ratio and lin-
ear PLR of PV system pc-Si2
Consequently, the temperature corrected PR time series is decomposed into a non-linear
trend, a seasonal component and a remainder using STL. Finally, linear regression is
applied to linearize the non-linear trend-line. The resulting time series can be seen in
Figure 35d). The intercept with the y-axis, at the beginning of data acquisition, represents
the linearized start value of PRTcorr in February 2011, which equals to 97.2%. The
resulting PLR for pc-Si2 equals -0.86%/year ± 0.06%. The uncertainty was calculated
according to equation 42. It is recommended to add back the STL residual to the trend
before calculating the uncertainty so the final time series has not been smoothed by the
decomposition.
4.7 From individual PV systems to system fleets
When calculating PLR of a great number of PV systems, new challenges arise and the
focus point changes. While evaluating PLR of single systems, result accuracy is the main
goal but for a system fleet, although accuracy being important, the most important goal
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is to draw correlations between the results and underlying parameter such as climate or
installation conditions. PV system fleets usually fall in the category of big data. Here,
a satisfying speed-accuracy trade-off has to be reached for each individual case providing
calculation results in an adequate amount of time while trying to ensure an acceptable
accuracy for the conditions at hand.
Often, data from system fleets are of lower resolution, climate data are not recorded
on-site or datasets are incomplete. When calculating PLR of single systems, thorough
data quality checks and filtering approaches, which can be tailored to specific data issues,
are recommended and commonly deployed. When calculating fleet PLR, automatized
solutions for efficient data processing are required. It is necessary to understand issues of
the fleet data rather than single system data in order to account for them in automatized
calculation pipelines. In section 4.1.3, different sources of irradiance data have been
introduced. For single PV systems, if no on-site irradiance measurements are available,
alternative sources can be tested and the most accurate one used for PLR calculations.
For many PV systems, especially located at different sites, individual irradiance quality
checks are very time consuming and therefore analysts usually choose approaches based
on data access possibilities, experience and preferences.
The discussed issues will inevitably increase the uncertainty of the results. This should be
kept in mind when evaluating PV system fleet PLR results. Nevertheless, such studies are
vital to better understand the long-term effect of operation conditions on the performance
of PV systems. With this knowledge, more accurate yield predictions can be calculated,
O&M strategies tailored based on critical system operation factors and PV module as
well as BOS component compositions optimized towards specific operation conditions. In
section 6.1, two system fleets have been investigated and the results are presented.
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5 Beyond Classical Approaches of Performance Loss
Rate Calculations
The last section focused on the basics of performance loss rate calculations and presented
real-life examples. In this chapter, a critical comparison of different approaches is carried
out and a new, more dynamic, approach of assessing PLR is presented.
5.1 Standardization of PLR calculations?
This task answers the question if a standardized, universal way of calculating PLR is
feasible and sensible. The aim is to better understand which impact the choice of specific
filter-metric-statistical method pairs has on the final PLR. Thereby, this section is divided
into three parts. The first part covers the evaluation of five different statistical methods
using uniform filter and metric. The second evaluates the impact of different filters on
PLR, while keeping metric and applied statistical method constant. Finally, the last part
presents a large-scale benchmarking exercise evaluating many different approaches from
leading R&D centres across the world applied on 19 different PV systems. The filter of
this benchmarking exercise have been used for the filter evaluation in part two.
5.1.1 Review of Performance Loss Rate calculations by using differ-
ent statistical methods
In this section, different statistical calculation methods for the calculation of PLR are
compared. Thereby, models were selected which are not explicitly developed for PLR
calculations. These include least-square linear regression (LS-LR), classical seasonal de-
composition (CSD), Holt-Winters exponential smoothing (HW), autoregressive integrated
moving average (ARIMA) and Seasonal and Trend decomposition using Loess (STL). The
working principles of the models are explained in section 4.4.
For a valid inter-comparison the calculation steps have been decoupled. That means that
the training datasets are prepared in the same way before applying the statistical meth-
ods. The datasets are uncorrected performance ratio data of a mono-crystalline (mc-Si1)
and an amorphous silicon (1a-Si2) system from the ABD plant. System mc-Si1 contains
14 PV modules and has a rated power of 1960 Wp. The second installation includes 12
amorphous silicon modules with a power of 1200 Wp. The observation time runs from
March 2011 until February 2018 and the datasets were averaged over whole months. The
monitored data are pre-filtered to exclude data with performance ratio values below 1%
and above 200% and a plane-of-array irradiance of less than 50 W/m2 and more than
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1500 W/m2. This was done to remove extreme outliers and measurement errors. The
simplicity of the filter was chosen to intensify possible deviations among the methods.
If more accurate PLR values are desired, the filter process should be carried out using
customized filters, for which the basics are discussed in section 4.2.
For each method, the relative annual performance loss rate, the corresponding uncertainty
and the intercept with the y-axis are given. The PLR of the more sophisticated methods
are calculated by applying a linear regression to the respective trend, which was extracted
through the statistical method. To receive a yearly relative PLR and the corresponding
uncertainty, equations 40 and 42 were applied.
The results of these calculations are less aimed to deliver the best possible combination
of filtering techniques, performance metrics and statistical methods but are intended to
provide a direct comparison between the presented analysis methods. While the uncer-
tainties of the resulting PLR’s were used to rate the statistical models, the remainder,
where applicable, serves as a validation of the parameter fit. The remainder should have
Gaussian white noise properties, such as being uncorrelated and normally distributed. It
is suggested to add the remainder back to the fitting line before calculating the uncer-
tainties to provide similar signal to noise characteristics between approaches with and
without decomposition.
Figure 36: Comparison of statistical models on PR time series, circles represent PLR
including uncertainties (primary axis), triangles represent initial PR (secondary axis), on
the left is PV system mc-Si1, on the right 1a-Si2
In Figure 36, the relative performance loss rates, uncertainties and initial PR values
are given. The initial value is the intercept with the y-axis. The stated uncertainty is
the uncertainty of the PLR against the extracted trends, computed by the individual
statistical methods.
It can be seen that the performance of system mc-Si1 degrades -0.5 to -0.6%/a, the one
of 1a-Si2 close to -1.8%/a. Due to cabling and other system losses the initial PR value is
below the theoretical value under STC. As expected, linear regression shows in both cases
the highest uncertainty. For all other cases, a trend was first filtered from the dataset
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on which a linear regression was performed. This step leads to an outcome with higher
certainties. While all more advanced methods show similar results with regards to the
uncertainty of mc-Si1, STL and ARIMA outperform the others when applied to the 1a-Si2
system.
In case of CSD, the loss ratio is for both systems higher in comparison and probably
overestimated. In section 4.4 was mentioned that, when using CSD, the first and last
points of the dataset are lost due to the applied centered moving average. This is visible
in Figure 37.
Figure 37: Trend-lines of CSD- (red-straight) and STL-model (blue-dotted) of unfiltered
monthly PR-data of PV system mc-Si1
Here, the extracted trend-lines of the PR of mc-Si1 using CSD and STL are shown. Within
the first 6 months of observation the trend of the PR has a roughly stable value. When
applying CSD, this time period is not taken into account and because of this, the decrease
is stronger over time. This in turn results additionally in an overestimation of the initial
PR value.
Table 10 summarizes the models in respect to different characteristics of time series. In
general, LS-LR might serve as a first indication of a PLR determination but is not suited
for accurate calculations due to its simplistic approach. It has been shown that the more
sophisticated selected analysis methods perform very similar for crystalline systems, both
in the estimation of the initial PR and the PLR. An exception hereby is the usage of CSD
for short time series. The exclusion of the first and last observations can falsify the final
PLR. When a thin-film system is subject of the calculations, STL and ARIMA show the
best results.
When applying HW, ARIMA or STL, it is very important to perform crucial modelling
steps with great care to receive the optimal results. In case of ARIMA, the time series has
to be transformed in order to reach stationarity. Since PV time series are highly seasonal,
a seasonal differentiation is essential. For the same reason the seasonal window parameter
within STL has to be set as periodic and the additive method is preferred when using the
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HW model.
Filtering is an integral part when computing PLR values. If performance metrics are
corrected using temperature coefficients, which are retrieved at a plane-of-array irradiance
of 1000 W/m2, an appropriate irradiance should be selected. Within this work, the
preliminary filter are treating outliers and values corresponding to measurement errors not
sufficiently. This was done on purpose to amplify the impact of outliers and measurement
inaccuracies on the final results. LS-LR and CSD treat all values with similar weights and
are therefore strongly affected by outliers. HW’s weighted average, STL’s locally weighted
regression and the combination of similar techniques within ARIMA are well suited for
outlier handling.
Table 10: Comparison of statistical models.








































































5.1.2 Comparison of different filters for PLR calculations
In this section, different data filters, developed and used by several R&D centres, are
compared with an otherwise identical calculation procedure. The filters are taken from
the benchmarking exercise presented below. The aim is to evaluate different filtering
approaches individually and try to understand advantages and disadvantages of certain
filters. The applied filters can be found together with the corresponding number in Table
11. As a metric, PRTcorr has been used in monthly aggregation together with STL as
statistical method. In the case of missing data in the monthly PRTcorr time series, data
are imputed using linear interpolation.
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Table 11: Applied filter for PLR calculation comparison.
Nr Irradiance [W/m2] Module temperature [◦C] Power Performance Ratio
1 500-1200 -40 - 100 (0.01-1.2) · Pnom
±2σ around
monthly PR mode











5 0% < PR < 100%






8 50-1300 (0.1-1.3) · Pnom
±3σ around
monthly PR mode




Two systems have been tested, namely pc-Si6 (poly-crystalline system with 20 modules
and 4200 Wp) from the ABD plant, and a digital system based on HelioClim satellite
irradiance data from Rennes/France with an induced linear degradation. The behavior of
the plant is simulated with Dymola/BuildSyspro Software, developed by EDF [129,130].
More details on the digital plant are reported in Lindig et al. [25].
Figure 38: Normalized power vs irradiance plot for pc-Si6 dataset with applied filter #3;
blue - raw data; green - irradiance threshold filter (350 < GPOA < 850 W/m
2); red - final
statistical filter (±2σ around instantaneous PR)
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Figure 38 shows an example power vs irradiance plot for filter #3 applied to system pc-Si6.
The power along the y-axis has been normalized to the nominal power of the system and
a plane-of-array irradiance interval from 0 to 1250 W/m2 is depicted along the x-axis.
The blue dots represent the raw data, the green ones a first threshold filter and the red
points the final filtered dataset which is used for the subsequent PLR calculation steps.
Some of the tested filters only include a threshold filter. In this case the in-between filter
step has been omitted and just the final filtered data are shown.
Figure 39 shows the calculated PLR values of the digital plant in dependence on the used
filter together with power vs plane-of-array irradiance plots in order to get an idea of the
impact of the individual filter. The same is shown for system pc-Si6 in Figure 40.
Digital plant:
The theoretical degradation for the simulated dataset with induced power loss was sim-
ulated from two viewpoints: i) -4.41%/a (at STC); ii) -4.89%/a (absolute energy degra-
dation). Alone this circumstance shows the complexity of the topic at hand, whereby ii)
is the more interesting value as it expresses losses which can be directly translated into
money losses. Looking at Figure 39 it is clear that the choice of filter does affect the
PLR to a large extent. The calculated PLR values range from -4.48%/a to -5.47%/a. It
seems that filters with similar irradiance cut-off thresholds are clustered together when
using the same metric and calculation method. This correlation is especially pronounced
for the dataset of the digital plant which is, due to its nature, not subject to outliers, as
outlier grade or filtering (mainly PR related) does not have any effect on the outcome.
Stricter irradiance thresholds yield lower PLRs, an observation that could be exploited by
an analyst to arrive at ”desirable” PLR results. The application of filter #3, #1, #4 and
#7 results in PLR with the lowest calculated values, particularly close to the STC-PLR
(i)), while the irradiance thresholds stretch from 350 to 800 W/m2. Filter #6 and #9
apply a 200 W/m2 cut-off resulting in PLR of -4.82%/a each, being quite close to the
energy related PLR. Filter #2 and #8, both applying a very low irradiance threshold of
50 to 100 W/m2, yield the results closest to the energy PLR. Filter #10 also applies a
similar lower bound threshold, but additionally as well a high threshold at 1000 W/m2,
which appears to further increase the calculated PLR above the indicated value. Filter
5, which does not apply any threshold filter, but only a very loose PR filter, yields the
highest deviations from both indicated degradation values. Considering PV plant data
free of any data outliers, it seems that low irradiance cut-offs between 50 and 200 W/m2
yield the most accurate results based on the energy related PLR.
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Figure 39: Calculated PLR using all proposed filter with PRTcorr as metric and STL as
calculation statistical method for digital plant
pc-Si6 system:
Figure 40 shows the results for system pc-Si6. The indicated PLR of this system (hor-
izontal line), which is used as a benchmark value, is the average of the calculated PLR
values from the next section and is believed to be close to the ”true” value.
To a certain extent, a similar observation compared to the digital plant can be made.
Again, higher irradiance thresholds tend to yield lower PLR. Additionally, low irradiance
thresholds (e.g. filter #10 and #2) give, in certain circumstances, accurate PLR results.
As we deal here with real performance data, outlier accountability seems to play an im-
portant role as well. The filter #7, #4, #10, #3, #1 and #2 yield PLR very close to
the mean reference. Four of these six filters are in relatively narrow intervals, excluding
power-irradiance pairs which are not representing the nearly linear relationship between
both variables. If a metric is directly irradiance related, such as the PR, accounting for
outlier in power-irradiance pairs is crucial to provide clean and representable data. It is
visible that the usage of filter #4 and #7, both subject to very strict irradiance filtering
approaches, provides results close to the mean reference, at least for high quality data.
A problem of both approaches is the amount of filtered data. Below, the amount of data
used for the final PLR calculation after filtering is shown in respect to raw data excluding
nights for four different filter:
• Filter #1: 33.7%
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• Filter #2: 61.1%
• Filter #4: 2.7%
• Filter #7: 0.4%
Figure 40: Calculated PLR using all proposed filter with PRTcorr as metric and STL as
calculation statistical method for system pc-Si6
Filter #1 already applies a strict irradiance threshold at 500 W/m2 but the data within
the considered irradiance interval, although just being 33.7% of the total amount of data,
still account for roughly 80% of the produced power by system pc-Si6 and can therefor
be considered as being representative. Instead, a vast amount of data is excluded in the
PLR calculation using filter #4 and #7. Although the methodologies perform well on
the example dataset above and on some of the high quality datasets in section 5.1.3, it
is believed that such a small amount of remaining data (2.7% and 0.4%) does possibly
not represent the overall performance evolution well. Furthermore, depending on the
location, such strict irradiance thresholds might reduce the amount of available data even
further. Instead, given the used metric and statistical method, a narrow power-irradiance
interval seems to be the filter of choice for real datasets including outlier. It has to be
stressed that this does not hold for all filter-metric-method combinations. For instance,
if the performance data are subject to filter #9 and the PLR is calculated using the year-
on-year approach (done in the next section), quite accurate results have been achieved
whereas filter #9 applied to PRTcorr combined with STL shows in direct comparison the
largest deviation from the mean reference PLR. This circumstance underlines the strong
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dependency between all calculation steps from filtering up until the choice of a statistical
method.
5.1.3 Benchmarking of existing methodologies
In this section, a large-scale inter-comparison of PLR calculation methodologies is pre-
sented. It is thereby a continuation of the last sections. Here, experts from leading
research institutions in the field of PV reliability applied their preferred methods to cal-
culate PLR on time series data of 19 high quality real-world datasets (see section 3.2).
Instead of just looking at the statistical method or filter individually, all calculation steps
are under investigation.
One individual PLR calculation approach comprises of i) input data cleaning, ii) data
filtering, iii) performance metric selection, corrections and aggregation, and finally iv)
application of a statistical modeling method to determine the PLR, exemplarily shown in
section 4.6. Table 12 lists the used approaches in detail.










































































9 YoY2 PVWatts 200-1200 -50-110 P > 0 Daily




11 SCSF1 Power Strict clear-sky filter Daily
In the sections 4.3 and 4.4, most used metrics and statistical methods have been intro-
duced. R-LS stands for robust linear regression. It is another form of regression that is
less sensitive to assumptions about the data-generating process, and can be less affected
by outliers, compared to ordinary least squares regression [131]. Filter #1 to #10 were
introduced in the last section. Additionally, filter #11 is based on a strict clear-sky filter.
Combinations of eleven different filters, eight metrics and nine statistical methods have
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been applied. In summary, 32 approaches have been tested on a varying number of PV
systems, mostly depending on the ability of the approach to overcome certain data related
issues.
Dataset Quality Issues:
Various dataset quality issues are present in the selection of PV system power time series.
Table 13 presents a data quality overview of the systems based on the quality grading
approach introduced in section 4.1.3. Additionally, common data issues are discussed in
detail below.
• EURAC System: No major data quality issues have been detected. This system has
more than 10% outliers, probably due to cloudiness.
• FOSS System: No major data quality issues have been detected. This system had
a higher amount of missing datapoints.
• RSE Systems: No major data quality issues have been detected. These systems had
a 25 day long gap in the datasets.
• Pfaffstaetten Systems: A relatively low amount of measured data has been reported.
This can be seen in the missing % and the # of datagaps.
• US DOE RTC Baseline Systems: Several data quality problems have been detected,
which resulted in some filter-metric-methods to be unable to calculate sensible PLR
results for some methodologies. System c10hov6 experienced a four month long ini-
tial inverter clipping followed by a period of four months without data. Afterwards,
normal data acquisition without major issues is reported. The systems luemkoy
and lwcb907 are also, at least partially, subject to inverter clipping and negative
power values are recorded. It is likely that the polarity has been switched for the
time period of recorded negative values. For the luemkoy system, positive PLR
values have been calculated which can be traced back to an initial power limitation
due to inverter clipping followed by a period in which the power was not capped.
System t3pg1sv is subject to significant inverter clipping. In the data of the sys-
tems wca0c5m and z0aygry a data shift in the power output measurements has been
detected additionally to inverter clipping.
• NREL systems: The power versus measured irradiance data for the PV systems
NREL1 and NREL2 show a substantial number of outliers. Therefore, a large share
of the raw data has to be filtered to ensure reliable data. For the PV systems NREL3
and NREL4, the measured irradiance sensor data were faulty and should be replaced
by modelled clear-sky values (provided in raw data). The irradiance sensor used for
NREL3 is installed in a distance of a few hundred meters away from the PV system,
has a different tilt, which was translated to the plane-of-array, and shows decreasing
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irradiance values over time, possibly a result of a degrading reference cell.













Data Gaps: # of gaps
/ longest gap [days]
EURAC BAAP PDC 7.95 11.5 2.1 2847 7.0
FOSS* BCBP PDC 10.9 13.8 32.9 134 26
RSE CdTe AABP PAC 9.59 10.0 0.3 2 25.3
RSE pc-Si BABP PAC 9.59 11.0 0.3 2 25.3
Pfaffstaetten A* ADAP PDC 6.33 2.0 41.2 2082 0.9
Pfaffstaetten B* ADAP PDC 6.33 2.2 40.1 2014 0.9
Pfaffstaetten C* ACAP PDC 6.33 2.2 39.1 2061 0.9
US DOE c10hov6 BAAP PDC 3.16 14.6 1.2 69 13.1
US DOE kobdpi8 BAAP PDC 3.44 13.2 0.4 15 5.2
US DOE luemkoy AAAP PDC 2.45 10.0 0.5 16 3.7
US DOE lwcb907 BACP PDC 3.47 13.8 3.7 33 49
US DOE t3pg1sv BACP PDC 3.47 12.2 3.7 33 49
US DOE wca0c5m BAAP PDC 3.16 12.8 1.2 69 13.1
US DOE wxzsjaf AAAP PDC 2.45 9.9 0.5 16 3.7
US DOE z0aygry BAAP PDC 3.44 14.8 0.4 15 5.2
NREL1* BACP PDC 3.31 13.0 6.3 727 76.7
NREL2* BABP PDC 6.06 15.2 4.3 1733 22.2
NREL3*† AADP PDC 7.88 8.7 10.0 669 146.1
NREL4* ABBP PDC 6.82 1.7 18.5 1999 27.9
* Incomplete cases omitted.
† Shows negative and high values (>60) for PDC , and a high power time series standard deviation.
Evaluation Methodology:
An evaluation of the overall results is fairly complicated since the true value of the perfor-
mance loss rate for each respective system is unknown. Therefore, the sample mean from
the calculations is selected as the ”true” PLR as the most reasonable value. Consequently,
based on mean PLR values for each system, the calculation approaches are rated. The
first step is to calculate the mean PLR for an individual system using all available results
(Figure 41a)). The next step is to calculate the relative difference of all methodologies
from the reference (mean) PLR, which is set at 0% (Figure 41b)). The closer a result is
to 0%, the more accurate the calculated PLR is. For instance, the highest deviations for
the EURAC system are observed for the statistical method LS-LR7 followed by SCSF1.
Finally, the difference from the normalized mean PLR was calculated for all systems and
the values were averaged to see which methodologies seemingly yield the highest accuracy
by cross-comparison.
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Figure 41: a) Calculated PLR of EURAC system ; b) Relative calculated PLR values of
EURAC system
Here, two KPI’s were identified to benchmark the proposed combinations for the calcula-
tion of PLR.
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The first KPI provides an indication of how a particular filter-metric-method performs
overall in terms of estimating the average value over all considered datasets. Thereby,
the absolute average of the differences between the mean PLR (PLRi) and the PLR for
each statistical method is calculated where i refers to a specific PV system of the n PV
systems being analyzed. The second KPI provides an indication on how the average value
deviates from dataset to dataset. Here, µ is the mean of the numerator of equation 44
over all systems for one filter-metric-method. Finally, all results are averaged in a target
plot to see which methodologies perform the best across all systems.
Figure 41 shows, in addition to the absolute PLR values, the uncertainties reported by
the analysts for each applied methodology, which unfortunately were a variety of standard
deviations, standard errors and confidence intervals, so are not actually comparable. Since
there is no consensus on how to report PLR uncertainty values in the PV community, the
analyst reported uncertainties were omitted in the final evaluation.
Uncertainty contributions to reported PLR results:
Uncertainties in PLR calculations stem from the complete value chain, starting from mea-
surement and sampling uncertainties to the induced uncertainty through the application
of PLR calculation methods. Each dataset is a sample of the system and contains contri-
butions to their standard deviation arising from measurement and sampling uncertainty.
A way to determine the dataset standard deviation s of the time series is by seasonal
decomposition, into its seasonal, trend and residual components. The sampling standard
deviation is calculated from the time series residuals.
In many fields of research it has long been reported that researchers do not distinguish the
descriptive statistics of the standard deviation of a set of measurements and the standard
error of the mean [132]. As a descriptive statistic the standard deviation is a measure
of the variability of a set of measurements, arising from instrument and sampling effects.
The standard error of the mean provides an estimate of our uncertainty in the ”voted”
value of a population mean, which in this study is supposed to be the true PLR value of
the real-world PV system [133].
In this study different filter-metric-statistical methods are benchmarked to see which ap-
proach can determine the ”true” voted value for a system, an approach which will be
introduced later in this section. Common PLR calculating methods are used to produce
results which should replicate the ”true” PLR of the system. The benchmarked methods
are applied to diverse datasets, to identify the most robust approaches to determine the
replication means for these 19 systems [134]. Typically replication studies attempt exactly
the same method, and the standard error of the mean measures the variance among the
attempts, to determine the population mean value of PLR. Here, since there is no basis
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for knowing which of these many methods is correct, the benchmark is expanded by using
differing methods. The ”true” PLR of a real-world PV system can be statistically deter-
mined by overlapping confidence intervals (CIs). The standard error of the population
mean is the parameter of interest. To estimate the standard 5% Type 1 Error Rate [135]
that is related to a p-value of 0.05, PLR determination results (and filter-metric-method
approaches) should be compared using 95% confidence intervals, determined from the
standard error of the mean PLR of these results.
In order to get the true PLR of one PV system by using one or many PLR determination
methods, the PLR will vary around the mean, and by calculating more values, the confi-
dence in the mean as the true value improves. This is the basis of the ”voting” method
applied here so that the most likely mean value of the PLR can be determined for the 19
real-world PV systems. The standard error of the mean is a measure of the variance of
these methods in determining the mean PLR. For comparing multiple methods of PLR
determination for a single system, different results together with their 95% confidence
interval can be compared. To determine if different methods show statistically similar, or
different, estimates of the PV system’s true PLR, 95% CIs should be evaluated if they
overlap or not [136]. This is the approach used here, for example as shown for the EU-
RAC system and multiple methods in Figure 41. If in this Figure 95% CIs for each result
would have been used, then one could define which methods give similar estimates of the
PV systems mean PLR, and which methods provide distinctly different estimates. The
confidence in the mean improves together with an increasing number of tested calculation
approaches.
Regression based PLR uncertainty can be evaluated from the variance of the linear model
coefficients of the corrected performance metrics with time (see Linear Regression in sec-
tion 4.4), returning a standard deviation or 95% confidence interval of the final PLR result.
This process is described in [24]. When using this method with time series decomposed
into components using either CSD or STL to determine the PLR, it is recommended to
add back the residuals component into the trend component so that the final time series
has the same signal to noise characteristics as a PLR determined without using decom-
position. In this way the uncertainties for regression PLR and regression on decomposed
time series PLR are comparable. This cannot be used for YoY PLR as the individual
PLR values used in YoY have no error given they are between two points only. YoY
instead uses the probability distribution of the individual PLR results to represent the
uncertainty in the reported PLR and the correct comparative measure of uncertainty has
to be determined. A possible solution might be the application of bootstrapping for PLR
uncertainty evaluation [137]. This approach could be used both for regression based ap-
proaches as well as YoY.
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The graphical display of 95% CIs, and whether the ranges overlap, is an effective way
to show the relative uncertainties of the estimates of the mean PLR, and this graphi-
cal approach enables multiple comparisons. This suggests that researchers who wish to
compare on a common basis, different PLR determination methods should use 95% CIs,
which was unfortunately not the case in this study. Therefore, the PLR uncertainties had
to be omitted and a comparative study was not carried out.
PLR of individual systems:
In Table 14, the mean PLR for all systems are depicted to get an overall impression of
the degradation of the systems under evaluation. The calculated PLR for all systems
considering all methodologies are following. Unfortunately, some of the datasets under
investigation had certain dataset quality issues, which are discussed earlier in this chapter.
That is why individual methodologies failed to yield PLR results for these datasets. In
Table 14, several systems from the ones belonging to the US DOE and NREL datasets
are marked because of PLR calculation issues related to data quality.
Table 14: Mean PLR across all methodologies used for all systems included in the
benchmarking study.
System PLR System PLR System PLR
EURAC -0.85%/a NREL1 -0.33%/a US DOE luemkoy** 0.95%/a
FOSS -0.71%/a NREL2 -0.54%/a US DOE lwcb907 -0.03%/a
RSE CdTe -1.75%/a NREL3* 0.06%/a US DOE t3pg1sv -0.75%/a
RSE pc-Si -0.96%/a NREL4 -0.25%/a US DOE wca0c5m*** -1.00%/a
Pfaffstaetten A -3.57%/a US DOE c10hov6 -0.50%/a US DOE wxysjaf -0.97%/a
Pfaffstaetten B -3.96%/a US DOE kobdpi8 -0.73%/a US DOE z0aygry*** -2.32%/a
Pfaffstaetten C -1.29%/a
* The provided modelled irradiance dataset should have been used, which was not done by all partic-
ipants. The reported PLR corresponds to the average PLR of SCSF1, YoY2 and STL1 (see Figure
43).
** The system power was for approximately the first half of its recorded lifetime limited by inverter
clipping. Afterwards, the output power was not capped anymore. A calculation of PLR using this
power data series, which has been done by all participants, does not correspond to the true PLR.
*** The power datasets were subject to data shifts at the beginning of operation. These shifts were
detected only by the participants applying STL1 and YoY2. The average of the results of these
methodologies is reported as PLR (see Figures 44 & 45).
In the following, the calculated PLR of all systems are shown following the approach
of Figure 41 to retrace the results of Table 14. The number of calculated values per
system varies due to monitoring data issues participants were facing while working on
the data. The methodologies are depicted on the x-axis and the PLR on the y-axis. The
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colors indicate the chosen metrics and the symbols the applied statistical models. The
horizontal lines indicate the mean PLR for the respective system.
Figure 42: Calculated PLR of FOSS system, RSE CdTe & pc-Si systems, Pfaffstaetten
A, B & C systems
An exception from the indication for the mean PLR in the figures are the US DOE
systems wca0c5m and z0aygry as well as NREL3. For the US DOE systems, the mean
PLR corresponds to the average PLR of the methodologies STL1 and YoY2. That is
because both system datasets were subject to data shifts at the beginning of operation.
This shift should have been detected and excluded for the PLR calculation. This was
done only with statistical method STL1 as well as YoY2. For NREL3, the mean PLR
corresponds to the average PLR of the methodologies SCSF1, YoY2 and STL1. YoY2
and STL1 used the provided modelled clear-sky irradiance data series as an input and the
methodology SCSF1 is not based on any irradiance data series. The remaining approaches
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used the faulty measured irradiance dataset as input the corresponding results deviate
thereby substantially from the ”true” PLR.
Figure 43: Calculated PLR of NREL systems
Figure 44: Calculated PLR of US DOE systems c10hov6, kobdpi8, luemkoy, lwcb907
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Figure 45: Calculated PLR of US DOE systems t3pg1sv, wca0c5m, wxysjaf, z0aygry;
mean PLR* for US DOE wca0c5m & z0aygry corresponds to average PLR of STL1 and
YoY2
Results:
Based on the discussion above the PLR evaluation is subdivided into different groups
considering a varying number of analyzed systems. That was done to also study the
variability of the results. For example, the PLR of the systems NREL3 and NREL4
was only calculated using five different approaches of which a few are assumed to be
outliers. Since the PLR evaluation is based on the mean of the calculated PLR values, a
small predictor dataset may yield biased results. The idea is that an increasing number
of calculated values decreases the average PLR variability and therefore increases the
accuracy of the estimated reference PLR. Thereby, the trustworthiness of the PLR as
being close to the ”real” PLR is higher if more PLR values are included.
With the voted results of our interlab/intermethod comparison shown in Table 14, we may
actually have in hand an ensemble learning approach to determine the PLRi accurate
and reproducible. Ensemble models in machine learning, are where different modeling
approaches are all used and the final result is a voted result across all models [138].
An example of this is how Random Forest machine learning is the result of a “forest” of
decision tree models all averaged together, and this ensemble averaging allows the different
approaches to counterbalance their uncertainties. In the case of PLR determination, with
tools such as RdTools and PVplr [13, 139], it becomes easier to perform an ensemble of
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PLR results on a system and then calculate the PV systems’ PLRi.
Thresholds for a minimum amount of calculated PLR values were set per evaluation group
for a given filter-metric-method to be included in the benchmark comparison:
• G7-3-24 : evaluate 7 systems with a minimum of 3 calculated PLR values per filter-
metric-method. This includes 24 filter-metric-method combinations.
• G13-7-17 : evaluate 13 systems with a minimum of 7 calculated PLR values per
filter-metric-method of which at least one has not been included in first evaluation
group. This includes 17 filter-metric-method combinations.
The threshold for an evaluation over all systems was set to 15 calculated PLR values.
This reduces the number of considered filter-metric-method combinations to two, namely
STL1 and YoY2. Since these results are strongly biased, an evaluation over all systems
has not been carried out.
G7-3-24: Evaluation of 7 systems with 24 approaches:
The first evaluation is based on the results calculated for 7 datasets excluding all NREL
and US DOE PV systems based on the dataset issues discussed before. These datasets
are considered as being of high quality without serious data quality issues. For a PLR
calculation method to be included in this analysis, at least three PLR values have to be
calculated. The number of calculated PLR per system over these 7 systems ranges from 20
to 27, of which most are included in Figure 46a). The deviance, a goodness-of-fit statistic
for a statistical model, shown along the x-axis describes the absolute overall difference
from the reference mean PLR, and along the y-axis the standard error (se) of the average
differences from the reference PLR across the systems under consideration is shown. The
difference in colors describes the usage of different metrics and the difference in symbols
the usage of different statistical methods. The isobands, at 10% increase, are a guide for
the eye to categorize the results into different groups of accuracy.
It can be seen that the majority of applied filter-metric-method approaches have results
in the first and second isoband with a relative average difference from the mean PLR of
up to 17% and a corresponding se of 1% to 6%. According to the results evaluating 7
different PV systems, YbY1, STL4, STL8, LS-LR3 and HW1 provide the most accurate
results (all in the first isoband). From 24 tested filter-metric-method approaches, seven
are not in the first and second isoband with deviance values from the mean PLR greater
than 20% and perform thereby in direct comparison with lower accuracy. It seems that
the usage of power as metric combined with LR and CSD as statistical methods results in
higher uncertainty results. Especially LR where the metric was not subject to temperature
correction is subject to high variations. The statistical method with the lowest accuracy
in direct comparison is LS-LR2, an approach using the PR as metric and LR as calculation
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method. The filter (see Table 12) used for LS-LR2 only applies a PR threshold of 0%
to 100% and thereby does not exclude outlier sufficiently, which are ultimately affecting
the final result since LR is strongly affected by non-valid data-points. Methods using the
common approaches of YoY and STL are performing with relatively lower uncertainty
throughout, but also alternative models such as HW, FBP or the VAR method yield
satisfactory results. It is interesting to observe the deviance in the results looking at
YbY1, YbY2, LS-LR1 and R-LR2. As discussed in section 5.1.2, these methodologies
use narrow irradiance band and temperature filter and exclude thereby the vast majority
of data-points. Three out of four (except the mentioned YbY1) of this heavy filtering
approaches yield results with higher uncertainties, possible because of filtering out large
amounts of data.
Figure 46: Target plot with absolute average deviations from mean PLR value and stan-
dard error considering a) 7 PV systems (excluding all NREL and US DOE datasets) ; b)
13 PV systems (excluding US DOE luemkoy, lwcb907, wca0c5m & z0aygry, NREL3 &
NREL4)
A direct comparison of statistical method SCSF1 is more complicated as it does not in-
clude irradiance values for the PLR calculation. It evaluates power and irradiance time
series independently. For instance, the application of SCSF1 on the EURAC systems
irradiance data suggests a positive drift although it has been ensured that both sensors
are calibrated according to existing guidelines and standards. If one combines that with
the PLR calculated for the EURAC system using SCSF1, the difference of the PLR using
statistical method SCSF1 compared to the result decreases. Instead, the results for the
Pfaffstaetten systems using SCSF1 are quite close to the mean PLR, although a strong
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irradiance sensor drift of +0.67%/a is suggested using this statistical method. Irradiance
drifts have to be considered with care, since inter-annual variations might contribute to
this effect and are not excluded while estimating a sensor drift using the SCSF approach.
Additionally, solar brightening effects are taking place since the early 1980s to this date,
describing an increase of solar irradiation on the earth’s surface in certain parts of the
world [100]. For example, Kiefer et al. [72] saw an average increase in irradiance of +1.1%
per year while studying the performance of several PV plants in Germany. These effects
might as well influence such measurements. It seems that a direct comparison of the
SCSF approach to others is quite complex.
Overall the majority of the test approaches calculate PLR with relatively low uncertainties
considering this datasets. This study serves thereby as a first indicator of PLR estimation
accuracy for high quality datasets without major measurement and operation issues.
G13-7-17: Evaluation of 13 systems with 17 approaches:
The second evaluation considers 13 PV systems excluding NREL3, NREL4, US DOE
luemkoy, US DOE lwcb907, US DOE wca0c5m and US DOE z0aygry. Four of these
systems have been marked as problematic in Table 14 while the data of NREL4 and US
DOE lwcb907 are subject to several issues such as extreme outliers in GPOA-Power data
pairs, inverter clipping and recorded negative power values. A minimum of 7 calculated
PLR was set for a methodology to be included in this second benchmark category. At
the same time at least one calculated PLR had to be for a NREL or US DOE dataset in
order to avoid having redundant results compared to the first evaluation. The threshold
reduced the number of considered methodologies from 24 to 17. The results can be seen
in Figure 46b).
The inclusion of methodologies in itself is already a first quality characteristic by being
applicable to a wider set of PV system performance data, which are partially subject to
certain data related issues. Comparing both benchmark evaluations it is visible that the
spread of methodologies in the target plot in Figure 46b) increases substantially. While
the majority of methodologies in Figure 46a) yields results corresponding to values in the
first and second isoband, seven of now 17 methodologies are remaining in this area and
the rest stretches over the other isobands. The approaches with the highest accuracy are
LS-LR8 and FBP1. Both methodologies use the PR as metric and apply the same filter
#8 from Table 12. It has to be noted that, although very accurate results have been
achieved using this two methodologies, results where serious data issues have been de-
tected were omitted. Apart from LS-LR8, FBP1 and STL8, four more methodologies are
in the second isoband, namely HW1, YoY2, STL1 and LS-LR5. It should be noted that
YoY2 and STL1 are next to YoY5 the only approaches for which all 13 PLR have been
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calculated and provided. Furthermore, LS-LR5 stands in direct comparison to LS-LR6,
LS-LR4 as well as LS-LR7, three methodologies with high deviations from the mean PLR.
For all four methods, filter #2 from Table 12 and LS-LR as statistical method are used
together with different power predictive models. Thereby, 6k, PVUSA as well as XbX do
not seem to yield reliable results with the 6k metric performing the poorest. Due to its
nature the 6k metric tends to predict values close to the nameplate power at STC and
underestimates thereby the PLR. Instead, XbX(UTC) provides already satisfactory re-
sults by just applying LR. It is expected that the usage of a more sophisticated statistical
method such as STL or YoY would return results with lower uncertainties.
Overall, a ”perfect” combination of filter, metric and PLR calculation method proba-
bly does not exist, since there are complex interactions of filters, metrics and statistical
methods with the characteristics of the datasets. Instead, based on the results discussed
in this section, case-to-case dependent arrangements of dataset dependent adaptive filter
(possibly automated based on quantitative data quality measures), temperature corrected
metrics and suited methods are recommended. Although LS-LR did yield some good re-
sults, it is not recommended for more complicated datasets as it gives too much weight to
outliers. The commonly used statistical methods STL and YoY performed well if suited
filter and metrics have been applied.
Even if we currently cannot define a single way to calculate the PLR of a PV system, this
study does suggest that the voting, or preference aggregation, approach used here, may it-
self represent an accurate ensemble approach for PLR determination. By calculating PLR
using many filters, performance metric corrections and data aggregation, corrections and
statistical modeling approaches does appear to provide consistent and robust estimates of
PLRi for a system i. This multiple method approach may serve as an ensemble model in
which inaccuracies of all the different approaches are minimized in the voted result of the
ensemble calculation of PLRi. In light of this approach an R package has been developed
which includes different performance metrics and statistical calculation methods [13,139].
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5.2 Novel Multi-Step Performance Loss Algorithm
As already indicated in the introduction, many studies published in recent years have
been proposing or evaluating linear performance loss rate algorithms. The most widely
used approaches include the year-on-year model, developed by Sunpower [19] and further
adapted by NREL [20], and PV time series decomposition followed by a linear regression.
Different algorithms and decomposition models have been tested in the literature. Results
of the benchmarking exercise in section 5.1.3 for linear performance loss rate calculation
methodologies show that the YoY approach and time series decomposition using STL
[123,140] provide results with higher certainties compared to other approaches [7]. Based
on this and similar activities, it is visible that the current state of the art focuses on a linear
PLR representation. A study by Jordan et al. [141] points out that the understanding of
nonlinear degradation paths of PV systems is essential for long term performance studies
and lifetime estimations. Studies by Kyprianou et al. [142] and Meftah et al. [22]
suggest approaches to calculate linear performance loss rates as an average of differences
in power or performance ratio parameter between years. Another methodology to assess
nonlinearities in PV system performance has been developed by Belluardo et al. [21]
where a performance metric is proposed, which efficiently removes seasonality from the
time series. Here, monthly trends of this metric are discussed in terms of nonlinearities
in the time series. These approaches are a step towards evaluating nonlinear performance
trends of PV systems but they do not provide information about absolute performance
trends and related changing points and are therefore difficult to assess.
A way to assess the performance of PV systems in great detail is to transport individual
PV modules from an operating plant in periodic intervals (e.g. yearly) in the laboratory to
perform standardized indoor measurements [143]. This method gives detailed information
of which electrical parameter are subject to performance losses but fails to provide an
accurate PLR assessment over a larger portfolio of modules and is just recommended for
research purposes due to high related costs.
Recently, Theristis at al. [125] published a paper reporting an approach similar to the
one proposed in this publication demonstrating the rising scientific interest in the topic
on nonlinear degradation rates. The originality of our work lies in the foundations built in
a previous work presented by Lindig et al. [9] and in the application of our methodology
in more real cases (see section 6.3 [12]). A comparative analysis of different proposed
methodologies will be the focus of future publications. The novel algorithm proposed
in this paper provides a compact way of presenting nonlinear performance losses with a
meaningful temporal distribution. Thereby, time series of PV system performance are
automatically divided into subsets which are evaluated individually. The methodology is
validated by being applied to a synthetically created PV time series and used to evaluate
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the Multi-step Performance Loss (MS-PL) of the PV systems belonging to the ABD plant
(see section 3.1).
5.2.1 Methodology
Figure 47: Flow-chart of calculation steps of multi-step performance loss algorithm (P -PV
power; GPOA-irradiance in the plane of array; Tamb-ambient temperature; WS-wind speed;
PR-Performance Ratio; Tmod-module temperature; STL-seasonal and trend decomposi-
tion using LOESS; R2∗-regression parameter; MS-PL-Multi-step performance loss
In the following, the MS-PL algorithm is explained by evaluating the PLR of system pc-
Si2 from the ABD plant, which has a nominal power of 4.14 kW. Figure 47 presents the
necessary calculation steps, which are subdivided into three main parts. These are input
data assessment as well as treatment, the application of the MS-PL algorithm and finally
the evaluation of the results. In the following, the individual steps are discussed in detail.
Input data assessment & data treatment
First the raw data, which are usually power and climate data of irradiance and tempera-
ture, are loaded and a quality check is performed. A recommended way to do so is to look
at a density plot of instantaneous system power, as shown in Figure 48a). Here, normal-
ized 15-min power data of pc-Si2 are plotted in dependency of the time of the day and
the day of the year. Higher power values for a longer duration of the day are detected in
summer because of higher irradiation and longer days in summer time. From such a plot
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one can detect system outages, timestamp issues, shading instances or also exceptionally
strong degradation. The data of pc-Si2 are converted to UTC to remove daylight-saving
time shifts in the density plot. It is visible that the data follow a fairly stable pattern
and can be considered being of high quality. A similar approach can be used to assess the
quality of the irradiance dataset. A minimum of 24 months of data is required to calcu-
late PLR, although a time series of at least five years is desirable to decrease inter-annual
effects. If no in-situ irradiance measurements are available or subject to severe problems
such as sensor alignment issues, satellite/reanalysis data can be retrieved and used for
the calculations. Additional information on input data quality evaluation can be found
in section 4.1 [6].
Figure 48: Data quality check of 15min values of PV system pc-Si2; a) Power-density
plot; b) Power vs. irradiance in plane of array
The next steps involve data filtering and the choice of a performance metric for the
application of the subsequent algorithm. Filtering is performed to remove outliers and
non-representative values. Power values out of the range of 1-120% of the initial capacity
are excluded as well as irradiance values lower than 200 and higher than 1200 W/m2 to
capture sufficiently stable measurement conditions. This wide irradiance filter was chosen
to capture losses due to both, series and shunt resistance, losses. Performance losses based
on shunt resistance have a higher impact at low irradiance levels [144]. Additionally,
a performance ratio filter is applied which removes values out of the range of 2 times
the standard deviation of the monthly mode, which is the most occurring value in each
particular month. The effect of the applied filter can be seen in Figure 48b). Here,
normalized 15-min power values are plotted against the corresponding plane of array
irradiance (GPOA) values. The blue dots are the raw data and the remaining red dots
the filtered values. This graph additionally rates the quality of the irradiance dataset.
Since power is directly proportional to irradiance [87], with a deviation from linearity
at high irradiance due to operation at temperatures higher than STC, this graph should
follow more or less a straight line. Data points which are too far away from that line are
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considered as outlier and should be excluded for further calculations.
After filtering, a performance metric has to be selected and calculated. In this work
the temperature corrected Performance Ratio was selected, which has been introduced in
section 4.3.
Model application:
The actual multi-step performance loss algorithm contains three steps; data decomposi-
tion, determining the optimal amount of breakpoints and building the final multi-step
performance loss model. In Figure 49, these three steps are described.
Figure 49: Calculation step four of multi-step performance loss algorithm in greater detail
First, the trend of the performance metric PRTcorr has to be extracted. This is done by
applying the decomposition methodology STL, which uses locally weighted regression to
separate the seasonal part and a remainder from the nonlinear performance trend line.
The trend is represented by the dark-red straight line in Figure 51. The trend extraction
is performed to exclude information from the dataset, which would alter the final results.
In the next step we utilize the performance trend to calculate the MS-PL values. The
idea behind the MS-PL algorithm is to create and rate different regression models based
on the data of the performance trend. The individual models differ in the number of
breakpoints. The model, which best represents the performance trend without being
over-fit, will be selected and considered individually. This step is summarized in Figure
49 and involves the application of a model parameter to find the optimal number of
breakpoints with which we build a multi-step regression model. This parameter R2∗ is
based on R2, a parameter used in multivariate regression to rate regression models using
different amounts of predictor variables. R2 is calculated by dividing the residual sum
of squares RSS =
∑
(yi − ŷi)2 with the total sum of squares TSS =
∑
(yi − y)2 and
subtracting the result from 1:
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Hereby, ŷi is the modelled, or predicted, value of yi, which is the corresponding value in
the real dataset, and y is the average of all values of yi. R
2 runs from 0 to 1. The closer
R2 of a model is to 1, the better this model describes the underlying data. In other words,
R2 indicates the ability of a model to present the real dataset.
The problem of R2 is that it converges towards a value close to 1 with an increasing
number of breakpoints, visible in Figure 50. Here, the model parameter R2 and R2∗ are
shown for different models including an increasing amount of breakpoints. The reason for
this steady increase can be understood when looking at equation 46. The better a model
fits the real dataset, the higher is R2. The usage of a maximized R2 results therefore
inevitable in an over-fit. That means that the model is too complex, inhibits a possible
error from the original dataset and therefore may not represent the underlying trend very
well. If we would select the number of breakpoints according to R2, we would over-fit the
model. Like this, we would not detect the real amount and position of breakpoints in the
time series, which may have a physical meaning based on performance loss processes in
the PV system.
That is why we developed R2∗ on the basis of R2adjusted. The parameter R
2
adjusted penalizes
a regression model (and therefore R2) with a high number of predictors, if the addition
of predictors does not improve the accuracy of the model. We use this basic idea and
adapt R2adjusted to make it useful for time series and an increasing amount of breakpoints
according to the following equation:
R2∗ = R2 ∗ n− 1
n+ p∗ − 1
. (47)
The amount of time steps (here months) considered is n and p∗ is the number of break-
points included in the model. That means a nearly constant R2 together with an increasing
number of breakpoints p∗ results in a decrease of R2∗, visible in Figure 50. An additional,
data driven, penalty is in effect which determines if the maximum R2∗ is at least 1.2%
higher compared to values expressing models with a lower amount of breakpoints. This
extra step is performed to ensure that the model is not over-fitting. The optimal model
for the performance trend of pc-Si2 has a maximum R2∗ at three breakpoints, visible in
Figure 50. A higher number of breakpoints decreases R2∗.
The calculations are performed in the software environment R. We build each model (with
0 to n breakpoints) for an individual performance time series with the segmented func-
tion [145]. It is first used to determine optimal number of breakpoints. The input is a
linear model of the performance trend against temporal data together with the trend time
series of PRTcorr and a suggested number of breakpoints. The function tests all possible
breakpoint positions and estimates the optimal output by minimizing the residual sum
of squares RSS. It also delivers R2, which goes into equation 47. Based on this results
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the optimal number of breakpoints is selected and the final model is built. The optimized
number of breakpoints is then used to determine the exact locations together with the
fitted linear trend-lines. The final model of pc-Si2 can be seen in Figure 51 (multi-step
fit). The performance trend of pc-Si2 is divided into four individual subsections by 3
breakpoints, illustrated with vertical grey dashed lines.
Figure 50: R2 and R2∗ for 7 different regression models including 0 to 6 breakpoints for
PV system pc-Si2
Result evaluation:
In this section, the MS-PL results are collected in an orderly fashion and evaluated. In
Table 15, the results for applying the MS-PL algorithm to the performance trend of all
systems of the experimental PV plant are depicted. Under pc-Si2 we find the values
corresponding to Figure 51. The breakpoints are the end-, respectively, starting-points of
time periods in which a single linear PLR is detected. Here, the absolute PLR introduced
in section 4.5 is used. The root mean square error RMSE describes the deviation between
the performance trend and the multi-step fit. Since the PLR here is an absolute value
which does not take into account the intercept corresponding to PRTcorr at the beginning
of operation, it is important to evaluate PLR values in relation to the intercept. Looking
at the results in Figure 51, it is visible that the modelled intercept computed with the
MS-PL algorithm is very close to the real intercept of the performance trend, which is
not the case for the linear performance model. This is another important benefit of this
algorithm compared to a linear evaluation. The results for pc-Si2 in Table 15 show that
we have a slight initial performance gain for almost three years, followed by a decrease
in performance. After four and a half years of operation the performance settles at a
lower PLR rate before it increases again for the last one and a half years. It is suspected
that the initial gain is based on favorable weather conditions. In the summer of 2013
and winter of 2013 to 2014 high temperature corrected PR values were recorded before
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a measurable reduction in performance was detected. As efficiency of crystalline systems
decreases under low irradiance conditions due to higher related resistance losses, high
average irradiance conditions under constant temperature yields high efficiency values
and therefore an increase in performance [146, 147]. These high performance values can
be connected to a very sunny July, in which the highest monthly yield for this and most
other systems under investigation was recorded, and a mild and sunny following winter
where PRTcorr reaches very high values of almost 100%.
Figure 51: Multi-step performance fit for pc-Si2 system over 9 years of observation: PR
(orange - dotted), PRTcorr (red - straight), trend-line of PRTcorr (dark-red - straight),
Linear fit (grey - dashed), multi-step fit (darkblue - dotdashed) & vertical breakpoints
(light-grey - dashed)
5.2.2 Validation
Since the exact performance loss rate of a PV-system as a function of time is unknown
and difficult to asses, it is complicate to validate a performance loss model. A way to
do so is to model a theoretical PV time-series, alter the performance with defined linear
performance loss rates, or gains, over certain time periods and apply the MS-PL algorithm
in order to see if we can detect the fed-in values. A nine year long power time-series based
on input parameter of PV system pc-Si2 was modelled for that purpose. The modelled
time-series is based on irradiance and temperature measurements of the weather station
in Bolzano together with the five-parameter model. Several steps are necessary to model
the final dataset.
First, the five parameter of the specific PV module type at reference conditions (diode
reverse saturation current, light current, series and shunt resistance, the diode ideality
factor) are taken from the CEC module database [148]. The values, together with me-
teorological measurements from the weather station are input for the deSoto function
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[149] to model the five parameter at operating conditions for each timestamp, which are
required as input by the singlediode function. According to equation 13, the power in
the maximum power in dependency of temperature and irradiance is predicted based on
the input parameter. Both functions as well as the database entries are taken from the
PVLIB library [89]. The resulting power time-series depends on the input parameter as
well as the operating conditions and does not degrade over time. The power time-series
is subsequently filtered, PRTcorr is calculated and the dataset is aggregated to monthly
resolution.
Finally, the monthly PRTcorr of the system is linearly altered using the PL values and
breakpoints calculated for pc-Si2 (+0.66 %/a until Dec 2013, -2.68 %/a until Sep 2015,
-0.36 %/a until May 2018, -2.01 %/a until the end of observation). Consequently, the MS-
PL values are calculated for the modelled system in line with the procedure introduced
in section 5.2. The results are presented in Figure 52. On the left, the resulting plot is
shown and on the right the corresponding values listed. In the table, one can find the
input variables as well as the calculated results. The calculated values, which are plotted
in the graph, are presented in bold as a guide for the eye. Additionally, the RMSE is
calculated between the performance trend of PRTcorr and the multi-step fit.
Figure 52: Left: Multi-step performance fit for validation system using 9 years of real
weather data: PR (orange - dotted), PRTcorr (red - straight), trend-line of PRTcorr (dark-
red - straight), Linear fit (grey - dashed), multi-step fit (darkblue - dotdashed) & vertical
breakpoints (light-grey - dashed); Right: Table of corresponding MS-PL values together
with uncertainty and time periods
Looking at the MS-PL results it is visible that the amount of breakpoints equals to three.
Compared to the input variables the correct positions of the breakpoints are detected. A
slight deviation in the multi-step performance losses of values between 0.01 and 0.1 %/a
can be observed. The overall linear PLR deviates just marginally (-0.89 %/a compared
to -0.88 %/a). That is because of the nature of the validation system. It is a ”perfect”
system computed with real weather data. The unaltered PRTcorr (without added sub-
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linear performance trend) has a very slight weather related performance change of 0.005
%/a. This increase can be explained by global brightening effects taking place in recent
years [150]. The ”perfect” behavior of the modelled system is the reason why its average
PR is higher compared to pc-Si2 (visible when comparing Figure 51 and Figure 52).
Furthermore, the RMSE of the validation system is with 0.07 lower. Since the modelled
system is not subject to any non-weather related performance artefacts such as soiling
or shading, the seasonal and trend decomposition provides a smoother trend. That is
why the performance trend and the multi-step fit are in better agreement, resulting in a
lower RMSE. Based on this observations, it is visible that PV systems are very difficult
to model including all losses and a realistic behavior. This simplified model serves as
a PV system with a comparable performance evolution and is not intended to provide
an accurate real-life performance model. By taking into account these circumstances the
results are satisfactory.
5.2.3 MS-PL of ABD photovoltaic plant
The MS-PL algorithm was subsequently applied to 26 experimental PV systems installed
at the airport Bolzano (see section 3.1). Table 15 presents a detailed overview of the re-
sults. For each system, the intercept of the segmented PLR, the linear PLR, the MS-PL
together with their respective breakpoint and the RMSE are presented. The RMSE de-
scribes the deviation between the performance trend and the multi-step fit. Additionally,
in Figure 53 the corresponding sublinear performance trends are shown graphically.
The first four technologies are all types of crystalline silicon while the last four belong to
thin-film technologies, which are in general subject to higher PLR rates. For these sys-
tems, whose performance was evaluated for nine years, a maximum of three breakpoints
and four PLR values was calculated. This indicates a fairly stable performance evolution
over time, especially when looking at the crystalline systems. The intercept with the
y-axis of PRTcorr, which expresses the value at the beginning of lifetime, is very similar
for most crystalline systems with a mean of 94.09%. mc-Si2 has the lowest intercept
among the crystalline systems with 91.09%. The thin-film systems have a much wider
range of intercept values from 81% up to 111%. This observation can be attributed to a
more stable and standardized material composition of crystalline silicon systems, which
are additionally more similar amongst one another. Also in terms of a linear PLR the
values of the crystalline systems have a smaller range, whereby pc-Si1 has the highest
value with -1.56 %/a. Hot-spots within the cells of this particular system were detected
and the front glass has an unusual textured surface with deep pyramids where soiling is
likely to adhere. These circumstances might be responsible for its high linear PLR.
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Table 15: Linear PLR and MS-PL for PV systems in operation at the airport of Bolzano
from 02/2011 until 01/2020.
Intercept PLRlin PLR1 PLR2 PLR3 PLR4 RMSE
[%] [%/a] u [%] [%/a] BP1 [%/a] BP2 [%/a] BP3 [%/a] [%]
mc-Si1 95.95 -0.52 ±0.01 1.12 12/13 -2.21 10/15 -0.04 07/18 -1.48 0.20
mc-Si2 91.09 -0.50 ±0.01 1.06 12/13 -2.12 09/15 -0.09 06/18 -1.67 0.19
mc-Si3 94.53 -1.25 ±0.01 0.85 12/13 -1.92 0.71
mc-Si4 95.12 -1.24 ±0.01 0.97 01/14 -3.25 01/16 -1.03 0.51
mc-Si5 95.18 -1.03 ±0.01 0.89 12/13 -2.45 12/16 1.62 01/18 -2.49 0.37
pc-Si1 94.09 -1.56 ±0.01 0.15 10/13 -4.55 11/15 -0.13 0.35
pc-Si2 94.32 -0.89 ±0.01 0.66 12/13 -2.68 09/15 -0.36 05/18 -2.01 0.21
pc-Si3 92.32 -1.25 ±0.01 0.34 01/14 -4.39 05/15 -0.71 0.47
pc-Si6 91.98 -1.07 ±0.01 0.79 01/14 -3.06 06/15 -1.08 0.33
pc-Si7 95.52 -1.23 ±0.01 0.46 08/13 -1.64 0.57
pc-Si8 94.70 -0.76 ±0.01 1.06 12/13 -2.67 08/15 -0.34 06/18 -2.00 0.18
pc-Si9 93.24 -1.05 ±0.01 0.74 08/13 -1.50 0.52
HIT1 94.54 -1.13 ±0.01 0.88 05/13 -1.53 0.56
ribbon1 94.67 -1.28 ±0.01 0.33 01/14 -4.47 05/15 -0.76 0.50
micro-c-Si1 88.53 -1.16 ±0.01 -0.20 02/14 -3.62 06/15 -0.62 0.41
micro-c-Si2 84.29 -1.30 ±0.01 -0.71 02/14 -3.53 08/15 -0.51 0.58
micro-c-Si3 84.03 -1.09 ±0.01 -0.39 02/14 -3.29 06/15 -0.54 0.43
1j-a-Si1 89.61 -1.14 ±0.01 -0.31 03/14 -3.43 07/15 -0.64 0.42
1j-a-Si2 93.09 -1.36 ±0.01 -0.86 03/14 -3.89 07/15 -0.55 0.57
2j-a-Si1 111.40 -1.23 ±0.02 -8.78 05/13 16.51 12/13 -3.55 08/15 -0.38 1.11
3j-a-Si1 81.56 -0.72 ±0.01 4.05 05/12 0.64 01/14 -3.60 09/15 -0.27 0.35
3j-a-Si2 81.18 -0.64 ±0.01 3.705 06/12 0.53 01/14 -3.36 10/15 -0.12 0.34
CdTe2 91.69 -1.73 ±0.01 -0.76 09/13 -2.00 0.70
CIGS2 91.38 -1.59 ±0.01 -2.67 02/16 0.04 0.64
CIGS3 81.05 -2.42 ±0.02 -18.42 12/11 -3.00 10/15 -0.75 0.38
CIGS4 85.77 -2.02 ±0.02 -12.05 05/12 -1.39 0.82
PLR: Performance Loss Rate; u: uncertainty; BP: breakpoint; RMSE: root mean square error
Figure 53: Graphical representation of MS-PL for PV systems at the airport of Bolzano,
systems are colored coded by technology
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Except of both triple junction a-Si systems, all thin-film systems are subject to PLRlin
larger than -1 %/a. The highest losses have been observed for CIGS3 and 4, clearly visible
in Figure 53. A comparison between electroluminescence images of the systems and new
modules of the same type show that the active PV material is not operating well anymore.
Major system degradation was observed through the MS-PL algorithm within the first
year of observation with values of PLR1 equal to -18.42 %/a and -12.05 %/a, respectively.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to trace back the reasons but it is assumed that a strong
degradation of the active PV material might have caused high losses at such an early
stage of operation. Furthermore, a very strong initial performance loss can be seen for
2j-a-Si1, expressed in PLR1 = -8.78 %/a. This loss can be attributed to a disconnection
of the junction box of one module within the system, which occurred between October
2012 and July 2013 and thereby causing a partial electrical disconnection of the modules
of the PV group. Because of that, the performance of this system is subject to major
fluctuations. This additionally results in the highest RMSE of all systems stemming
from a highly nonlinear PRTcorr-trend evolution and therefore a high deviation with the
multi-step fit. Apart from the crystalline systems, the three-junction amorphous silicon
based modules experience an initial performance gain. It is assumed that this initial gain
can be correlated to thermal annealing. The modules of both 3j-a-Si systems are film
laminated with a flexible polymer glued to an aluminum-zinc plate, which is installed
onto a corrugated metal sheet. This kind of mounting systems do not allow effective
module cooling via rear-side ventilation, resulting in higher operating temperatures. It
has been shown that annealing mechanisms in 3j-a-Si modules are more effective at higher
temperatures close to 80◦C [151]. It is expected that non-optimal system cooling caused
higher operating temperatures which in turn led to boosted thermal annealing affects,
represented in positive PLR1 values.
In section 5.2.1, where the model was applied to pc-Si2, a slight initial performance gain
was observed. Figure 53 shows clearly that this is the case for all crystalline systems
under observation, with values ranging from 0.15 to 1.12 %/a. Looking at the figure, it is
visible that the performance evolution of the crystalline systems seem to follow a certain
pattern. After the detected performance gain (PLR1 > 0), most systems are subject to
an elevated loss (PLR2) for roughly three years before they settle at a lower PLR rate
(PLR3). Here, the performance of mc-Si5 increases again for one year in 2017 before it
drops again. Furthermore, the PLR of another four crystalline systems increases from
the middle of 2018 to values above -1 %/a. The observed period is too long to assign
this high PLR to being a seasonal effect. No distinct differences between the individual
crystalline systems have been detected. All systems have been installed under the exact
same conditions. Additionally, they experience the same environmental stresses. It is
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believed that this is the reason for the similar performance evolution of systems based on
the same PV technology, which has been observed for all tested technologies to a certain
degree. This in turn shows that the performance of PV systems is strongly influenced by
environmental conditions. That strengthens the assumption that the initial performance
increase might be caused by weather artefacts which were described in section 5.2.1. It
would be interesting to investigate similar systems installed in a similar climate zone to
see if these effects are dependent on the prevailing outdoor/climate conditions or could
possibly be generalized. If that would be the case, a generalized performance pattern
divided by PV system technology could be developed and implemented in PV performance
modelling software.
5.2.4 Summary
A novel methodology for the calculation of a self-regulated MS-PL has been presented.
Instead of simplifying the performance evolution of a PV system to a linearized perfor-
mance loss rate, this algorithm provides a detailed and easily comprehensible performance
evaluation. Thereby, the performance trend of PRTcorr of a PV system is first extracted
using time series decomposition and subsequently divided into a number of segments with
different gradients. These time series parts are separated by a self-regulated breakpoint
analysis and evaluated independently. The final result is a linear multi-step model of
the performance evolution of a PV plant. The MS-PL algorithm identifies an adequate
number and position of breakpoints individually. A major benefit of a MS-PL compared
to a linear PLR is the fact that the performance analysis is presented in greater detail.
The MS-PL algorithm is a trade-off between a simple, but too generalized, linear PLR
and a very precise, but also very poorly interpretable, nonlinear PLR.
It will be interesting to gain results of the MS-PL algorithm applied to longer PV system
time series, especially to see if the performance resembles a reliability bath tube curve
with high losses at the beginning and end of operation, as it is expected and often pre-
sumed in the literature. An important application could be the usage in due-diligence of
companies who want to take over the operation of PV plants from the secondary mar-
ket. This algorithm allows a quick health analysis of a PV system. One could reduce the
amount of data to analyze by having just to evaluate the time series data close to detected
breakpoints. It can be expected to find performance anomalies close to the breakpoints,
and by looking at corresponding maintenance tickets, if available, it might be possible
to detect certain issues the system experienced in the past. Also operation and main-
tenance companies might benefit from the application of this methodology. By running
the algorithm in regular intervals, PV performance degrading effects could be detected
early in an automatized way. By having full access to the tickets of a well tracked PV
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system, it could be possible to connect the detected anomalies with recorded issues a PV
system had to endure, or even specific degradation modes. By building up a database
containing the frequency and severity of degradation modes together with the position
of the breakpoints, the impact of certain degradation modes and other failures could be
predicted more accurately. By applying the algorithm to a great number of systems it
might be possible to see performance trend pattern depending on different parameter.
Such results could lead to certain optimization possibilities in terms of climate specific
module designs and when planning a PV plant under specific known circumstances. A
first step was done by applying the approach to the experimental PV plant at the airport
of Bolzano. Furthermore, an in-depth performance characterization of two commercially
operated PV plants has been carried out and is presented in section 6.3. The mentioned
application possibilities clearly show the benefit of the MS-PL algorithm compared to a
linear PLR evaluation. Last but not least, anomaly detection possibilities go far beyond
the scope of a linear PLR.
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6 Understanding Performance Losses of PV systems
By calculating PLR of a system fleet, the individual results recede into the background
and the interest is aimed at dependencies between environmental as well as installation
parameter and system performance evolution. An attempt to draw such dependencies
has been published in [10, 14] and this work is extended in section 6.1 ranging over two
system fleets and thereby constituting the first part of this chapter.
As explained in section 2.5, a measurable performance loss rate can be divided into mod-
ule degradation and system degradation. Module degradation includes cell effects such as
LID or broken cells on one hand, and module effects such as backsheet issues or bypass
diode failure on the other hand. Module degradation can be commonly summarized as
results of the appearance of degradation modes. System degradation includes next to
soiling and shading all issues which can appear on BOS level. When studying data driven
performance of PV systems all these factors are considered together and expressed in the
overall PLR. Module degradation instead is only detectable by using on-site inspection
tools in combination with electrical parameter evaluation. An important task, which is
not yet accomplished, is to combine PLR studies and degradation mode detection ap-
proaches as well as the evolution of electrical parameter to isolate degradation modes
from the overall PLR. Steps in this direction are required to fully understand degradation
mechanisms, which in turn could open up new ways to improve PV system performance.
This work is a step towards this goal. In the further course of this chapter, approaches
are investigated of how to use PLR calculation methodologies to describe degradation
appearance and patterns in PV systems. Thereby, two different approaches have been
explored.
In the first part, a study of the time evolution of current and voltage in the maximum
power point is carried out [8]. Thereby, the PV systems of the ABD plant have been
investigated looking at a time interval from February 2011 until February 2018. The idea
of this investigation is to find dependencies between certain degradation modes/technical
failures and patterns in the time series. Therefore, next to statistical degradation stud-
ies, field visits were conducted including IV-curve measurements, visual inspections and
capturing electroluminescence (EL) as well as infrared (IR) images.
In section 5.2, a multi-step performance loss algorithm has been proposed and introduced.
The second part of this chapter describes the application of the MS-PL on two commercial
PV systems operating in Germany. Thereby, a connection between malfunctions of the
systems and the position of breakpoints in the sub-linear performance trend are attempted
to be drawn.
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6.1 Collection of Performance Loss Rates
This section focuses on the evaluation of PLR results based on two system fleets, namely
the IEA PVPS Task 13 database (DB) [70] and the Pearl-PV DB [71], which have been
introduced in chapter 3. Figure 54 presents an overview of PV systems, for which PLR
have been calculated or attempted to be calculated in the course of this work. The primary
reason why for some systems a PLR could not be retrieved is the number of years of
operational data available. At least two years worth of data is required to calculate the
PLR of a PV system, although a minimum of three to four years is favoured.
Figure 54: Map of datasets which were evaluated in this subsection: blue - Task 13 DB -
datasets with low temporal resolution; green - Pearl-PV DB - datasets with high temporal
resolution without ground irradiance measurements
The PV systems are divided into two categories, datasets with high temporal resolution
without irradiance data (Pearl-PV DB) and datasets with low temporal resolution and
already provided yield data (Task 13 DB). The IEA PVPS Task 13 database consists of
172 PV system datasets and the Pearl-PV database includes more than 8,000 PV system
data.
PLR estimations on system level are important to ensure a PV plants safe and reliable
operation. Individual calculated PLR provide information about the performance and its
possible deviation from the expected norm but fail to extend the knowledge of performance
loss patterns on a global scale. The evaluation of a number of PLR can help to draw
conclusions in how far certain environmental and installation parameter affect the long-
term performance of PV systems.
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6.1.1 IEA PVPS Task 13 Database evaluation
In the following, PLR of PV systems belonging to the IEA PVPS Task 13 performance
database [70] are calculated and these values are weighed against prevailing climatic con-
ditions and used PV technologies. Independent two-sample t-tests have been conducted
to evaluate certain detected trends. Furthermore, PLR results using two different PLR
calculation methodologies, namely STL and YoY, are compared. The database has been
introduced in section 3.3.
The necessary steps to calculate performance losses depend on the available data. The
datasets within the IEA PVPS Task 13 database are considered as of low quality. The
categorization “low quality” describes data which are pre-processed and of low time resolu-
tion. Therefore, the calculation steps explained in section 4 are adapted. In the database,
the PR, the final yield and the reference yield are given in monthly resolution. For PLR
determination, the PR on the AC side was additionally calculated using the final yield Yf





Yf is the ratio between the output energy of a PV system EAC and its nominal power
Pnom. Since the time series are already in monthly resolution in the database, preliminary
data accuracy checks (especially regarding irradiance data) are not possible. A PR filter
was applied to remove values out of the range of -2σ < P̃R < 2σ. Removed values
can be traced back to data collection faults, inverter outages or other technical issues
of the PV plants. The metric, on which the PLR calculation is performed, is the PR.
Since neither ambient nor module temperature datasets and no direct high resolution
irradiance data are available, temperature correction is not recommended and has been
omitted. Missing values are filled using a six-month rolling mean. Finally, a statistical
methodology is applied to compute the PLR, given in percentage per year. Based on
the results of the study in section 5.1.1, STL was found to provide accurate results for
high quality data and is used together with the YoY approach [20] to inter-compare two




)100, where the time step scaling parameter t equals 12, has been used. Since no
information about the calculation of the PR values are available, it is not possible to
provide trustful uncertainty values. That is why intervals of uncertainty are omitted. It
can be expected that the uncertainty is partially very high due to processing steps before
and after including the time series in the database. That is why the results should be
interpreted with caution. They are intended to express a performance trend rather than
results with high accuracy.
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Figure 55: Performance Loss Rate distribution of IEA PVPS Task 13 performance
database; red: calculated with STL; turquoise: calculated using YoY
In Figure 55, an overview of the results is given in form of a distribution plot for the two
methodologies selected before. The red bars show the results for STL and the turquoise
ones for YoY. It is visible that both methodologies show similar overall trends. The
PLR using STL is peaking at the bin of -1.5%/a to -1.0%/a and using YoY -1.0%/a to
-0.5%/a. After removing outlying values out of the range of -4%/a < PLR < 1%/a,
STL delivers a mean PLR value of -0.90%/a and YoY a value of -0.74%/a. Looking at
the results, it seems that both methodologies yield fairly similar mean values applied on
low quality data, as we find them here. A carried out t-test confirms this observation by
showing that the average PLR do not deviate from one another to a statistically significant
extent. Nevertheless, the medians between both approaches do deviate quite considerably.
It became apparent that STL should be used with care if the dataset in question shows
non-seasonal behavior. This might have different reasons, such as the prevailing climatic
conditions, the used irradiance datasets, the technology of the system or the application
of certain weather dependent corrections. It can be expected that an overestimation of
seasonality falsifies the results to a certain degree. Within the database no such cases
were found because of the climatic zones (which have distinct seasons) the systems are
installed in and the apparent good quality of the data (both electrical and irradiance data).
Additionally, the small amount of obvious outliers in the calculated results confirm the
assumptions of good quality data. It is believed that the overall results are of statistical
relevance.
The aforementioned possible problem of seasonality is not an issue if YoY is used. It was
very interesting to realize that the YoY methodology is highly affected by the amount
of digits with which the PR is specified. The provided PR time series are stored in the
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database with two digits, e.g. 0.88. The usage of a PR with just two digits results in a
very inaccurate representation of the actual value. A high number of PLR values from the
calculated distribution would yield a PLR of 0.00%/a. That is why the PR was calculated
again by dividing the monthly final yield with the reference yield, which are provided in
the database as well. Introducing this extra step yields more likely final values because
the PR is provided in greater detail.
In the following, we divide the results into climatic zones and technologies. For this
additional evaluation the results using both methodologies are used. Since a comparison
along all available datasets did not yield serious differences, we wanted to see if that
might be the case when dividing the datasets by these two factors. Boxplots are used to
depict the results. Additionally, the mean value is shown (indicated with red dots). The
comparison of mean and median helps to get a better idea about the kind of distribution at
hand. For this evaluation eight PLR values were excluded because they were categorized
as outliers so that the evaluation is based on PLR of 112 PV systems.
Figure 56: Performance Loss Rates of IEA PVPS Task 13 performance database divided
by technology and methodology; number of systems and average operational lifetime of
systems
Figure 56 shows the PLR divided by technology and methodology. Additionally, the
number and the average operational lifetime (median) of the systems is provided. When
comparing the trend between the methodologies, again, both methodologies provide simi-
lar results. In both cases, crystalline systems degrade to the lowest extent, while thin-film
systems are subject to higher PLR. These results confirm observations of previous stud-
ies [152]. The mean values of mono-Si and poly-Si cells are very similar compared to
each other and also comparing STL and YoY. In average, the thin-film systems were in-
stalled 25-30 months before the crystalline systems. This fact could further explain the
observed elevated PLR values. The absolute median and mean values, comparing the
methodologies, are quite similar, except for the median of the mono-Si systems. Here,
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the median using YoY provides an almost doubled overall PLR compared to STL. One
reason might be the relatively small distribution of available systems compared to the
other technologies. The distribution of the PLR using STL and just considering mono-Si
systems is non-Gaussian. The mean PLR of the mono-crystalline systems is similar across
the methodologies. Due to a stronger right skewness of the distribution, the median is
quite low for STL. By comparing to YoY and also considering values from the literature
[153], it seems that this value is less trustful. Nevertheless, it is visible that both PLR
calculation methodologies, STL as well as YoY, are relatively well suited to calculate the
PLR of PV systems where low quality data and seemingly high quality irradiance data are
provided. Under the given circumstances, the application of both methodologies results
in relatively trustful values. The higher the amount of studied systems is, the more the
PLR distributions approach a similar, and more Gaussian, shape.
A t-test on the PLR values of mono- and poly-crystalline systems using YoY shows that
there is no significant difference between both crystalline technologies. Instead, testing
crystalline systems (poly- and mono-crytalline combined) and thin-film systems yields
very different PLR means (crystalline: PLR = -0.57%/a; thin-film: PLR = -1.05%/a).
The mean of the PLR of thin-film systems is distinctively higher in comparison. The con-
fidence interval of the t-test ranges from 0.18 to 0.77. With 95% confidence the difference
between the two means ranges within this interval. Additionally, the p-value of the test is
with 0.002 very small. This means that the difference in means is significant and we can
discard the null-hypothesis (PLR and PV technology is uncorrelated). Based on these
previous observations, the following evaluation is based on PLR values calculated with
the YoY approach and the crystalline systems are summarized as one technology.
An evaluation of the systems PLR by PV sensitive climate zone did not show strong
detectable trends. That is why dependencies between direct climate indicators and PLR
values have been investigated. Figure 57 shows correlation plots of the PLR against av-
erage yearly climate conditions [154]. The yearly average climate values are taken for
the year of 2016 using ERA5 reanalysis data [155]. It is visible that no strong correla-
tions were identified for this particular PV system database. The strongest PLR related
correlation was found between the degradation of thin-film systems and the age of the
systems. A certain correlation between irradiance intensity, relative humidity and PLR
would be expected based on existing literature. That is why the systems were catego-
rized by technology, irradiation and later by relative humidity. An evaluation of average
ambient temperature has not been carried out. The operating temperature of PV sys-
tems is strongly dependent on the selected mounting configuration. Unfortunately, no
information about the mounting conditions are provided and without these information
temperature dependencies are difficult to determine and might be misleading.
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Figure 57: Correlation plot - Performance Loss Rates (YoY) of IEA PVPS Task 13 perfor-
mance database vs climate conditions; left - crystalline systems; right - thin-film systems
Figure 58 depicts boxplots of PLR against irradiance and relative humidity for the crys-
talline systems under investigation. In this evaluation, systems have just been included
where at least 10 systems per category were available, that is why the categories have
been reduced to two each. Looking at the boxplots at the right it seems that there is a
trend of increasing PLR with elevated irradiation levels. The existing dependency was
confirmed by looking at the mean values. The PLR for the lower irradiation interval (800-
1200 kWh/m2 per year) is equal to -0.44%/a and systems located in an area with a yearly
average irradiation of 1200-1600 kWh/m2 have a mean PLR of -0.83%/a. A p-value of
0.01 confirms the hypothesis of dependency between PLR and irradiation intensity.
The left part of the plot shows two prevailing humidity intervals within the irradiation bin
of 800-1200 kWh/m2. Just one irradiation bin with the largest amount of PV systems was
chosen because, as visible in Figure 57, humidity and irradiation are strongly inversely
proportional. Therefore, the inclusion of all humidity bins without considering irradiation
would be misleading. Also here a certain dependency can be seen. Under constant
irradiation, lower humidity leads to elevated PLR. This result should be regarded with
care as the sample size is small.
The presented results in terms of PLR and climate dependencies have direct implications
for operating and managing PV plants in the field. It seems that systems installed in hot
climates require a higher level of attention and possibly also more frequent site visits to
ensure safe and efficient system operation over time.
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Figure 58: Boxplots of PLR (YoY) of crystalline systems vs intervals of yearly sum of
horizontal irradiation & vs intervals of yearly average relative humidity for PV systems
within irradiation interval of 800-1200 kWh/m2
6.1.2 COST Action Pearl-PV Database evaluation
In this section, the PLR of PV systems belonging to the Pearl-PV database [71], which
are presented in section 3.4, are calculated. In contrast to the systems discussed in the
last section, the system data of the Pearl-PV DB have a 10 min resolution but no climate
data available. For the calculation of PLR three different approaches have been tested:
• Statistical Clear-Sky Fitting (SCSF) which is based on clear-sky modelling of power
time series and does not require irradiance data [23]
• Year-on-Year approach (YoY) [20] using ERA5 climate re-analysis dataset [155]
• Seasonal and Trend decomposition using Loess (STL) [123] using ERA5 climate
re-analysis dataset [155]
The following metadata are included for a part of the systems: installed capacity, latitude,
longitude, azimuth and tilt. Especially the latter four features are required to understand
the operating conditions (location and mounting) and to retrieve the irradiance data for
the application of YoY and STL. Figure 59 shows the generalized calculation steps.
First, the input data have to be read. From the database, 10-min AC power time series
are available of varying length. Irradiance data are retrieved from ERA5 in monthly
resolution [155] and modeled to the Plane-of-Array using the Erbs [156] and Hay-Davies
[93, 157] model for decomposition and transposition, respectively. A first filter excludes
time series which have less than two years of data. A minimum of two years is the absolute
minimum to calculate PLR of a PV system as it is a parameter which describes a year-
by-year change in performance. A second filter removes power outliers from the dataset
using the following threshold:
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0 < PAC < 1.2 · Pnom
Pnom corresponds to the nameplate power of the system retrieved at standard test con-
ditions. In the next step, the performance metric is selected, which is used for the PLR
calculation. SCSF uses the power/energy time series as it is. In this study, YoY as well as
STL are applied on the PR in monthly resolution. Power and irradiance follow a nearly
linear trend over a wide range of irradiance. This relationship can be used to detect and
remove non-realistic power-irradiance pairs using dynamic PR filters. For YoY and STL,
a monthly PR filter is used replacing all data-points, whose PR value is not within a ±2σ-
interval of the average value, with a six month rolling mean. Afterwards the individual
methods are applied to calculate the final PLR distribution for the plants at hand.
Figure 59: General Performance Loss Rate calculation steps
A first observation was the difference in computation times between the approaches. All
calculations have been carried out in Python. While it took SCSF several days to com-
plete the calculations, the application of YoY and STL, which were summarized in one
script, was finished after roughly 120 min. SCSF is a more sophisticated algorithm which
requires by far more computational resources. For all calculations, a computer with an
Intel(R) Core (TM) i5-7200U CPU using 8 GB of RAM, running Windows 10, has been
used.
Table 16 shows the reduction of available PV systems for PLR calculations after various
filtering and exclusion steps. Initially, 4,165 and 3,342 PLR have been calculated de-
pending on the selected approach. It quickly became clear that many of the calculated
values were unreliable as they did not show any climate dependent correlations, even after
applying another threshold filter of -4%/a < PLR < 1%/a. This is because of the length
of the datasets, many of them having less than three years of data available. Jordan
et al. even stated that PLR calculated on five years of data with limited weather data
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accuracy, which can be assumed for non-corrected ERA5 reanalysis data as we have them
here, are expected to have high uncertainties [158]. That is why another time dependent
filter was included, looking only at time series with a minimum length of three years.
The additional time filter yields more reasonable results. From originally more than 8,000
systems, between 464 and 661 remain depending on the calculation methodology.
Table 16: Number of PV systems & corresponding Performance Loss Rates after various
filtering steps.
Filter SCSF YoY STL
All systems 8,367
Min. 2 years of data 4,322
Azimuth & tilt 3,494 3,494
Calculated PLR 4,165 3,342 3,342
-4%/a < PLR < 1%/a 3,427 2,245 2,309
Min. 3 years of data 661 464 492
Figure 60 shows the methodology dependent distribution of the PLR after the last filtering
step. Additionally, the mean and the median values are given. Comparing mean and
median, it is visible that all three distributions experience a left skewness, whereby STL
provides an almost Gaussian distribution. Ignoring outlying values, SCSF peaks at the
bin of -0.5%/a to 0%/a, YoY at -1%/a to -0.5%/a and STL has two peaks, one at -1.5%/a
to -1%/a and one at -0.5%/a to 0%/a. The results of YoY and STL have a correlation 0.67
whereas SCSF based PLR correlate to roughly 20% with the others (Pearson correlation
coefficient [154]).
Figure 60: Performance Loss Rate distribution of Pearl-PV performance database; red:
calculated with STL; turqouise: calculated with YoY; yellow: calculated with SCSF
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It is believed that the stronger correlation stems from the shared irradiance dataset and
similar approach in terms of data filtering, aggregation and metric selection. A carried-out
t-test yields a p-value of 0.04 between YoY and STL, underlining the existing correlation.
A definite statement, which approach yields the most trustful results, cannot be made.
Higher quality irradiance data and longer time series would be needed to do so. To a
certain extent, the results of this study do agree with other PLR distributions given in
the literature. Jordan et al. [153] collected PLR from multiple sources and calculated a
mean value of -0.8 to -0.9%/a and a median value of -0.5 to -0.6%/a. However, most of
the results are based on module measurements and do not capture system losses. Kiefer
et al. [72] reported a mean PLR of -0.7%/a over 44 large scale systems. SCSF seems to
be well in line with the reported results.
Nevertheless, mainly small scale PV systems are considered in this study and it is expected
that they are subject to higher systems losses, due to better practices applied in large
scale systems, and a less active (O&M) surveillance in the residential area [158,159].
Figure 61: Correlation plot of metadata, climate data and SCSF, YoY and STL results
Figure 61 shows correlation plots between the calculated PLR using the tested approaches
and certain metadata as well as climate factors (Lat: Latitude; Long: Longitude; Tamb:
yearly average ambient temperature; RH: yearly average relative humidity; GHI: yearly
average horizontal irradiation). We can observe weak correlations between PLR, the
latitude of the systems and irradiance values. Interestingly, the observed correlations are
having an opposite sign for SCSF on one hand and STL as well as YoY on the other
hand, whereas the observed correlations are less pronounced for YoY. The observed weak
correlation of PLR and GHI has been seen for the results of the Task 13 DB as well, here
the results indicate a negative correlation, which has also been observed looking at the
results retrieved with SCSF.
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Figure 62: Boxplots of PLR vs intervals of yearly sum of horizontal irradiation; dots
represent mean value and number of plants per interval are provided on top; a) - SCSF;
b) - STL
An example of the correlations in opposite directions can be seen in Figure 62. Here,
the PLR distribution is shown in dependence on the yearly average sum of horizontal
irradiation (in kWh/m2/year) for SCSF and STL. It is visible that, according to the
results using SCSF, the PLR increases in areas with higher yearly irradiation. STL shows
an opposite development. Based on our knowledge higher irradiance stresses should lead
to elevated PLR, therefore, the results calculated with SCSF seem to be in line with
expected trends.
It is important to recognize that these results have to be evaluated with care, as the
number of datasets per interval is too small to give confident indications. Only the interval
between 1000-1200 kWh/m2/year includes a larger number of systems with 580 for SCSF
and 428 for STL. Here, the mean PLR for SCSF equals -0.70%/a, the median is -0.30%/a
and the corresponding values for STL are -1.02%/a and -1.00%/a. In terms of the KGPV
climate zones, the highest median (-1.35%/a) was found in the Temperate zone with
High irradiation (DH), followed by -0.50%/a in DL and -0.40%/a in DM. Nevertheless,
the small amount of datasets in DH and DL climate zones question the integrity of the
results.
An issue worth discussing is the uncertainty evaluation of the individual results. Usually,
YoY is applied to daily data. In contrast, monthly datasets were used in this study because
the irradiance was retrieved in monthly resolution. This results in a small amount of
individual PLR; whose median constitutes the final PLR. Therefore, partially, very large
confidence intervals are calculated. Figure 63 shows the calculated PLR of PV system
26 using YoY on the left and STL on the right. It is visible that the PLR between both
approaches is with -1.57%/a and -1.51%/a very similar. SCSF yields a PLR of -1.7%/a
for this system.
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The confidence interval of the YoY is with a range of 3.5% quite high. It is calculated by
bootstrapping the PLR distribution. The fairly high variance of the small distribution of
data points results in the wide confidence interval.
Figure 63: PLR results PV system 26; Left: PLR distribution YoY; Right: Monthly yield,
PR, STL & LR trend
The uncertainty of the STL approach is instead evaluated from the standard deviation
between the linear model coefficients and the nonlinear trend of the PR time series. The
residuals are added back to the trend line before the standard deviation is calculated.
Therefore, a comparison in uncertainty/confidence interval is not applicable and omitted
in this study.
From originally roughly 8,400 PV system time series, more than 90% had to be excluded
due to being categorized as outlier and having an insufficient length. It was shown that
a minimum of three years of power data are required to get somewhat sensible results,
keeping in mind that the longer the time series is, the more trustworthy the result tends to
be. The results are in a range of mean PLR between -0.74%/a and -1.13%/a and median
between -0.40%/a and -1.00%/a, depending on the chosen approach. Weak correlations
between the results and metadata of the systems as well as climate factors have been
shown. Using the SCSF results, the PLR is increasing for systems installed under higher
irradiation and decreasing latitudes. The results based on STL show correlations in the
opposite direction. Unfortunately, the sample size for the individual subgroups is too
small to trust these results.
6.1.3 Comparison of PLR evaluation approaches for both datasets
In this section, PV systems from two PV system performance databases have been stud-
ied. The PV systems within the IEA PVPS Task 13 database have a higher average
nominal power compared to the ones of the Pearl-PV database and the majority is in-
stalled free standing or on flat roofs. Instead, the systems whose data are collected within
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the Pearl-PV database are small scale residential systems and it is expected that most
are installed on tilted roofs (no information provided). This leads to different operating
temperature conditions, as flat roof and free mounting installations allow a better air cir-
culation lowering cell and module temperatures. Most PV systems within both databases
are installed in Europe, mainly in France, Belgium, Germany and Italy. Therefore, the
operating climate conditions among the systems is fairly similar with the majority oper-
ating in temperate climates with medium irradiation (KGPV: DM).
Data availability, data quality and resolution are very different. The evaluation yielded
interesting findings, however, it was also seen that reliable and trustful results require
a thorough input data analysis. The IEA PVPS Task 13 database consists of monthly
performance data, where on-site irradiance measurements are included and longer time
series are available. Instead, the Pearl-PV database offers high resolution 10 min power
data of shorter time ranges (majority below three years) without available climate data.
Each data setting requires tailored solutions for PLR calculations. The yield and PR
values are already provided in the Task 13 database in monthly resolution, reducing the
PLR calculation steps to the bare minimum as data filtering is not applicable and metric
selection was basically already provided. Instead, the calculation of PLR of systems in-
cluded in the Pearl-PV database based on the more traditional statistical methods YoY
and STL required careful data filtering, retrieving irradiance data and metric selection.
Comparing the results among the databases leads to varying levels of agreement depend-
ing on the calculation approach used. While the results based on STL are very similar
for both datasets, the YoY results do vary by roughly 0.4%/a. The truth lays somewhere
in between. Nevertheless, based on these results it can be assumed that the overall PLR
is slightly lower for the Task 13 database. This assumptions is based on four reasons.
First, the systems are installed under similar climate conditions, which means that direct
climate related performance differences can be excluded. Second, the investigated time
series of the Task 13 database are longer. Considering the typical performance bathtub
curve, where high losses are to be expected at the beginning and the end of system life-
time, and a performance plateau is present in between, longer time series do flatten out
the initially high PLR. Third, based on the size of the systems in the Task 13 database it
can be expected that most are operated commercially, which directly translates to faster
O&M interventions and better system surveillance compared to private residential plants.
Lastly, as explained before, most systems of the Pearl-PV database are probably roof
installations. Continuous higher operating temperatures of tilted roof installations with
less rear-side air circulation lead to higher thermal stress and associated elevated PLR.
The experienced obstacles and difficulties of retrieving reliable PLR of system fleets clearly
show that there is still a lot of room for optimization in PLR calculations. In section 5.1.3,
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the calculation of PLR for individual systems has been critically investigated. It was con-
cluded that a good approach for yielding reliable values is to calculate PLR using different,
thoroughly developed, approaches and average the results in order to get a value close
to the ”true” PLR. Thereby, all calculation steps have to be chosen and evaluated with
care. A similar approach can be imagined for system fleets. Here, the task will be to
integrate the calculations steps efficiently into automatic algorithms in order to optimize
the calculation time to an acceptable level.
6.2 Evaluation of technology-dependent MPP current and
voltage degradation in a temperate climate
An important part for the detection of degradation modes (DM) and other performance
decreasing occurrences play operation & maintenance (O&M) routines. The ideal case
would be to detect DM and other technical risks early and reliable with minimal effort. On
one hand O&M companies perform field inspections where, among other things, IV-curves
are recorded or electroluminescence images taken, to detect DM or other performance
impairing technical risks. On the other side system degradation is discovered by studying
performance rating parameters of a PV system, for example the maximum power or the
PR, and calculating the PLR.
A deeper understanding of the current and voltage behavior of a PV system could lead to
the connection of the aforementioned operations. The correlations between the maximum
power point current (IMPP) and irradiation as well as the maximum power point voltage
(VMPP) and temperature are indicators, which might contribute to the understanding of
a decrease in a PV systems performance. A better understanding of the time dependent
behavior of IMPP and VMPP values, which are available from most data-loggers of installed
PV systems, might enhance the knowledge of what is happening in the PV module over
time. Especially in regards to solar cell parameters, like short-circuit current density,
open-circuit voltage, fill factor, series resistance or shunt resistance, this is a promising
approach to find root causes for degradation.
6.2.1 Data preparation & calculations
Before any calculation is performed, the data are subject to certain filters, correction and
normalization. The same filter as in section 4.6 have been applied, which are:
• 500 W/m2 < GPOA < 1200 W/m2
• 0.1 · Pnom < PDC < 1.2 · Pnom
• PRmodemonthly - 2σ < PR < PRmodemonthly + 2σ
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At a later stage, the temperature coefficients from the PV module data-sheets are used to
perform temperature corrections (see Table 3). These temperature coefficients, obtained
for VOC and ISC, are retrieved at a plane-of-array irradiance of 1000W/m
2. The irradiance
filter is a compromise of excluding not too many data and reducing the uncertainty of ap-
plying the coefficients. Approximately 50% of the data (excluding nights) are filtered out.
In a next step, measured values for MPP current and voltage, Imeas and Vmeas, are cor-
rected to lower seasonality. Both parameter are corrected for temperature. Furthermore,
Imeas is additionally corrected for irradiance because of its strong irradiance dependency.
The following formulas are used:
VTcorr = Vmeas
1






[1 + α(Tmod − TSTC)]
(50)
where β is the temperature coefficient in voltage [%/K], α the temperature coefficient
in current [%/K] and Tmod is the cell temperature, which is calculated using the SMTM
formula introduced in section 4.1.1 [77]. Afterwards, the corrected values are normalized










Finally, the normalized current, voltage and performance ratio is aggregated to monthly
values. This was done to remove strong data oscillation due to short term variations.
In order to verify the degradation of the different systems, the yearly absolute performance
loss rate of normalized monthly current and voltage time series as well as PR values is cal-
culated using the software R. Thereby, STL is applied on the prepared data. To receive the
PLR a simple linear regression of the trend line is performed with PLR[%/a] = (β1t)100,
where β1 is the slope of the corresponding linear model and t is a scaling parameter that
converts the observed time step to a yearly scale (here 12 for monthly).
Figure 64 shows Inorm of the PV system pc-Si7 together with its trend and the regression
line of the trend. Finally, the uncertainty of the PLR is determined. Therefore, the confi-
dence interval of the regression functions gradient is computed using a confidence level of
95%. The half width of the absolute interval value is multiplied by 12 (months per year).
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Figure 64: Normalized & corrected monthly current values together with trend & regres-
sion line of pc-Si7
6.2.2 Results
Figure 65 represents the yearly PLR for Inorm, PR and Vnorm, divided in crystalline and
thin-film systems. For every PV system the PLR values including uncertainties are shown.
The horizontal red line indicates a yearly performance loss of -1.0%, which is a minimal
performance guarantee many PV manufactures ensure for the first 10 years. When looking
at Figure 65a), it is visible that most crystalline systems operate within the guaranteed
performance levels. For thin-film systems, more than the half PR values experience a
PLR of over -1.0%/a.
Figure 65: Performance Loss [%/a] of Inorm (triangles), PR (circles) and Vnorm (rhombi)
of a) all crystalline PV systems and b) all thin-film PV systems
For most systems under observation, the current degrades more strongly in comparison to
the voltage, with loss rate values between -0.25% and -2% per year. The main drivers for
this decrease in Inorm and a resulting reduced power output are a degradation in the short
circuit current combined with a lowered fill factor due to a decreasing shunt resistance.
This effect might be caused by soiling and occurring DM. The studied PV installation is
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not subject to periodical cleaning, and soiling in dry periods can have a noticeable impact.
The most commonly reported DM occurring in crystalline systems installed in moderate
climates are according to Jordan et al. [141] hot spots, potential induced degradation
(PID) and circuity discoloration (due to corrosion). Additionally, systems, which are in
operation since more than 10 years, show frequently encapsulant discoloration, a DM
with relatively low severity. In respect to thin-film systems, absorber corrosion and glass
breakage seem to have a bigger impact [141,161]. It has to be stressed that DM are rarely
appearing isolated but often simultaneously, and interact with each other, since different
modes are triggered by similar influences such as PV technology, climate or mounting
type. Apart from the simultaneous appearance of DM the consideration of PV system
performance, instead of single module performance, complicates the detection of specific
DM. Nevertheless, it was decided to study PV system degradation since system data,
available from inverter, are more easily accessible and more relevant within the scope of
this study and future applications.
Figure 66: PV system pc-Si1: a) IR image including hot cell, Front-side glass and b)
Normalized IV curve, red: measured curve, blue dashed: initial curve at measurement
conditions, black dotted: initial curve at STC
Performance losses detected in crystalline silicon systems are exclusively due to a de-
creasing current. It is visible that monocrystalline (mc-Si) systems degrade less than
polycrystalline (pc-Si) PV panels. Furthermore, pc-Si systems seem to show a wider dis-
tribution of performance loss rates than mc-Si. Pc-Si1 shows the highest degradation rate
of all crystalline silicon systems in consideration, and is exceeding the maximum guaran-
teed performance loss stated on the data sheet (90% of initial power after 10 years). One
reason can be traced back to two cells with considerably higher temperatures within the
string, which were detected via infrared (IR) imagery. An IR image of one cell is shown in
Figure 66a). This effect might be caused by an accumulation and thermal recombination
of charged carriers in the bad cells due to hot-spots or corroded/detached connections.
The hotspots are having a visible impact on the IV curve of the system. Figure 66b) shows
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the normalized measured IV curve at 872.3 W/m2 and 51.5◦C cell temperature together
with the computed initial curve at the measurement conditions and the initial curve at
STC (using model according to De Soto et al. implemented in PVLIB [89, 149]). At low
voltages the gradient of the curve is higher than in the initial state, which is assumed to
be caused by cell mismatch and a reduced shunt resistance. This in turn creates alternate
current pathways and ultimately contributes to the detected loss in Inorm. Another reason
for the high loss in current might be the selected front-side glass of pc-Si1. The glass has
a pyramid like pattern, visible in Figure 66a), and it is expected to accumulate soiling
“more efficiently”.
A similar degradation pattern, although with higher current values, has been detected in
the IV curves of pc-Si7 and mc-Si5. This pattern in turn can partly be traced back to
fractured cells in some of the modules, visible in Figure 67a) and b), where electrolumi-
nescence images of cells and modules are depicted.
Figure 67: Electroluminescence images of: a) pc-Si7 module, b) mc-Si5 cell and c) pc-Si2
cell together with normal picture
Circuitry discoloration was detected in several cells of the pc-Si2 system, which leads to
a partial disconnection of the cells affected, connected to an associated shunt resistance
loss. Figure 67c) shows a cell, which has circuitry discoloration and cracks, possibly stem-
ming from enlarging snail tracks, and an EL-image of the same cell, where a partial cell
disconnection can be seen.
Apart from the degradation modes shown, other minor degradation limiting effects were
detected for crystalline systems, such as minor cell cracks or back-sheet cracking. The
ribbon system can be affiliated to pc-Si systems due to their crystal structure and HIT
to mc-Si systems. Their degradation behavior is similar to the one of these systems.
It became apparent that the detection of DM within thin-film systems is somewhat more
complex. The lack of a crystalline structure and the low operating current makes the
usage of EL imagery more difficult. Furthermore, the apparent difference in performance
loss behavior between crystalline and thin-film systems (visible in Figure 65) leads to
the conclusion, that different DM develop over time. Especially the CIGS and a-Si sys-
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tems under observation behave differently. Here, higher performance losses in Vnorm were
observed. The highest overall losses of -2 to -3% per year in PR, partly due to a high
degradation in Vnorm, are recorded for CIGS 2, 3 and 4. The IV curve for CIGS3 is shown
in Figure 68b) (initial curves computed using model according to Vergura [162]). It can
be seen that a decreasing voltage primarily triggers the overall performance loss. For this
system, EL images were done, visible in Figure 68a). In the initial state, the EL image
looks normal but after field exposure some of the modules emit almost no light anymore.
This was a very surprising discovery and until now it was not possible to connect it to a
specific root cause.
Figure 68: PV system CIGS3: a) EL image of module in initial state and after exposure
in the field and b) Normalized IV curve, red: measured curve, blue dashed: initial curve
at measurement conditions, black dotted: initial curve at STC
Apart from the CIGS systems, 2j-a-Si1 shows a relatively high decrease in Vnorm, but due
to the low degradation in Inorm the overall performance loss is not as high as for the CIGS
systems. Both single junction a-Si systems as well as the CdTe system show considerable
performance losses, both in Inorm and Vnorm, and a resulting loss in PR of around -1.5%/a.
A decrease in voltage is often related to an increasing series resistance, which might be
connected to a decreasing conductivity of the metal contacts. Another root cause might
be a chemical process within the active material, which affects the efficiency of the charge
carrier separation. Micromorph silicon systems consist of a junction between amorphous
silicon and micro-crystalline silicon. Their temperature dependency is similar to the
one of amorphous silicon systems (when comparing the temperature coefficients) and the
degradation behavior seems to be closely related as well. A summary of the discussed
results can be found in Table 17.
It has been shown that the main driver for the decrease in PV power performance is a
declining current output. The majority of systems under surveillance show this trend.
Through the execution of EL, IR and visual inspections as well as IV curve recordings a
decrease in current can be affiliated to damaged/partly disconnected cells, hot cells and
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circuitry discoloration. These prevailing degradation modes lower the shunt resistance and
directly affect the operating current. The mentioned degradation modes were exclusively
detected in crystalline systems.
Table 17: Summary of systems degradation behavior based on results of Vnorm and Inorm
performance loss rates.







Loss in power is primarily due
to decrease in current




















The degradation of CIGS, and partly also a-Si, systems seem to be rooted from different
causes. Two out of three CIGS systems show an unusual high performance loss rate in
voltage. A decrease in voltage is often connected to an increasing series resistance. It is
assumed that this is connected with a reduction in the conductivity of the metal contacts
or a decreasing ability of the photovoltaic active material to separate the charge carriers.
It became apparent that the connection of specific degradation modes to PV system
performance is a difficult task. The detection of a single degradation mode formation
within a PV system, instead of a single module, is complicated because of the relatively
low impact on electrical parameter. Furthermore, the appearance of degradation modes in
thin-film systems is more difficult to detect compared to crystalline systems. Yet, we are
convinced that further studies to improve the detection time and quality will contribute
to early detection methodologies. This will ultimately lead to the development of early-
state counteract mechanisms within O&M routines. For a qualitatively more profound
study, measurements on module level are suggested. This type of studies would serve as
an advancement of knowledge in degradation mode occurrence and severity.
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6.3 Application of Multi-Step Performance Loss Algorithm
on commercially operated PV systems
In section 5.2 a new multi-step performance loss algorithm has been developed within the
scope of this thesis. In this work, the algorithm is applied to two commercially operated
PV systems (see section 3.5). The application of the algorithm on commercial plants
requested the need of applying tailored data filter to ensure high quality performance
data. In particular, reversible performance impairing issues, such as inverter failures,
recorded in the ticketing system of the plants, were removed during filtering to capture
long-term performance effects free of reversible short-term effects.
6.3.1 Adapting filtering methodology
In the initial version of the algorithm, high quality datasets from small scale experimental
PV systems were used and the DC power was evaluated. Instead, in this study the AC
power of two commercially operated plants is studied. That is why the filtering approach
had to be adapted to its current needs. The data are processed with the following three
different filter types:
• Filter 1 - Threshold filter:
– 0.01 · Pnom < PAC < 1.02 · Pnom
– 50 W/m2 < GPOA < 1200 W/m
2
– 0.3 < PR5min < 1.2
• Filter 2 - Performance Ratio filter:
– ±1σ around monthly PRmode
• Filter 3 - Reversible PL events:
– Inverter failures/breakdown
The first filter is applied to remove nighttime values and strong outlier in measured
power and in-plane irradiance (GPOA) data. The lower bound of the Performance Ratio
threshold was selected based on the fact that valid PR values are observed in the range
of 0.3 in case of row shading, when the sun is behind the module rows. Afterwards, a
statistical filter is used to detect non-matching power-irradiance pairs and remove them
from the dataset. To do this, the mode of the PR is determined for each month and
an interval around this values is set by the overall standard deviation of the PR. The
third filter removes reversible PL events. Such events are characterized by an abrupt
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performance drop followed by the full recovery of the performance indicator after the
problem was fixed. While it is possible to detect such issues with the MS-PL algorithm
it is advisable to remove them beforehand. Usually, reversible PL events can easily be
spotted in performance time series and are recorded in the PV plant ticketing system.
Figure 69: Power-irradiance plot of 5 min data of System1; blue represents raw data and
red, turquoise and yellow the remaining data after applying filter
Figure 69 shows the effect of the applied filter on the power-irradiance data pairs of
System 1. Since power and irradiance are nearly linear over wide irradiance ranges, the
depicted relationship should follow more or less a straight line. The clear horizontal cut
in power values at 1400 kW can be attributed to inverter clipping, a common practice
for large scale PV plants due to cost savings of inverter capacity. It is visible that the
raw data spread widely at low power values along the complete irradiance window. Such
behavior can be attributed especially to row-to-row [163] and external shading instances
of the PV system while the irradiance sensor is not affected. The transition from filter 2
to filter 3 shows the removal of one narrow data band below the main line where filtered
data-points are accumulated (in turquoise). This are the remaining data-points created
while the system performance was affected by inverter failure incidents. The same can be
seen in Figure 70. Here, the daily PR for System 1 is plotted using the raw data and the
data-points after every filtering step. In the third image of Figure 70, the performance
drops due to inverter issues are circled and can be detected by a clear deviation from the
average performance pattern.
After filtering, the time series is subject to monthly aggregation, PR calculation and the
consequent steps for defining the multi-step performance loss.
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Figure 70: Daily PR of PV System 1 - blue: raw data; red: after first filter; turquoise:
after second filter; yellow: final daily PR time series after third filter
6.3.2 Results & Discussion
In the following section the MS-PL of both systems are discussed. The calculation results
can be found in Figure 71 where they are also listed in the accompanying table below the
graph. Additionally to the breakpoint positions, the corresponding month of system op-
eration is indicated. Furthermore, the associated uncertainties of the PLR values and the
overall root-mean-square error (RMSE) are reported. Thereby, the remainder is added
back to the performance trend before calculating the uncertainty and RMSE to provide
a more accurate picture. RMSE values help to inter-compare different fits for different
models.
The overall linear PLR of both systems is below -0.6%/a and in line with previous PLR
estimations carried out for these systems [72]. Note that, as stated in [72], the PV module
performance itself is very stable. For both systems analyzed laboratory measurements at
some sample modules were performed in 2019 and revealed module degradation rates that
are close to zero (-0.1%/a).
Evaluation System 1: It is visible that the 13.5 year long performance evolution of
System 1 is subdivided into four individual parts by three breakpoints. The low amount
of breakpoints is partly due to the exclusion of the inverter failure instances (see Figure
70). The system experiences an initial one and a half year performance gain before a
one year lasting strong performance loss rate of -4.65%/a is recorded. The gain can be
attributed to a very high PR in the winter months between 2007 and 2008 and is followed
by the recorded strong loss, which level each other approximately out. Afterwards, a long
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and stable period at a moderate loss level of five and a half years is observed before the
performance improves to a level close to 0%/a. According to the results including the
initial up and down, we assume a bathtub like behavior, a suggested performance pattern
of PV systems. A bathtub behavior is characterized by an initial infant period with
fluctuating PL, an approximately constant behavior is expected during a mature period
followed by a wear-out phase. System 1 seems to operate within the mature period. The
MS-PL shows that the performance of System 1 is, apart from the three recorded and
excluded inverter failures, very stable and subject to little time dependent degradation.
Figure 71: Resulting multi-step performance loss rate of both systems against time series
together with listed results
Evaluation System 2: The trend of System 2 (almost 12 years of operation) is
divided into five individual parts. The performance loss rate evolution is behaving in
a linear fashion. Losses and gains alternate throughout the time of observation with-
out great outliers and the overall performance decreases slightly and steady over time.
A strong performance gain is recorded for the first six months. This is because of two
reasons. Firstly, the data acquisition started in spring and increases towards winter and
secondly, March and June 2009 have fairly high PR values. The high recorded values
might have different reasons, such as unstable measurement or weather conditions or a
low number of representative values within one month. Looking at the raw data, it seems
these months were especially cloudy and low power and irradiance readings lead to higher
performance values. After the short initial gain, the performance is relatively stable. An
increased performance loss rate is recorded with a breakpoint (BP3) in the beginning of
2015. The period from the second half of 2013 until the end of 2015, and even the first part
of 2016, is characterized by the lowest performing period for this system, although the
recorded inverter breakdown in March and April 2015 was excluded through appropriate
filtering. That means that the ultimate inverter breakdown was preceded and followed by
low performance instances. Unfortunately, no DC power data are available to evaluate if
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the low performance is attributable to a low inverter efficiency or if it has its root-causes
somewhere else. After this performance valley, the PLR recovers and finally settles at a
PLR of around -1%/a for the last two and a half years of observation. Additionally to
the overall system data, monthly PR values for one of 57 inverter of this system have
been provided. The PR evolution of this inverter is very similar to the overall evolution.
It is assumed that performance losses (apart from individual unforeseen performance loss
issues) appear primarily on system level. The similarity in performance for the overall
system and the subsystem supports this hypothesis.
For System 1, an absolute loss within the first two thirds of its lifetime was detected with
a strong initial performance fluctuation followed by a slight recovery phase resulting in a
very low overall PLR of -0.39%/a. The performance evolution of System 2 is different. It
is subject to a low decrease in performance for almost five years followed by a stronger
drop due to three low performing years. Afterwards, the performance stabilizes again.
Considering that system 2 operates with many relatively small inverter, an inverter based
evaluation might yield a better understanding of the individual system performance. Ad-
ditionally, a comparison of DC vs. AC power output data could lead to a categorization
of detected low performance instances. Nevertheless, the low overall PLR values show
that both systems operate without major issues.
This algorithm is of special interest for detecting specific performance affecting issues a
PV system is experiencing throughout its lifetime. We have seen that detectable effects
can be found close to breakpoints. This could be of special interest for technical due-
diligence activities while taking over operating PV systems in order to gain knowledge
about the health status and perform a quick but effective technical due diligence. It is
assumed that performance loss mostly appears on system level. Therefore, the results
provide a good representation of the long-term system performance for the PV systems
under investigation.
Since the algorithm is fully automatized it is foreseen to be used on the most detailed
system level available, e.g. module or string level. We believe this is the path to follow
in order to connect overall detected performance losses with specific degradation modes.
A problem we are facing when studying PV performance is a scarcity of periodic site
inspections in the past. This may be due to the fact, that PV power plants are often
not operated with cost optimized O&M strategies but with strategies which minimize the
O&M costs. One possible reason for this approach is that, due to recent solar brightening
effects, almost all systems perform better than expected compared to their yield predic-
tions and in addition, the performance loss rate is hidden by the still increasing irradiance.
These brightening effects are observed since the late 1980’s and are attributed to reduc-
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tions in aerosol content in the atmosphere and cloud cover leading to higher transmission
of sunlight [100].
We believe that this O&M approach is about to change. In pursuit of high performance
& reliability of PV systems to ensure stable and profitable operation conditions and due
to the usage of modern equipment, such as certain inverter which measure and store
IV curves automatically, periodic checks will be the state of the art. Considering these
circumstances, we are confident that the algorithm will have wide application possibilities.
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7 Impact of Performance Losses on the Bankability
of PV projects
This last chapter focuses on implications accurate PLR estimations can have on the
economic effectiveness of PV projects and closes thereby the loop from a technological to
a monetary viewpoint. Thereby, two different application areas are considered. The first
section shows how realistic PLR estimations can improve long term yield predictions of PV
systems. The second part takes a recently developed methodology as a basis [27], where
the value of preventive and corrective measures of PV system failures was quantified, and
introduces time dependent PLR into the equation while adapting it to real cases.
7.1 How Performance Losses affect long term yields
Long term yield, and resulting levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) estimates are a funda-
mental basis for the economic viability of any PV project and should be carried out thor-
oughly. The common approach is to use yield assessment software, primarily PVSYST,
which consists in the evaluation of a few variants in a PV project based on the meteoro-
logical data in a specific site and on the knowledge in terms of derating factors for the
technological combination and system layout. The loss parameter are usually set constant
over time and long term yield predictions often include solely module degradation. By
considering module degradation alone, often simply taken from module datasheets, other
important balance of system related loss factors are ignored. Exactly that is why PLR
are essential not only for the performance estimation of operating PV plants but also
to create more realistic long-term yield prediction scenarios. While many loss factors,
such as shading or soiling, can be taken as an average value over time with a related
uncertainty, others, such as module mismatch or cable losses, are expected to undergo
a temporal evolution with increasing values. Although being constant over time, linear
PLR do include increasing loss mechanisms through elevated overall values. Provided
that a large amount of Multi-Step Performance Losses (MS-PL) is calculated and certain
statistics of technology, climate and system configuration related dependencies are drawn,
the inclusion of sub-linear PLR values could be also considered in order to create even
more realistic yield scenarios.
When carrying out long-term yield predictions with the overall system performance loss
set to an assumed module degradation, usually considered as being -0.25%/a or -0.5%/a,
there is a high chance that the business model for the plant might be overestimated
associated with an underestimated LCOE. Degradation at module level only considers
irreversible degradation modes. However, performance losses evolve over time not only
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for PV modules but also for other Balance of Systems (BOS).
A illustrative example was recently published by Moser et al. [17]. In this work, the
yield of PV system pc-Si6 of the ABD plant was estimated by several specialists and
benchmarked against monitored data collected over eight years of operation. One espe-
cially interesting yield estimate, which is depicted in Figure 72, provides an initial yield
prediction very close to the actual value in the first year of operation but fails to calculate
a realistic value over the lifetime of the plant. In this particular long-term yield predic-
tion, the system PLR was assumed to be equal to a module degradation with a value of
-0.25%/a, while the actual PLR for this plant equals to -0.85%/a, calculated in the PLR
benchmark in section 5.1.3 (see Figure 41a)). The measured average yield, shown with a
triangle in Figure 72, represents the mean over eight years of operation and is expected to
drop further after 20 years. It is visible that if the PLR of the system remains unchanged
until year 20, the measured value will be below the 20 year average P90 value provided
by this particular assessment while it is already now clearly below the P50 value.
Figure 72: Initial and average yield distribution of PV system pc-Si6 during yield assess-
ment benchmark
The initial system yield in year zero is defined by the P50 yield coming from the yield
assessment and should already account for estimations of typical system unavailability,
soiling, shading and other effects contributing towards performance reduction. As dis-
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cussed in the chapters before and especially in section 5, calculated PLR depend on the
selection and combination of filters - metrics - statistical methods. If the PLR is intended
to represent component degradation, appropriate filtering ensures that unavailability (and
other effects causing downtime at large scale) is not included in the calculation. When
calculating the LCOE it is important to ensure that both, module degradation and BOS
affecting losses, are included, but at the same time double counting of effects has to be
avoided (e.g. unavailability or soiling included in both the initial yield estimate in year
zero and in the PLR taken from the literature).
7.2 Connection of Performance Losses & the Cost Priority
Number
As mentioned before, the Cost Priority Number (CPN) is a methodology which assigns
a value to technical risks affecting a PV plants availability and performance taking into
account preventive and corrective measures. Section 2.6 introduces the foundation of the
CPN methodology in its original form. In this example, the original CPN approach is
further developed and applied to an example PV system.
7.2.1 Case study
The PV plant under consideration is in operation since 2013 and is located in central
Italy. Table 18 summarizes the primary metadata of the system.
Table 18: Metadata of investigated PV plant.
Parameter
Type of plant Ground-mounted fixed tilt
Installed capacity 9,019.531 kWp
Country Italy
Commissioning data 25.08.2013
Feed in tariff 0.119 AC/kWh
Number of modules 69,381
Module nominal power 130Wp
Number of inverters 17
Inverter nominal power 500 kW
A total of 191 maintenance tickets were analysed manually, corresponding to all the
planned and corrective activities carried out in 2018. Since 2015 the plant is managed
by the O&M contractor BayWa r.e.. Time-series of monitoring data are available since
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November 2016, including on-site irradiance (pyranometer measurements) and power (in-
verter measurements). A detailed metadata table was created containing all the relevant
parameters useful for our purpose, mapping all the components of the plant whose failure
could cause a power loss. This metadata table was populated using as source the available
as-built documentation, the O&M contract and some other documents related to CAPEX
and OPEX.
7.2.2 Adapted CPN methodology
In section 2.6, the original version of the CPN methodology has been introduced. The
primary CPN equation is:
CPN [AC/kWp/year] = Cdown + Cfix (53)
Here, C denotes costs for down and fixing times. The individual time definitions were
formulated based on KPI definitions from the ”Operation & Maintenance Best Practice
Guidelines” from SolarPower Europe [164]:
• Detection time:
- time it takes to detect occurrence of a fault
tdetection[h] = acknowledgement time − failure time (54)
• Response time:
- time it takes to organize repair or substitution
tresponse[h] = intervention time− acknowledgement time (55)
• Repair time:
- time it takes for the technician to fix the problem
trepair[h] = resolution time− intervention time (56)
• Shutdown time:
- time in which an upper-level component of plant has to be powered off to fix the
problem; part of repair time
tshutdown[h] = repair switch−off time− repair switch−on time (57)
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Table 19 lists the definitions of the used KPI’s in the equations shown above.
Table 19: Parameters to calculate the O&M contractor KPIs, extracted from the moni-
toring and ticketing system.
Parameter Definition
Failure time
Time when a failure occurs, e.g. performance deviation
beyond allowed threshold or inverter error code generated.
An alarm is triggered.
Acknowledgment
time
Time when the fault is acknowledged by the O&M
Contractor. A maintenance ticket is opened.
Intervention
time
Time when the technician arrives on-site with all the tools
and spare parts needed to fix the problem.
Repair switch-off
time
Time when an upper-level component of the plant has to
be powered off in order to fix a problem.
Repair switch-on
time
Time when an upper-level component of the plant is re-established
after being powered off to fix the problem.
Resolution
time
Time when the fault is fixed and acknowledged by the O&M
Contractor’s control room personnel.
The maintenance ticket is closed.
In the CPN methodology only the failures that have an economic impact are taken into
account and, as presented in equation 53, are split into two categories:
(a) Economic impact due to downtime (Cdown):
- Failures that cause downtime or power loss.
- Considers the time from failure to repair/substitution.
- Special attention needs to be paid to failures at component level which might affect
other components (e.g. a module failure might bring down the whole string).
(b) Economic impact due to repair (Cfix):
- Cost of detection to account for various techniques (visual inspection, IR for ther-
mal anomalies, I-V curve tracing for power deviations, EL for cracked cells, etc.)
- Cost of transportation of a component - Cost of labour (linked to repair time) -
Cost of repair/substitution of a component
Costs due to downtime:
This calculation is done for each specific failure found in the period analysed. The first
step is to calculate the PR when a specific failure occurs, using as starting point the
annual average PR calculated with the first available complete year of monitoring data.
PRfail = PRstartmonitoring − PLR(yearfail − yearstartmonitoring) (58)
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The PLR is derived with the same approach used in section 4.6, where the PLR for
an example PV plant was calculated. The next steps are the calculation of the O&M
contractor KPIs defined in section above and the Specific Yield Loss (Yloss), which is
the energy per kWp that the plant would have produced if unaffected by the failure. It
is calculated separately for the four intervals of interest (detection time, response time,
repair time and shutdown time):
Yloss[kWh/kWp] = HlossPRfail (59)
Hloss is the irradiation incident on the PV plant during the failure. The irradiation data
is taken from the monitoring system (on-site irradiance sensor data) or from a satellite-
based source when ground measurements are not available or not reliable. In the next
step, the energy loss is calculated, normalized by the total number of components affected

















The sum of all sub-components yields the final total energy loss for a specific failure event:
ElossTOTAL [kWh] = Elossdetection + Elossresponse + Elossrepair + Elossshutdown (64)
In the equations, P0 represents the nominal power and n the number of components. CPL
is the component power loss. For example, a CPL = 50% means that this component
is working at half of its capacity. Ideally, it can be calculated from the monitoring data.
Otherwise, assumed values can be found in Moser et al. [27]. M1 is a multiplier to consider
failures that cause problems at higher component level during detection, response and
repair times (excluding shutdown). For example, if one module takes down the whole
string (caused by theft) and the string has 13 modules, then M1 = 13. M2 is a multiplier
to consider failures that cause problems at higher component level only during shutdown
time. For example, if an entire combiner box with 10 strings has to be switched off to
replace only one broken module and each string has 13 modules, then M2 = 10 · 13.






For the calculation of the costs due to downtime, it is very important to consider the
missing income related to the sale of the electricity, defined by the feed in tariff (FIT),
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the power-purchasing agreement (PPA) or the missing savings generated by PV plants
installed on roofs/facades defined as retail cost of electricity (RCE). For this case study,
the FIT was used.
Costs due to repair:
First, the cost of labour due to each specific failure was calculated, using the repair time
(equation 56), the number of technicians deployed nST and the internal cost per hour CST
per technician:
Clabour[AC] = trepairnSTCST (66)
Cfix is then calculated based on arising costs:
Cfix[AC/kWp] =
(Cdetect + Crepair + Ctransp + Clabour)nfail
P0
(67)
The remaining parameter are explained in Table 21.
7.2.3 Application of adapted CPN methodology on case study
The methodology has been applied manually to the introduced case study, which led to
important improvements, especially in terms of the structure and standardisation of the
CPN table (see Table 20). The analysis of real maintenance tickets has mainly led to
the optimization of the number and format of the input parameters. Instead of using the
methodology to create scenarios based on assumptions that would cover a wide spectrum
of O&M approaches, real data from a specific O&M contractor was used. Parameters
such as costs of interventions and spare parts, failure, acknowledgement, response and
repair times were directly extracted from the monitoring and ticketing system.
This task proved to be very time-consuming because although the description of failure
and corrective measures is common practice in the field of O&M, it is not often carried
out with the sufficient level of detail to derive meaningful statistical analysis due to the
lack of a standardized approach in the assignment, wording and categorization of failures.
Table 20: Extract of the CPN table related to the case study .
Ticket name
tdetection tresponse trepair ElossTOTAL Cfix Cdown CPN
[h] [h] [h] [kWh] [AC] [AC/kWp] [AC] [AC/kWp] [AC/kWp]
Inverter 3D off 0.40 0.10 1.33 424 50.44 0.01 46.67 0.005 0.011
Meter 1
connect error
18.20 1.00 95.55 0 0.00 0.00 255.00 0.028 0.028
Inverter 1B off 2.60 126.15 502.83 27,956 3,326.72 0.37 1,066.00 0.118 0.487
Inverter 1B off 1.18 0.40 0.58 76 9.09 0.00 20.42 0.002 0.003
Inverters cabin
3 off
8.70 16.30 0.83 4,704 559.83 0.06 29.17 0.003 0.065
Inverter 1B off 1.58 1.00 8.17 2,326 276.73 0.03 285.83 0.032 0.062
Plant off 0.17 0.17 19.83 11,360 1,351.86 0.15 35.00 0.004 0.154
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The methodology was further improved by introducing more accurate calculations for
plant degradation and PR. The PLR was calculated based on best practices, with which
the PR was derived for the time when each failure occurred, instead of assuming a fixed
PR value for all the tickets for the whole period analysed.
For the calculation of the initial PR, it might be desirable to use as starting point the PR
calculated right after the commissioning of the plant or even better, some months later,
when the modules’ output power has stabilised. But since this is data that belongs to the
installation phase of the project, it might be not available for the O&M contractor that
takes over the plant after 2-5 years of operation (typically a different company than the
original EPC contractor). So, for consistency, we restricted this work only to the data
that is available to the O&M contractor.
The calculation energy loss was also made more precise by directly integrating the irra-
diance measurements from on-site sensors into the Specific Yield Loss formula, avoiding
therefore, the uncertainty related to statistical assumptions.
This study was carried out to better understand the CPN methodology and to evaluate
its practicality in the routine operations of a large O&M operator. It is concluded that
the development of an automated and therefore, time-efficient solution for extracting key
parameters from maintenance tickets is of vital importance for the implementation of the
methodology at portfolio level, and thus, to gain statistical insights from the large number
of PV plants.
It became apparent that the O&M field practices must move away from the manual input
of tickets in text format and adopt a more standardised approach when human interven-
tion is limited to choosing the category and failure type from a pre-defined selection list.
This work was therefore the starting point of a newly funded project called PV 4.0, in
which a software platform for O&M contractors is developed. The platform will be an
interface for site technicians to input failure appearance in an easy and standardized way
similar to the methodology shown above with a build-in CPN approach [16,165].
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Table 21: Definition of the parameters for the calculation of the costs due to downtime
and repair in the CPN equation.
Parameter downtime Units Definition
PRfail % PR when failure occurs
PRstartmonitoring %
Annual average PR calculated with first available complete
year of monitoring data
PLR %/year Performance Loss Rate
yearfail – Year when failure occurs
yearstartmonitoring % Year from which monitoring data is available
Yloss kWh/kWp
Specific Yield Loss (energy per kWp that the plant would
have produced if unaffected by the failure
Hloss kWh/m
2
Irradiation loss calculated as the sum of Plane of Array
irradiance
Elossdetection kWh Energy loss during detection
Elossresponse kWh Energy loss during response
Elossrepair kWh Energy loss during repair
Elossshutdown kWh Energy loss during shutdown (CPL=100%)
ElossTOTAL kWh Total energy loss
P0 kWp Total installed capacity of the PV plant
nfail – Number of components affected
ntotal – Total number of components
CPL % Component Power Loss
M1 %
Multiplier to consider failures that cause problems at higher
component level during detection, response and repair times
M2 %
Multiplier to consider failures that cause problems at higher
component level during shutdown time
FIT [AC/kWh] Feed in tariff
Parameter repair Units Definition
Clabour AC Cost of labour
trepair h Repair time
nST – Number of site technicians involved in repair activity
CST AC/h Internal cost of site technician
Cdetect AC/component
Cost of detection to account for various techniques (visual
inspection, IR for thermal anomalies, I-V curve tracing
for power deviations, EL for cracked cells, etc.)
Crepair AC/component Cost of repair/substitution




8.1 Original Scientific Contributions
The presented PhD thesis is dedicated to an enhanced understanding and exploitation of
performance loss rates of PV systems. It thereby explores the operation and performance
of PV installations in the long term. The performance loss rate is defined as the sum of
module (often referred to as degradation rate) as well as system related losses PV systems
experience throughout their lifetime. The original scientific contributions presented in this
dissertation are:
• Critical investigation of current performance loss rate calculation methodologies
and proposition of most reliable way to calculate linear performance loss rates of
PV systems;
• Development of first self-regulated multi-step performance loss rate algorithm for
PV systems;
• Improvement of existing methodology to assess the economic impact of failures
(CPN methodology) by using monitoring data and introducing real-time perfor-
mance loss rate values of PV systems.
In the following, the scientific contributions supporting the results achieved in this thesis
are presented.
8.2 List of publications
Review Article
Several results obtained during my PhD training were published as peer-reviewed scientific
papers in international journals:
I S. Lindig, I. Kaaya, K. Weiss, D. Moser and M. Topic, “Review of Statistical and An-
alytical Degradation Models for Photovoltaic Modules and Systems as Well as Related
Improvements“, IEEE Journal of Photovoltaics, vol. 8, no. 6, pp. 1773-1786, 2018. [24]
II I. Kaaya, S. Lindig, K.-A. Weiss, A. Virtuani, M. Sidrach de Cardona Ortin and D.
Moser, “Photovoltaic lifetime forecast model based on degradation patterns“, Progress in
Photovoltaics: Research and Applications, vol. 28, no. 10, pp. 979– 992, 2020.
III K. Kunaifi, A. Reinders, S. Lindig, M. Jaeger and D. Moser, “Operational Performance and
Degradation of PV Systems Consisting of Six Technologies in Three Climates“, Applied
Sciences, vol. 10, no. 16, 2020.
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IV S. Lindig, A. Louwen, D. Moser and M. Topic, “Outdoor PV System Monitoring—Input
Data Quality, Data Imputation and Filtering Approaches“ Energies, vol. 13, no. 19, 2020.
[6]
V S. Lindig, D. Moser, A. J. Curran, K. Rath, A. Khalilnejad, R. H. French, M. Herz,
B. Müller, G. Makrides, G. Georghiou, A. Livera, M. Richter, J. Ascencio-Vásquez, M.
Van Iseghem, M. Meftah, D. Jordan, C. Deline, W. van Sark, J. S. Stein, M. Theristis,
B. Meyers, F. Baumgartner and W. Luo, “International collaboration framework for the
calculation of performance loss rates: Data quality, benchmarks, and trends (towards
a uniform methodology)“, Progress in Photovoltaics: Research and Applications, DOI:
https://doi.org/10.1002/pip.3397, 2021. [7]
VI S. Lindig, D. Moser and M. Topic, “New PV Performance Loss Methodology applying a
self-regulated Multi-Step Algorithm“, Submitted to IEEE Journal of Photovoltaics.
Published Scientific Conference Contributions
Additionally, scientific results were presented at international conferences in form of
posters or oral presentations, mostly together with associated manuscripts:
VII S. Lindig, P. Ingenhoven, G. Belluardo and D. Moser, “Evaluation of Technology-Dependent
MPP Current and Voltage Degradation in a Temperate Climate“, in 2018 PV Reliability
Workshop, Denver, 2018. (poster)
VIII S. Lindig, P. Ingenhoven, G. Belluardo, D. Moser and M. Topic, “Evaluation of Technology-
Dependent MPP Current and Voltage Degradation in a Temperate Climate“, in 35th EU
PVSEC, pp. 1081 - 1086, Brussels, 2018. (oral) [8]
IX I. Kaaya, S. Lindig, J. Ascencio-Vásquez, G. Oviedo Hernandez and N. Hrelja, “Service
Life and Energy Prediction models for PV Modules and Systems“, in 8th SOPHIA Work-
shop PV-Module Reliability, Ljubljana, 2018. (oral)
X P. Ingenhoven, G. Belluardo, S. Lindig and D. Moser, “Understanding the Time Evolution
of the PVGIS Performance Model parameter and the Temperature Coefficients“, in 35th
EU PVSEC, pp. 1563-1568, Brussels, 2018. (oral)
XI S. Lindig, D. Moser and M. Topic, “Multi-step performance loss rates of photovoltaics
systems“, in 9th SOPHIA Workshop PV-Module Reliability, Graz, 2019. (poster) [9]
XII S. Lindig, D. Moser, A. J. Curran and R. H. French, “Performance Loss Rates of PV




XIII A. J. Curran, C. B. Jones, S. Lindig, J. Stein, D. Moser and R. H. French, “Performance
Loss Rates Consistency and Uncertainty Across Multiple Methods and Filtering Criteria“,
in 46th IEEE PVSC Conference, Chicago, 2019. (poster) - best poster award winner
XIV I. Kaaya, S. Lindig, N. Hrelja, G. Oviedo Hernandez, F. Mariottini, D. Moser, K.-A.
Weiss, M. Van Iseghem, P. V. Chiantore and T. Betts, “Service Lifetime Prediction of PV
Modules and Systems and Related Economic Impacts: Progress of the SOLAR-TRAIN
Project“, in 46th IEEE PVSC Conference, Chicago, 2019. (poster)
XV D. Moser, D. Bertani, A. J. Curran, R. H. French, M. Herz, S. Lindig, G. Makrides,
B. Mueller, M. Richter, M. Van Iseghem, W. van Sark and J. S. Stein, “International
Collaboration framework for the Calcuation of Performance Loss Rates: Data Quality,
Benchmarks, and Trends“, in 36th EU PVSEC, pp. 1266 - 1271, Marseille, 2019. (oral)
XVI G. Oviedo Hernandez, S. Lindig, D. Moser and P. Chiantore, “Optimization of the Cost
Priority Number (CPN) Methodology to the Needs of a Large O&M Operator“, in 36th
EU PVSEC, pp. 1613 - 1617, Marseille, 2019. (poster) [11]
XVII J. Ascencio-Vásquez, N. Kyranaki, S. Mitterhofer, C. Barretta, L. Castillon, D. E. Man-
sour, I. Kaaya, N. Hrelja, S. Lindig and G. Hernandez, “SOLAR-Train: Climate, Materials
and Performance“, in 1st SOPHIA PV-Module Reliability Webinar, 2020. (oral)
XVIII S. Lindig, D. Moser, B. Müller, K. Kiefer and M. Topic, “Application of Dynamic Multi-
Step Performance Loss Algorithm“, in 47th IEEE PVSC Conference, Virtual, 2020. (oral)
[12]
XIX A. J. Curran, T. L. Burleyson, S. Lindig, J. Stein, L. S. Bruckman, D. Moser and R.
H. French, “PVplr: R Package Implementation of Multiple Filters and Algorithms for
Time-series Performance Loss Rate Analysis“, in 47th IEEE PVSC Conference, Virtual,
2020. (oral) [13]
XX S. Lindig, J. Leloux, J. Ascencio-Vásquez, M. Topic and D. Moser, “Climate related
performance dependence of performance losses of PV systems in Pearl PV database“, in
37th EU PVSEC, pp. 1567 - 1572, Virtual, 2020. (poster) [14]
XXI L. Koester, A. Astigarraga, S. Lindig and D. Moser, “Development of daylight photolu-
minescence technique for PV modules and investigation of temperature dependency“, in
37th EU PVSEC, pp. 908 - 913, Virtual, 2020. (oral) [15]
XXII G. Oviedo Hernández, E. Capra, S. Lindig, P. V. Chiantore and D. Moser, “Improving the
quality of PV plant performance analysis by increasing data integrity and reliability: a




XXIII A. Louwen, L. Koester, S. Lindig, A. Astigarraga and D. Moser, “PV4.0: Combining
asset management, PV measurement data and the cost priority number method in a
digital infrastructure for PV plant O&M“, in 37th EU PVSEC, pp. 1378 - 1380, Virtual,
2020. (oral) [16]
XXIV A. Louwen, S. Lindig and D. Moser, “Imputation of missing values in irradiance datasets“,
in 37th EU PVSEC, pp. 1224 - 1227, Virtual, 2020. (oral)
XXV D. Moser, S. Lindig, M. Richter, J. Ascencio-Vásquez, M. Herz, B. Müller, I.T. Horvath,
A. Schils, S. Ramesh, M. Green, J. Vedde, D. Barnard, B. Herteleer and J.A. Tsanakas,
“Benchmarking Yield Assessment Exercise in Different Climates within an International
Collaboration Framework“, in 37th EU PVSEC, pp. 1317 - 1323, Virtual, 2020. (oral)
[17]
Other Publications
My involvement in the IEA’s PVPS Task 13 gave me the opportunity to actively partici-
pate and contribute in writing the following Task 13 reports:
XXVI D. Moser, S. Lindig, M. Richter, J. Ascencio-Vásquez, I.T. Horvath, B. Müller, I.T. Hor-
vath, M. Green, J. Vedde, M. Herz, B. Herteleer, K.-A. Weiss, B. Stringth, A. Schils
and D. Barnard, “Uncertainty in Yield Assessments and PV LCOE“, Report IEA PVPS
T13-18:2020, ISBN: 978-3-907281-06-2, 2020.
XXVII R. H. French, L. S. Bruckman, S. Lindig, D. Moser, M. Van Iseghem, B. Müller, J. S.
Stein, M. Richter, M. Herz, W. v. Sark, F. Baumgartner, J. Ascencio-Vásquez, D. Bertani,
G. Maugeri, A. J. Curran, K. Rath, J. Liu, A. Khalilnejad, M. Meftah, D. C. Jordan, C.
Deline, G. Makrides, G. Georghiou, A. Livera, B. Meyers, G. Plessis, M. Theristis and W.
Luo, “Assessment of Performance Loss Rate of PV Power Systems“, Report IEA-PVPS
T13-22:2020, ISBN: 978-3-907281-10-9, 2020.
XXVIII K. A. Weiss, L. S. Bruckman, R. H. French, G. Oreski, T. Tanahashi, I. Kaaya, J. Liu,
R. J. Wieser, K. Rath, S. N. Venkat, N. Hrelja, M. Van Iseghem, S. Lindig, G. Eder, L.
Neumaier, J. Ascencio-Vásquez, S. Mitterhofer and L. F. Castillon Grandara, “Service
Life Estimation Models for PV Modules“, Report IEA-PVPS T13-16:2021, ISBN: 978-3-
907281-05-5, 2021.
Presentations
Furthermore, I was given the opportunity to present my research and the state of the art
of my research topic on several occasions:
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XXIX S. Lindig, “Do we really know how to calculate Performance Loss Rates?,“ in Intersolar
2019, Munich, May 2019.
XXX S. Lindig, “Theory & Practice of Performance Loss Rate Calculations,“ in 13th PV Per-
formance Modeling and Monitoring Workshop 2019, Kunshan/China, December 2019.
[128]
XXXI S. Lindig, “Performance Loss Rates - Data requirements,“ in Pearl PV Workshop - Data
sharing for trans-European PV Performance Analyses, November 2020.
XXXII S. Lindig, “Quantifizierung der Degradation von PV Anlagen,“ in TPPV Austria Work-
shop - Qualitätssicherung, January 2021.
Software/Data
Lastly, through my active collaboration with the Case Western Reserve University, I had
the chance to contribute to the creation of an R-package as well as a data repository
storing high quality PV system data for public use:
XXXIII A. J. Curran, T. Burleyson, S. Lindig, D. Moser and R. H. French, (2020). ”PVplr:
Performance Loss Rate Analysis Pipeline.” R package version 0.1.0. https://CRAN.R-
project.org/package=PVplr [139]
XXXIV A. J. Curran, K. Rath, A. Khalilnejad, D. Moser, R. H. French, S. Lindig, D. Moser, K.
Berger, G. Maugeri, C. Deline, D. Jordan, M. Van Iseghem, M. Meftah, G. Plessis, E.
Lajoie-Mazenc, G. Makrides, G. Georghiou, A. Livera, C. B. Jones, J. L. Braid and J.
S. Stein, (2020). ”IEA PVPS Task 13.ST 2.5: PLR Determination Benchmark study”,
Dataset version 0.1.0, DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/VTR2S, https://osf.io/vtr2s/
8.3 Conclusions & Outlook
The first part of this work walks through the calculation of performance loss rates in
great detail and highlights the importance of each individual calculation/evaluation step.
These include the assessment of input data, data filtering, performance metric selection,
time series corrections and the application of statistical methods to calculate performance
loss rates. First, a discussion on input parameter quality and data imputation is carried
out. Thereby, a new input power data rating scheme is introduced as an easily accessible
rating method among PV system data, which hopefully will find its way in this or an
updated form into the IEC 61724 standard. Afterwards, different types of filter as well




The subsequent chapter ”Beyond Classical Approaches” is divided into two topics.
First, the performance loss rate calculation steps - data filtering - performance met-
ric selection - statistical methodology selection - are critically discussed and compared.
Thereby, a benchmark analysis reports on an unprecedented evaluation of the interaction
and performance of these three calculation steps including results from 19 PV systems and
several leading R&D centres and universities. In the course of this work, we recommend
how to rate different calculation approaches among several PV systems and how to de-
termine comparable uncertainties. Based on the results of this study, one single superior
modelling approach does not exist at this time. Instead, averaging over results coming
from the application of different calculation approaches, based on best practices discussed
in this section, is believed to be the best strategy to find a value as close as possible
to the ”true” unknown performance loss rate for an individual PV system. To enable
researchers to follow this approach, a tailored R-package has been developed including
different calculation possibilities. A standardized calculation path was unsuccessfully at-
tempted before, with a proposal for a new IEC 61724-4 standard. We hope that, based on
this work, a new attempt might be triggered to finally standardize a calculation approach
which enables researchers and institutions to better inter-compare performance loss rate
results across various systems and installation conditions.
In the second part of this chapter, a new multi-step performance loss methodology has
been proposed which was the first algorithm to automatically divide the time series of
PV system performance into subsets whose performance losses are calculated individually.
This algorithm differs insofar from classically used approaches, as it is not only reporting
one single performance loss value for the whole lifetime of the plant, but a number of
values based on the amount of determined breakpoints in the performance time series.
By reporting several linear performance loss rate values for individual time periods, the
respective system performance is documented in high granularity but still being easy to
comprehend. This is necessary for in-depth studies of PV system performance evolution,
as to better understand when certain performance reducing events appear and to be able
to isolate the impact of these events from the overall system degradation. In the course
of this thesis the developed multi-step performance loss algorithm was used to carry out
an in-depth study of the performance of two commercially operating PV systems. This
study was extremely beneficial to translate the algorithm from well monitored test sys-
tems to commercially operated PV plants. With the help of the system data, the input
data quality assessment and filter application was tailored to its specific needs to carry
out a meaningful performance evaluation. This approach only needs performance data
to deliver a detailed performance analysis. We believe that it can contribute to an im-
provement of existing PV system surveillance routines through its simplicity and detail.
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Furthermore, it provides a very fast, cheap and detailed report on the performance of op-
erating plants for technical due-diligence activities. It is foreseen to collect more datasets
from PV systems of different sizes and operating under different conditions to establish
PV system configuration and climate condition dependent statistics through an enhanced
performance benchmarking.
Attempts to not just calculate but assess performance loss values have been conducted in
the subsequent chapter ”Understanding Performance Loss of PV Systems”. Here, system
data from two databases have been evaluated, performance losses in current and voltage
been explored and the introduced multi-step performance loss methodology has been ap-
plied to two commercially operated PV systems. Calculating performance losses of system
fleets, namely the IEA PVPS Task 13 database and the COST Action Pearl-PV database,
helped to clearly identify parameter of interest when drawing correlations between per-
formance/performance losses and installation conditions of PV systems such as prevailing
climate conditions (especially irradiation), system technology, mounting type and system
size. It has been shown that the most important parameter ensuring reliable calculation
conditions is the length of the performance time series.
To evaluate system performance on a higher level, performance loss calculations of maxi-
mum power point current and voltage have been carried out. Thereby, several PV systems
of an experimental PV plant including eight different PV technologies have been studied.
To support this study, several site visits deploying different characterization techniques
have been conducted. For evaluation, the PV systems were divided into crystalline and
thin film systems. Clear trends of elevated losses for thin film systems were detected
rooting from a loss in both current and voltage, whereby current losses are the primary
trigger causing performance losses of crystalline PV systems.
This work closes with a discussion on the importance of realistic performance loss eval-
uations in long-term yield predictions and the usage of real performance loss rates in
determining the cost of specific failures in the field. It has been pointed out that long-
term yield predictions often only consider module degradation leading to time dependent
performance losses which are below actual values. Therefore, it is crucial to consider both,
module as well as balance of system degradation, to account for all losses a PV plant is
experiencing when predicting long-term yields of PV plants and PV projects.
Finally, the Cost Priority Number, a methodology which assigns a cost to failures and
technical risks affecting a PV systems performance and operation, has been further de-
veloped. Originally, it was based solely on entries in the ticketing system of PV plants
without the real impact on performance. Now the impact can be verified by additionally
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evaluating operational data exploiting monitoring systems of PV plants. This methodol-
ogy assigns a cost to the occurrence of technical risks including different preventive and
corrective measures. In the recently launched H2020 project TRUST-PV, the improved
Cost Priority Number approach is the basis for the creation of a large database including
PV system data, coming from several major O&M companies and asset managers across
Europe, for failure rates calculation. It is thereby a direct continuation of this disserta-
tion, where we will automatize the improved Cost Priority Number methodology in terms
of acquiring failure data, power loss calculations and related cost determination. The
output will later be integrated in the PV plant design of newly commissioned PV plants
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